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Hubbard confident in support for state senate run
By TOM BERRY
Hubbard said education, econom- and widespread interest in his candiStaff Report
ic development, the completion of dacy. According to the Kentucky
First District Senate Candidate U.S. 68/Ky. 80 between Murray and Registry of Election Finance,
Carroll Hubbard says he's confident Coldwater and other issues important Hubbard has amassed a total of $58,
voters will support his run for the to Calloway and the seven counties 893 as of April 18. Minus disburseseat from which he started his politi- that make up the First Senate district ments; he currently has $52,216.
cal career more than 30 years ago and will be his goal.
Rick Johnson, a former appeals
he is counting on support in
Working to overcome partisan court judge from Symsonia in Graves
Calloway County.
bickering in Frankfort, something he County and Hubbard's challenger in
Hubbard said dunng a gathenng said there was a lot less of when he the May Primary, reported total
of more than 200 that included mem- was working in Frankfort in the receipts of $31,050. Minus disbursebers of the Calloway County 1970s and 1980s, will also be priori- ment of $9,755, he currently has a
Democratic Party and other support- ty.
balance of $21,294 as of the 32-day
ers at the Weaks Community Center
"My prionty would be to work reporting cycle before the primary.
Thursday night, that the interests of with the governor and the legislators
Incumbent Sen. Ken Winters, RMurray residents will be well served to try to bong an end to all this parti- Murray, reported $37, 816 as of the
by his return to Frankfort should he san bickering and advantages for the April 18 deadline. Minus disbursewin in May and November.
Democrats and Republicans and have ments of $1,456, he reports an ending
"I know what you're thinking. He all the advantages for the more than balance of $36,359.
lives over in Mayfield and if he wins three million people of Kentucky."
"I think the amount of money I
he will forget about us," Hubbard
Hubbard, a Murray native now have collected shows there is a
told the crowd. "Well, Mayfield living in Mayfield where he practices majority of people in the seven counneeds help to. We all do. But I can law, pointed out that he has a cam- ties that want me representing them
TOM BERRYILedger & Times
tell you this, if I win this election paign war chest of about $50,000 and some of those were large donaFirst District State Senate hopeful Carroll Hubbard speaks to a crowd of more
Murray and Calloway County will collected since January from contribthan 200 members of the Calloway County Democratic Party and other supportbenefit from it. I guarantee you that." utors: an amount, he said, showed
ers gathered at the Weaks Community Center Thursday night.
•See Page 2A

Off-site
sales
passes in
7-5 vote
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Wnter
The Murray City Council
approved on first reading an
ordinance that would allow
temporary off-site sales on any
property zoned for highway
business.
Previously, the ordinance
read that businesses, such as car
and boat dealerships, could conduct off-site sales at the
Regional Special Events Center
and the Murray State University
Expo Center only. When a car
dealership from Louisville
asked to use the RSEC but the
RSEC was booked, they turned
to the city. But because of the
ordinance, they were unable to
conduct business here.
Several
councilmembers
objected to tweaking the ordinance to accomodate an out-oftown business.
"We put in a whole new ordinance because someone was
selling ice-cream," said councilman David Ramey. "Now
we're going to let someone
come in from out of town..."
Others agreed.
"We try to get more restriction on 12th Street," said councilman Robert Billington, Jr,,
using monument signs and transient businesses as an example.
"Now we're getting less restrictive. This does not make any
sense tome. I don't think this is
the nght thing to do."
Council woman
Jane
Brandon said, "This could hurt
, our businesses" but Butch
Seargent pointed out that local
businesses would also be
allowed under the ordinance to
conduct temporary off-site
sales.
According to City Clerk
Harla McClure, a business will
have to obtain the correct !wensure and permit from the state,
the city and permission from the
owner of site they're doing
business on. Plus, they are
allowed to stay in that location

•See Page 2A

'Bred coach's
story kicks off
ALS campaign
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Progressive disability, the threat of financial ruin paying for medical care and facing a life filled with uncertainty about the future are
just a few of the fears suffered by the more than 5,000 Aniencans
that are diagnosed with ALS each year.
These and many other grim facts about aniyotrophic lateral
schlerosis (ALS) -- also known as Lou Gehrig's Disease — were
the focus of ALS Association of Kentucky's appeal for corporate
sponsors during a breakfast meeting at The Stables on the Murray
State University campus Thursday morning. The meeting was
scheduled to ask for support from local businesses in raising
$40,000 during the 2(X)S Walk to Defeat ALS coming up Sept. 20.
MSU Baseball Coach Rob McDonald was keynote speaker for
the event. He told a crowd of 25 local business leaders and Walk
supports about his friend Terry Swinnen, who has suffered with ALS
for 20 years, as well as McDonald's own experience with multiple
schlerosis: a disease similar in nature.
"I can relate to it. It's scary and it can strike anybody," McDonald
said concerning the victims of ALS. "I can relate to someone who
gets a diagnosis and you are thinking this could be the end. They're
scared. They don't know what the future holds. They don't know
what is going to happen to themselves or their family."
According to statistics provided by Walk chairman Scott Benson.
about 5.600 people will be diagnosed with ALS this year. Most peo-

II See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
MIAMMMMMMMM • Alyssa Daughrity didn't waste any time tearing into all the scrumptious
chocolate goodies offered dunng the annual Evening of Chocolate Delight at the Murray
Woman's Club clubhouse Thursday night. Hundreds of chocolate lovers filled the house to
sample some of the chocolate cakes, pies, candy, cookies and other sinfully delicious delicacies.

Webasto earns 2008 PACE award
Staff Report
Webasto, a leading international automotive supplier with
a facility in Murray, was recently awarded the renowned
Automotive
News
PACE
(Premier Automotive Suppliers'
Contribution to Excellence)
Award 2008.
The company accepted the
prize in Detroit for its develop-
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construction has been both
Webasto's motivation and our
obligation for more than 100
years."
said
Franz-Josef
Kortueni, CEO of Webasto AG.
"We are very pleased to be
receiving this award, which
underlines our technological
leadership in the use of synthet-
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ment of a low-pressure injection
molding process for the production of polycarbonate panoramic
roofs. Webasto was named in
the category Manufacturing
Process and Capital Equipment
which honors outstanding innovations in manufacturing and
business processes.
'"The development of innovative solutions for automotive
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GREG TRAVIS/ledger & Times
Donna Hemdon, nght, admires an outfit worn by Jennifer Payne during Thursday's Spring
Luncheon and Fashion Show at the First United Methodist Church. The event was sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Hospice Program,

Fashion show benefits hospice
Staff Reporty
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Program hosted a Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show on Thursday at
the First United Methodist
Church gymnasium.
The event featured fashions
from DK Kelley. modeled by
local ladies, just in time for
Mother's Day shopping.
"This was a perfect opportuni-

ty for the community to support
our local hospice while sharing
lunch with friends and co-workers, and viewing the latest
spring fashions," said Jimmie
Joyce. MCCH Hospice coordinator. "Many local businesses
provided donations to this effort
and Hospice is especially appreciative of the many volunteers
who make this event possible ---

the Murray Woman's Club for
their continued support and hard
work, as well as, the Methodist
Church for the use of their wonderful facility."
A silent auction featuring
items donated by various local
businesses was also conducted.
All proceeds from the event
will be used to benefit the
Hospice program at MCCH.

ple that are struck by the ALS
"speeding bullet" die within two
to five years.
Raising the funds to aid
research and provide care to
ALS victims in Kentucky is the
goal of this year's walk.
-The money that is raised
stays here in Kentucky and will
go to families that have members that have ALS," Benson
said, while relating the death of
his father, who had the disease.
The funds help purchase
wheelchairs and other muchneeded equipment indispensable
to victims and their families.
ALS is an often fatal, progressive neurodegenerative disease that affects nerve cells in
the brain and spinal cord,
according to a news release
from the association. Voluntary
muscle action, such as standing
and walking is progressively
affected as brain neurons begin
to die. In the later stages, the
victim is unable to talk and
eventually is unable to swallow
or even breathe on their own.
Yet the patient's mind remains
unaffected so an active mind is
trapped in a progressively
degenerating body, according to
the ALS Foundation Web site at
www.alsfoundation.org.
"The person with ALS goes
from being a proud and self-sufficient individual to someone
that has to depend totally on
someone else for everything,"
Benson said. "The effect it has
on the family is devastating.
Everything
you
are
doing...everything you are planning to do is put on hold.'
There is no known cure for
ALS; however fundraisers like
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes
Murray State University baseball coach Rob McDonald
speaks to local business representatives Thursday morning
about support for the 2008 Walk to Defeat ALS at The Stables
restaurant on the campus. McDonald told the crowd about
the difficulties faced by families affected by ALS by relating
the story of a long-time friend who has suffered from the con-i,
dition for 20 years.
Walk to Defeat ALS helps to started early this year in our'
fund research to eliminate the appeal to corporate sponsors so
dreaded
disease.
Recent we can reach our $40,000 goal."
advances in research have
Benson said he is encouraghelped patients live a better, ing business — as well as indilonger and more fulfilling life. viduals, churches, civic organiaccording to association offi- zations, schools — to support
cials.
the effort and be willing to par"The cost of fighting this ticipate in the walk which will
debilitating disease is high," take place on the MSU campus.
Benson said. "We're getting
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III Hubbard confident ... •Off-site sales ...
From Front

From Front

tions.- Hubbard said. "Yes. ..m confident that I can win all seven
counties next month and in November."
A listing of all contributions to all three candidates and names of
those that gave may be found on the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance Web page at www.kreLky.gov.
Hubbard held the seat from 1968-74. In 1974, he was elected as
First District U.S. congressman and served several terms in the
House of Representatives through 1993; briefly taking a respite to
make an unsuccessful run for the Kentucky governor's office in
1979. The First District includes Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Lyon and Tngg counties.

for five days.
The ordinance passed on a 75 vote with Brandon. Ramey,
Jason Pittman, Billington and
Jeremy Bell voting against the
change.
In other business, the council.
•unanimously approved an
ordinance on second reading to

rezone five tracts of land for a
total of 12.538 acres on Lowes
Drive from R-4 (multi-family
residential) to B-2 (highway
business).
• unanimously approved an
ordinance on second reading to
amend the City of Murray Code
of Ordinances, Architectural
Review Board to define the renaissance district as a historic
district in support of the creation
of the historic overlay district.
*unanimously approved on

first reading an ordinance
amending and adopting the fiscal year 2007-08 Murray city
budget.
•onanimously approved on
first reading an ordinance
amending the Murray city code
of ordinances that will allow
police officers to issue citations
for code violations but route the
penalties through the city
instead of the court system.
• unanimously authorized
the mayor to issue all doca-

ments necessary between the:
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet and the city for sidewalks in the southwest park.
• unanimously reappointed
Charletter Ellis to the Murray
Calloway Transit Authority
board for a four-year term to
expire April 19, 2012.
• unanimously declared as
surplus five wrecked vehicles in
the Murray impound lot. The
vehicles will be sold for scrap
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Conway finds against CPE move

Kentucky Supreme Court chief
justice announces resignation
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) — Kentucky Supreme Court Chief Justice
Joseph Lambert said Thursday that he is resigning effective June
27.
1 behave its a mistake to remain for too long in a high-level position in government." Lambert said in a written statement announcing
his decision
The Mount Vernon resident was elected to the Supreme Court in
1986. He has served as chief justice for the past 10 years
"Serving on the Supreme Court and as chief justice." Lambert
said "has been the greatest privilege of my life "
Lambert, 59, said he intends to loin the slate's senior judge program, in which retired judges work part-time to help clear backlogged cases
The Supreme Court is made up of seven justices elected from
seven areas of the state to eight-year terms. Those justices choose
which among them will service as chief justice to oversee the slate's
judicial system

WKU Regents approve 9
percent tuition hike
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) -- Students at Western Kentucky
will have to dig a little deeper into their pockets to go to school on
the Hill next year.
The WKU Board of Regents approved a 9 percent tuition hike
Thursday for the 2008-09 academic year. University president Gary
Ransdell proposed the tuition increase earlier this month as a way
to offset increases in fixed costs and various school programs
Faculty Regent Patricia Minter called the hike a necessary evil to
keep the university from falling behind.
Tuition for instate residents next year will be almost $3 500 a
semester, while tuition for nonresidents will jump to over $8,400 per
semester

Ky. woman found dead in Tenn.; no
foul play suspected
TAZEWELL, Tenn (AP) -- A missing Middlesboro, Ky., woman
has been found dead just across the border in Tennessee.
Sixty-four-year-old Billie Jean Hill's body was found in a shallow
creek in Claiborne County.
Sheriff David Ray told WVLT-TV in Knoxville on Thursday that no
foul play is suspected in her death.
Relatives say Hill had various health problems and was confused.
A relative who saw her on Tuesday morning before she disappeared said Hill seemed confused before driving off. Shortly afterward a truck driver reported helping a woman who matched Hill's
description.

Officer intended to use Taser, pulled
gun, department said
NICHOL ASVILLE. Ky (AP) --- The Nicholasville Police
Department said one of its officers intended to use his Taser to stop
a tight between two men, but mistakenly pulled his pistol and shot
one of them
The man who was shot was taken to the University of Kentucky
Hospital after being struck in the side by a bullet.
A news release by the department said Lt Bill Jones drew the
wrong weapon and fired Thursday afternoon.
The Lexington Herald-Leader quoted the other man in the fight as
saying the trouble came when he and the victim's es-wife were
preparing to leave for Texas with her two children.
The man said because they expected trouble, the couple had
arranged for the father to say goodbye to his son at the police station

rida,. Xpril 25, 20014 • 3

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Officials
violated state law by not conducting a
national search for the
state's higher education
chief. and Kentucky should
start pursuing a new permanent
replacement,
Attorney General Jack
Conway said.
The search that lead the
state's
on
Council
Postsecondary Education
Conway
to hire interim President
Brad Cowgill for the full time post was not
proper. Conway said as pail of a nonbinding
legal opinion released Thursday. Conway
said the j'and's search leading to Cowgill
was "unusual to say the least- and found
that some portions of it also violated the
state's open meetings law.
"The council violated the statute in voting to hire Mr. Cowgill as the permanent
president." Conway said at an afternoon
press conference.
Gov. Steve Beshear raised the issue after
the council announced it had named
Cowgill as its president. He argued that the

council
ignored
legal
requirements to find a higher education chief with an
established reputation and
experience in postsecondary education.
Conway said the panel
was "duty hound at a minimum to conduct a national
search to search for someBaotwar
one that has the qualifications that are actually spelled out in the
statute.Cowgill was former Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's budget director and was appointed interim president in September, shortly
before the Republican governor left office
last year. He's scheduled to take the permanent post on May I.
John Turner, the education panel's chairman. issued a written statement saying he
wanted to involve Beshear in resolving the
matter.
"I want to explore with the governor and
nty colleagues on the council a way to do so
promptly and with appropriate respect for
the independence of the council and our
postsecondary institutions.- Turner said in
the statement.

Still. Beshear said he
believes the next search
should exclude Cowgill
from consideration, but
did not have any particular
candidates in mind.
The council is the
state's
coordinating
agency for Kentucky's
411
public universities and
Carpal
community and technical
colleges. Currently, universities throughout
the state are considering raising tuition
4
Earlier this week, Cowgill urged
Kentucky's public universities and community colleges to take "conservative ,,
approach- when it comes to tuition increases. The council is scheduled to hold public A
hearings on the proposed tuition hikes next
week.
Beshear. a Democrat. said Tnursday his?
actions were not about Cowgill, but about
finding the best candidate.
"The law is now clear, hopefully, in the
minds of the council,- Beshear said. "I am
calling upon them — actually I am demanding — that they follow the law and that they _
proceed to conduct a nationwide search and
find us the best candidate that we can find.-

Webasto earns ...
From Front
ic polycarbonate technology for
large-area
roof
systems.
Webasto's top priority is the
development of futuristic roof
systems that offer even more
safety, reduce CO2 emissions
through reduced weight and
simultaneously offer more comfort.The technology, developed
by Webasto for the manufacturing of larger roof systems made
polycarbonate.
from
was
applied to the smart fortwo. Due
to the specially developed manufacturing
technology,
it
became possible to create a
high-quality
polycarbonate
panel over 10 square feet in
area.
The roof system, weighing
only 16.6 lbs. — half the weight
of a comparable glass roof —
has since been installed over
100.000 times.
Due to the resilience of the
matenal, it offers the vehicle's
passengers a maximum degree

ot safety. Ube tinted polycarbonate additionally blocks approximately 60 percent of the sun's
radiation and absorbs HE percent of its UV rays.
A supplemental surface coating makes the smart fortwo roof
system by Webasto resistant to
scratches and the forces of
nature. Webasto Center for
Synthetics in Schierling. near
Regensburg Webasto is one of
the world's leading companies
in the use of polycarbonate and
polyurethane synthetic technologies and supports its own

center tor synthetics
in
Schierling near Regensburg.
Germany
With its production line for
so-called "polycarbonate glazing elements". Webasto underlines its determination to
become a leader in technology
for this area of the mobile
future. Polycarbonate roofing
elements are created on the
injection molding machine in a
two-component injection molding process.
The specially made embossing machine has the ability to
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implement different processes.
such as in-mould pressing and
parallel molding, where conventional technologies would
require several machines. The
panel elements are then immediately sent to a class'1(X) clean
room where an automated
process coats the polycarbonate
components on the front and the
back sides, without requiring any prior or post-processing.
This allows the polycarbonate to
maintain its strength and aesthetic quality.
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Callers to 1.800.4(5.2345 or visitors to www.cancer.org con find cancer
information and support 24 hours a day.
111.0 Photo
Pictured are, from left, Capt. Jim Osborne, Chief Ken Claud and Maj. Jeff Liles of the Murray
Police Department after Osborne and Liles graduation from the Criminal Justice Executive
Development Program in Richmond, Ky.

Liles, Osborne graduate
from leadership program
Staff Report
Two Murray Police officers
graduated from a cnminal justice leadership program last
month.
Maj. Jeffrey Liks and Capt.
Jim Osborne graduated front the
Criminal Justice Executive
Development Program on
March 14. The program is at the
Department
of
Kentucky

Crinunal Justice Training at
Eastern Kentucky University in
Richmond, Ky.
The five-month program
consists of several different curriculums including budgeting.
administrative development,
department management. as
well as organizational planning.
The program is in its 10th
year.

Conch r information specialists are available day and night, answering
questions and offering peace of mind when cancer patients need it most

Cancer Survivors Network provides an online community with chat rooms
and information resources for survivors and I aregivers at www.cancer.org.

Your involvement can change a life.

Maj. Liles and Capt. Osborne
are the first officers from
Murray Police Department to
complete the program.
Liles serves as assistant chief
(
4
••
•
and commander of patrol and
RELAY
has been with MPD since 1991.
FOR UPE
Osborne serves as the afternoon shift commander and has
been with the department since
1995.

May 2, 2008
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
MSU Stewart Stadium

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Form • Life • Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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Jimmy just
doesn't get it
Just what about total annihilation of the Jews by Palestinian. Arab and Muslim people does Jimmy Carter not understand? Mr. Carter's latest leap into the foreign policy breach
resulted in his declaring the terrorist organization Hamas had
accepted Israel's "right to exist." and would further accept
the establishment of a Palestinian state on
land occupied by Israel in the 1967 ArabIsraeli war, land whose borders had been
changed after Israel was attacked by some
of the very people who still want the
nation's elimination. The working strategy
of Israel's enemies is: if at first you don't
succeed in killing enough Jews, then try,
try again.
Hamas immediately denied Caner's claim
it is willing to recognize Israel and introCal's
duced the usual caveats about Jerusalem as
111011ghtS
the capital of a Palestinian state, "right of
By Cat Thomas return" for "Palestinian refugees" and so
Syndicated
forth. We've heard it all before. Israel's and
Columnist
our enemies tell us what we want to hear
while continuing their terronst and murderous acts in order to achieve their objectives.
Carter has a history of believing (and smooching) murderous thugs. He's kissed and/or met with the late Soviet dictator Leonid Brezhnev (Carter expressed surprise that Brezhnev
had lied to him about invading Afghanistan in 1979. Memo
to Carter: dictators lie and so do totalitarian groups like
Hamas): the late Palestinian leader Yassir Arafat, Hamas'
political leader. Khalid Mashaal and North Korea's Kim
Jong-II, who he falsely claimed had agreed to suspend his
nuclear weapons program. In each of these meetings, Carter
has served the interests, not of peace, or of his own country.
hut the interests of the dictatorial regimes whose prestige has
been elevated by the visit of an Amencan ex-president.
The false premise on which all negotiations with Islamic
terrorists have been based is that the terrorists lack something that, if they got it, would bring about instant peace,
reconciliation and the study of war no more. This is wishful
thinking bordenng on self-delusion. Despite multiple concessions over many years, peace overtures, goodwill gestures
and offering up of land captured from the very people who
have tried before and will try again to destroy Israel, many
on the political left in Israel. Europe and America cling to
the fiction that it is only Israel that is an impediment to
"peace."
People who are not fully aware of the poison forced on
Muslim and Arab people by their religious and political leaders would do well to take some time and inform themselves.
The level of hatred and vilification tor all things Jewish,
Christian and Western sounds like the stuff out of a Ku
Klux Klan handbook. Young children are radicalized in their
first school year with appeals that they become martyrs in
order to expunge Jewish "filth" from the region and do
Allah's will. This is what we and the Jewish people face. If
the road to Hell is paved with good intentions, all our good
intentions will produce is a superhighway.
Jimmy Carter thinks he is doing God's will by "loving"
his enemies. The expectation behind that biblical instruction
is that such an act will soften the heart of the enemy. But
evil does not respond this way. What evil does is to take
these acts (evil people know the commands, too, because.
they have studied us more than we have studied them) and
use such notions to achieve their objectives. They will tell
us whatever we want to hear in order to get their way.
They believe the Koran allows them to lie to "infidels."
Why won't we understand this? Converts from Islam regularly warn us. Why do we persist in believing their lies
when the only thing they have been consistent at is lying?
If Carter trusts Hamas, whom else would he trust?
Nothing stinks as badly as a perishable item that has
passed its "sell-by" date. That describes Jimmy Carter. His
foreign policy was a failure when he was president. most
notably his approach to Iran, which toppled that regime and
gave us what we face now. Now, as ex-president. he continues to cause damage and undermine his country's foreign
policy.
It is said we only have one president at a time. Apparently, Jimmy Carter thinks otherwise.
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Faith on the road and off it
I figure that car magnets have taken
a big chunk out of the bumper sticker
industry. I say this because car magnets
offer a versatility bumper stickers don't.
For one, the magnets aren't limited
to the bumper and can be placed anywhere on the car, And they can still
carry those cute, heartfelt messages
we've come to know and love from
such pnze bumper stickers ("My Honor
Student can beat up your Honor Student" or "My wife says if I go fishing
one more time, she's going to leave
me. Gosh. I'm going to miss her- or
"Beautify Texas. Put a Yankee on a
bus").
A few months ago, my wife got car
magnets of our denominational logo,
the Methodist cross and flame, for our
two vehicles. This way, we can dispense with the secret handshake and
coded messages ("The sun is shining
but the ice is slippery") to determine
who our Methodical brothers and sisters
are as we travel.
But in all seriousness, it's simply a
way of displaying our faith and church,
which, when you think about it, is a
lot of responsibility ... especially while
driving.
You've probably heard the joke of
the woman who was pulled over by
the police officer after displaying a
bout of road rage. The officer arrested
the woman and took her to jail and
after a couple of hours, she was escorted back to the booking desk where the
arresting officer was waiting with her
things.
He said. "I'm sorry for this mistake.
You see, I pulled up behind your car
while you were blowing your horn.
flipping off the guy in front of you
and cussing a blue streak at him. I
noticed the 'What Would Jesus Do'
bumper sticker, the 'Follow me to Sunday School' bumper sticker, and the
chrome plated Chnstian fish emblem on
the trunk..Naturally, I assumed you had
stolen the car."
Sure, it's funny. I think of that joke
after I slam my fist on my steering
wheel multiple times trying to find that
centimeter area that honks the born
when someone turns in front ot me at

the 16th and Main intersection and 1
end up waving my arms like an orangutan.
Now the good thing about the magnets is they can be quickly removed
and stored should your road habits be
a little less "holier than thou."
But,
to be honest, those road rage circumstances can come on in a flash, which
means you're too late in trying to
cover your vehicular transgressions. And
if you take your car's symbol of
Christlikeness off because your simply
planning ahead, then maybe you
shouldn't have one in the first place.
Florida drivers may take their holy
rollerdom to another level with actual
specialty license plates that offer Christian symbols, such as a cross or a
stained glass window or the message "I
Believe."
Now, if you don't think this would
raise a legal ruckus, then your alphabet
is short an "A", a "C", a "1" and a
"U.- License plates with religious messages and funds raised by the state
going to help faith-based programs are
nothing new and neither are the subsequent legal challenges.
One plate that Florida lawmakers
approved in 2004 had the words "Family Values" on it and funds went to a
program that shared the Chnstian faith.
Another in Indiana had the words "In
God We Trust." while yellow "Choose
Life" tags in 13 states help raise
money for anti-abortion agencies.
All have been ruled constitutional in
high courts, comparing them to any
other specialty plates that may cheer on
college athletic teams or show off illustrations of wildlife of a particular state.
Now, you can obviously debate the
church-state separation issue until the
cows come home, and even ask the
question that if such specialty plates
can get governmental backing, then
why not the Ku Klux Klan or
satanists?
But that's not the point.
If we're more than willing to show
our faith and love of God on our vehicles — and I include myself in this
too -- then why is it difficult to show
it in how we live our lives?

A book I looked at
44111
this week was titled
"When You're A Christian, the Whole World
is Missouri." The take
on it is if you say
you're a Christian,
everyone says "show
me."
Get it? Missouri?
The "Show-Me" State?
The Way I
It took me a
Figure...
minute, too.
I think we someBy Enc Walker
times get caught up in Ledger & Times
how we portray ourEditor
selves through our outward appearances that
we sometimes let what's really inside
creep out. That t-shi:t with the fish
emblem may look cool with your jeans
and new tennis shoes. but where are
you going? What will you be doing?
How will you treat others?
The idea of what's on the inside is
more important than what's on the outside is nothing new and nothing you
haven't heard before. But sometimes it
needs repeating.
Church leaders certainly know this,
and some are even seeing figures that
show people want those who carry a
particular denominational banner to
"show me" something beyond dogma or
a hot-button issue; what do you believe
rather than what you don't believe?
An article in today's Ledger notes
the decline of membership and baptisms
in the Southern Baptist Convention. But
declines aren't felt just in one denomination, but across many different ones.
And the shift is toward non-denominational churches that tout their beliefs
more than their bandwagons.
"Our culture is increasingly antagonistic
and sometimes adverse to a conversation
about a faith in Christ," SBC President
Frank Page said. "Sometimes that's our fault
because we have not always presented a
winsome Christian life that would engender
trust and a desire on the part of many people
to engage in a conversation on the Gospel."
Actions, as they say, speak louder than
words and they can speak louder than the
message your car's displaying.
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Senators want oil linked o arms deal

Pearly Bryant McClure

WASHINGTON (API - A
group of senators called on
President Bush Thursday to halt
billions of dollais in sophisticated arms sales to Saudi Arabia
and several other Gulf oil producers unless they agree to
Nelson L Burton
The funeral for Nelson E. Burton will be today (Friday) at 3 p.m. pump more petroleum, reflectin the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Hal ing growing frustration in
Barrow will officiate. Burial will follow in the New Concord Congress over soaring energy
Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condo- costs.
Separately, House Speaker
lences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mr. Burton, 87, New Concord. died Wednesday, April 23, 2008, Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., said that
Bush should stop putting 70,000
at 10:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired mechanic, he was a member of Blood River Baptist barrels of oil a day into the govChurch and attended the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens ernment's Strategic Petroleum
Center, Born April 29, 1920, in Lawrence County, Ind., he was the Reserve, saying the oil would be
son of the late Samuel Oscar Burton and Lena Burton. Also preced- better left in the market place to
ing him in death were two sisters, Christine Mundy and Edna Ruth help lower prices. The Energy
Department recently announced
Jaynes; three brothers, Milton. Phillip and Morris Burton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth I. Brelsford Burton, to it is extending oil shipments into
whom he was married Feb. 9, 1952; one daughter, Linda Jean the reserve, which holds 700
Glover, Scottsburg, Ind.; five grandchildren, Lynisa Goetzinger and million barrels. through the end
husband, Mark, Scott Glover and wife, Tammie, Jeanie Maier, of the year..
And Senate Majority Leader
Tammy Ritchey and Joe Glover Jr.; several great-grandchildren and
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said
great-great-grandchildren.
Thursday he had directed key
committee chairmen to begin
assembling a package of proposals aimed at addressing the
growing impact that high gasoline and other energy prices are
Charles Snaith
having on the economy. Reid
The funeral for Charles Snaith will be tonight(Friday) at 7 in the
declined to say what proposals
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Trad York will officiate.
An oil tanker, Episkopi, is seen
were being considered. The plan
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today. Online conis to bring a package to the waters.
dolences may be made to wwwimesmillencom.
Senate floor before Memorial
D-N.Y., said at a news conferMr. Snaith, 69, Hardin, died Wednesday, April
Day.
ence. "We provide them
23, 2008, at 4:50 a.m, at his home. He was a memIn a letter to Bush, the senaweapons ... and then they rake
ber of Hardin Baptist Church. Born Oct. 30, 1938.
tors noted that Saudi Arabia has
he was the son of the late Russell and Isabella Loft dropped oil production by about us over the coals when it comes
Snaith. One grandson, Nicholas Blanc, also pre- 2 million barrels a day over the to oil."
Joining Schumer in the letter
ceded him in death.
last three years as oil prices have
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gloria Snaith; soared well over $100 a barrel. were Democratic Sens. Byron
four sons, Robert Snaith and wife, Joanne, Park Its current production of 8.5 mil- Dorgan of North Dakota, Mary
City, Utah, Dale Snaith and wife. Julie and Brian lion barrels a day is well below Landrieu of Louisiana, Bob
Snaith, all of Kamas, Utah, and Daniel Guthrie and its stated capacity of II million Casey of Pennsylvania and independent Sen. Bernie Sanders of
wife, Karen, Batavia, Ill.; three daughters, Lori barrels a day, the senators said.
Vermont.
•
Ambler, St. Charles, 111., and Linda Baugh and hus"At a time when high energy
At issue are administration
band, Fred, Clairmont, Calif.; two brothers, David prices are causing widespread
naith and wife, Mara, Maui, Hi., and Russell Snaith and wife, anxiety among American house- plans to supply Saudi Arabia
with $123 million worth of
Jamie. Seattle, Wash.; eight grandchildren.
holds, we question the merit of
sophisticated precision-guided
rewarding members of OPEC
bomb technology as well as
Mrs. SunIta Mangle
with lucrative arms sales." the
shipments of Patriot missile
The funeral for Mrs. Sunita Mangla was Thursday at 10 a.m. in senators wrote.
defense equipment worth $9.7
tthe chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.
"The Saudis have to underExpressions of sympathy may be made to The stand that this is a two-way billion to the United Arab
ALS Foundation, c/o Churchill-Imes Family street," Sen. Charles Schumer, Emirates and a $1.7 billion deal
with Kuwait to upgrade their
Funeral Home, 1804 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray,
KY 42071. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com
Mrs. Mangla, 51, Murray, died Monday. April
21, 2008, at 10:30 p.m. at her home. Born March
///fe/6;
'
22, 1957, she was preceded in death by her father,
Shanti S. Mallick.
•
Survivors include her husband, Lal C. Mangla:
one daughter. Amy Mangla, and her mother, Raj
THE EQUESTRIAN
Mangle
R Mallick, all of Murray; one brother, Sheetal
TREAT OF THE
Mallick and wife, Babita, Paducah: one sister.
CENTURY!
Vandana Gupta and husband„Ashok, India.
Pearly Bryant McClure, 86, Murray, died Thursday. April 24,
2008. at Humboldt General, Humboldt, Tenn. He was born March
7, 1922. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of
.arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercorn

a

Paid Obituaries

AP
docked next to Iraq's vital al-Basra oil terminal, in Persian Gull
missile systems.
The arms sales are part of an
effort by the administration to
boost the defenses of friendly
Arab nations in the oil-rich Gulf
region, particularly against any
threat from Iran. Congress typically goes along with such arms
deals. When the deals were
announced late last year and last
January, Congress had 30 days
to reject them, but did not act.
The countries, receiving the
arms, are three of the 13 members of the Organization of
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The funeral for Nathan David (N.D.) Roberts was today (Friday)
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Tom Mathis officiated. Music was by the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church Choir with Sandy Forrest as director.
Pallbearers were Ron Shoffner, Michael
Herndon, Kevin VanDyke, Tim Roberts. Wesley
Roberts and Russell Dunn. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Online condolences may be made at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Roberts, 74, died Wednesday, April 23,
2008, at 12:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Oct. 30, 1933 in Murray, he was the
son of the late David Onis Roberts and Clara
Rubene Winchester Roberts.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
Roberts
was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
He had been employed at the former Murray
Division of the Tappan Company and at Murray
State University.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty J. Dunn
Roberts, to whom he was married Dec. 22, 1956: one
son. Das id Roberts and wife. Stephanie, two daughters, Glenda
Garland and husband, David, and Teresa Pierce and husband, Jeff.
and one brother. George Roberts and wife. Brenda, all of Murray:
five sisters, Frances Allen and husband, John, Mundelein, Ill., Ruth
Dowdy, Cabot. Ark.. and Ola Mae Dycus and husband. Rick.
Virginia Herndon and husband. Larry. and Ruby Vandyke and husband. Ted, all of Murray: three grandchildren. Tim. Wesley and
Audrey Roberts.
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So with a public hearing
Friday. the FDA is beginning a
new effort to determine if warnings about Lasik's risks are
appropriate. The agency also is
pairing with eye surgeons for a
major study expected to enroll
hundreds of Lasik patients to
better understand who has had
outcomes and exactly what their
complaints are.
"Clearly there is a group who
are not satisfied ard do not get
the kind of results they expect,"
FDA medical device chief Dr.
Daniel Schultz said Thursday.
The study should "help us pre..
diet who those patients might be
before they have the procedure."
About 7.6 million Americans
have undergone some form of
laser vision correction, including the $2,000-per-eye Lasik.
Lasik is quick and, if no problems occur, painless.
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FDA takes closer look
at Lasik complaints
WASHINGTON ( API -- A
decade after Lasik eye surgery
hit the market, patients left with
fuzzy instead of clear vision are
airing their grievances before
federal health officials.
Make no mistake: Most
Lasik recipients do walk away
Ivith crisper vision, some better
:than 20/20.
But not everyone's a good
candidate, and an unlucky few
do suffer life-changing side
effects: poor vision, painful dry
eyes, glare or problems seeing at
night.
How big are the risks? The
Food and Drug Administration
thinks about 5 percent of
laatients are dissatisfied with
Lasik. How many struggle daily
with side effects? How many are
just unhappy that they couldn't
completely ditch their glasses?
The range of effects on patients'
quality of life is a big unknown.
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Petroleum Exporting Countries
that reiterated last month It
would not increase oil production, believing there are adequate supplies on the world mai ket.
Schumer accused the White
House of "coddling" Saudi
Arabia, while he should use the
arms deal as leverage to get
more oil pumped from Saudi
fields. He said if the president
doesn't do so, the senators will
press for a resolution to block
the deals.
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'Turn of the Century Social'
scheduled here Saturday
Murray State University's
Outdoor Recreation Division
and Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation will host
the third annual "Turn of the
Century Social" at Murray Calloway Central Park front 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.
Mike Gowen, a professor
with Ma's Department of
Wellness and Therapeutic Sciences. says "Everyone is invited to come out and get a taste
of how their grandparents and
great-grandparents lived in the
late 1800s to the early 1900s.
"This event was established
to highlight the histoncally and
culturally significant facilities
located in Central Park," Gowen
said. "The park is home to the

COMMUNITY

Great Books Group will meet Monday
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Count) Public
Libra!",
Gary Thontell will lead the discussion
or a selection from David Hume's "An
Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding." A copy of the selection from "Great
Conversations #3" is availably at the library.
All interested persons are invited.

lo's
Smith birthday party Sunday
Lorine Smith will be honored at a party
Datebook
Jo Burkeen in celebration of her 91)th birthday on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
Community
sand
She is the widow of Aubrey Smith and the
Editor
mother of Jo Ann Phillips and of Bennie
y. She has six grandchildren and 13 greatSmith
grandchildren. All relatives and friends are invited, but the
family requests that gifts be omitted.

By

Alpha Mu Chapter will meet
Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
will have a special meeting open to all interested persons on
Sunday at 2 p.m. at one of the members in Murray. To RSVP
for directions or more information contact Jadie Mayes at 7671563 or Faye Dodd at 752-7200.

73fr/A-.nnouncernen/
Connor Lee
Pile

Connor Lee Pile

MMS class weeds
flower gardens
Murray Middle School sixth
grade students in Jill Courtney 's exploratory class spent
pan of the afternoon weeding
the flower gardens in front of
the building
"Earth Day is important

•

•
•

because it makes us more aware
of how we should take care
of the earth all the time." said
Adam Stubblefield. student.
"This was a fun activity and
we know we are helping others by getting the weeds out
of the flowers." said Jantren
Sparks, student.

Baby
Registry

At.la

Calloway County High School will have a School-Based
Decision Making parent representative elections on Monday
from 3:30 to 6 p.m. in the front common's area of the school
Nominees are Jeff Gentry and Jamie Miller. Parents/Guardians
of students who will attend CCHS in the 2008-09 school year
are eligible to vote.

New Beginnings Group to meet
Photo provided

SPECIAL QUILT: Orpha Keel, center, is pictured with her two
grandchldren, Georgia, left, and Wesley, for which she made
this full size quilt featunng blocks of every state in the United
States.

On April 20 the Alpha Chi
chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority at Murray State University was named as the 2008
national Sigma Sigma Sigma
Chapter of the Year. The Alpha
Chi chapter received the award
on the 110th anniversary of
the founding of Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
The Chapter of the Year
award is presented to one collegiate chapter that exemplifies high performance in all
areas of Chapter Accreditation.
The chapter must demonstrate
commitment to continued excellence and improvement in all
areas of accreditation. There
are over 100 collegiate chapters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
and over 96,000 members. This
is the first time that the Alpha
Chi chapter has received this
honor.
"This award was a complete surprise. but it is nice
to have all our hard work he

recognized. Each member contnbutes something unique and
special which makes our chapter so outstanding and we are
all absolutely thrilled have be
the 2008 Chapter sof the Year,"
said Tiffany Fay of Louisville.
Kentucky. chapter President.
Sigma Sigma Sigma was
founded on Apnl 20. 1898 at
Longwood College in Farms ille. VA. The Alpha ('hi
Chapter was the first sorority
and Greek organization on Murray State University's campus,
established in 1942.
Chapter officers are Tiffany
Fay of Louisville. Kentucky,
President: Amanda Coop of
Sparta. Illinois. Vice President:
Nicole Roediger of Cleveland.
Ohio. Treasurer, Maggie Shupe
of Apopka. Honda, Secretary:
Megan Hudelson of Louisville,
Kentucky. Recruitment Director: and Meg Black of Murray. Kentucky, Education Director

Tire Lewis &
David Stutesman
Tiffany & Chad Milan

Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients
They are salmon, tuna, cereal, oat meal. spinach. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, pinto
beans, instant dry milk, instant
potatoes. spaghetti, tomatoes
and Boost or Ensure for the
pantry. eggs and bread tot freezer/cooler: dish liquid. toilet

paper. bleach. size 4 and 5
diapers and shampoo for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies: and large brown paper
hags
These items may he taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 10 a m and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday. For
information call 7534s333.

CD .
maturing.

Jennifer IS
Nicholas Vaughn

moviesinmurra\,, co,+.
Deception
R- 1130 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:4.5

88 Minutes
12:50 • 3.10-

Call today to find out more about a comp,...!.,
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annul') from
Woodmen ol the World
•Competitive interest rates
*Earnings compound tax deterred
•No taxes until withdrawal

10 - 30

Forgetting Sarah Marshall
R- 1,25 - 3:50 • 7.30 - 9:50
Ramlel & Imiar &maw

Valerie & Brandon Westra

NEW OWNER:
Karen Allbrtten Cain
289 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
•••••••• •
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• ••00000•••••••
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Oaks Country. Club will have a "Get Acquainted Party" on
Saturday with the doors to open at 7 p.m. and the hand will
play from 8 a.m to midnight. Snacks and setups will be provided. For more information to make reservations call the proshop at 753-6454.
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LifeHouse Walk will be Saturday
LifeHouse of Murray and Calloway County will have its
annual March for Life on Saturday starting at 10 a.m. at Murray State University Stewart Stadium and will walk to Sirloin
Stockade. This is a program of Murray State students For Life
and LifeHouse. For information call Mary Reding at 1-270872-7818.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy. at 436-5657.

Arts & Craft Show Saturday
An Arts and Crafts Show, sponsored by Ellis Centel Homemakers, will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m at the Ellis
Center. This will include many special items and also baked
goods. etc. The public is urged to attend

The annual Country Ham Breakfast held by the Methodist
Men of Palestine. Russell Chapel. and Olive Lnited Methodist
Churches. will be Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m. in the activity
building of Olive United Methodist Church. There is n charge
but donations will he accepted to help those in need.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
Ruling Star Lodge will have its promotion it selling ribs
and chickens as a fundraiser son Saturday from 1(1 a.m. to 2
p.m. at 210 Walnut St.. behind Murray Supply. For more Information call 759-1680. ext. 1191.

CCHS Class of 1988 plans event
Calloway County High School Class of 1988 will have its
reunion this summer Any class member who has not been
contacted by mail is encouraged iso e-mail csnibblefickfia wt. net
in order to receive an ins nation tiv. Monday

CCHS boys basketball banquet planned
The Calloway County Hign School boys basketball banquet
will he Sunday from 2 to 5 p m ci Kenlake State Resort Park
with the cost being 315 per person There is no charge for
players or cheerleaders ha information call Chnstie Arnold at
436-2132 or e-mail chnstophenfrwk net
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Baby Mama
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Oaks party on Saturday
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New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday in room 12 of Westside Baptist C'hurch, Robertson Road
South, Murray. Sherman Lawson will he the speaker. He and
his wife. Marlon, will share amazing photographs made of the
sky recently on the day their son was buried. A potluck rne::1
will be served at 6:30 p.m. For more information or for a ride
call 753-0156. This meeting was changed from third Saturday
to fourth Saturday.

Ham breakfast will be Saturday

Items needed for pantry
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Torrerny & Kevin Lomb
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CCHS Council plans election

Lisa & Bruce Conway

Reghan Johnson &
Jason Moffitt

Co(

Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will meet
Sunday at 2:30 p.m in the CCHS field house. All members
and interested parties are invited

Emily S. Kevin Cunningham

Camisha & Careen Duffy

Pictured
gram tot

CCHS Touchdown Club to meet

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority honored

Photo provodea
Pictured are Jantzen Sparks, left. and Rachel Wooten who
were among the students helping to weed the flower gardens

*Pigtail: jo.borktealimurrayledger.coul

Great Books Group plans
meeting at local library

first Calloway County Courthouse, the historic Waters
School la fully restored oneroom school), and a histonc
caboose from the L&N Railroad company.
Along with interpretive programs in each of these facilities. there will be old-fashioned kid's games. candle making, bluegrass music and information for histonans of all
ages. Bring the family and enjoy
a day in your central park."
Those presenting and participating in some of the programs will be weanng period
costume and anyone visiting
the event is encouraged to do
the same if they wish. Admission is free.

Scott and Whitney Pile of
Almo are the parents of a son,
Connor Lee Pile, born on Friday, April 4, 2008.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
14 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Whitney Arnold.
Grandparents are Clifton and
Deborah Drane of Hardinsburg
and Gerald and Lynn Pile of
Custer. Great grandparents are
Lucille Barkhau of Owensboro,
Eddie and Maxine Cax of Crawfordsville, Ind. Wendell and
Judy Horsley of Custer, and
Inez Pile of Custer. Great-great
grandparent is Charlotte Shumate of Custer.

Murray

Bares Newsome
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Eastwood holding registration
Eastwood Chnstian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2008-09 school
term for four and five-year old
kindergarten and grades one
through 12. The student body
is a representative not only
from Calloway County., hut also

from neighboring counties.
Interested persons may call the
academy office at 753-7744 to
schedule an interview and tour
of the facilities. Office hours
are 7.30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The
academy is located at 2191
Ky. 94 East. Murray.
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Pictured is Whitney Morris Cooper who presented the program for the Creative Arts Departmen of the MWC

Hostesses for the recent meeting of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray woman's Club were, from left.
Lynda Cooper, Jane Blankenship and Diane Taylor.

Cooper presents program for Creative Arts group
Whitney Moths Cooper, owner of Flowers by Whitney, presented the March program for the Creative Arts Depannent of
the Murray Woman's Club.
She brought silk arrangements. home

decor items, graduation, bridal and baby
gifts to show the depannent members.
Hosteses were Jane Blankenship, Linda
Cooper and Diane Taylor.
The department will meet Monday at

9:30 a.m. at The Garden Gate. Officers
for the 2(108-09 club year will be elected and a Bazaar Committee will also be
appointed.

Photo provided

DONATION GIVEN: Murray High School senior Mary
Burgess accepts a donation for Project Graduation from
Belinda McGee from McGee Pest Control.
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JAZZ IN THE PARK: Pictured with Murray Middle School percussionists, from left, Kristen
Farley, Abby Robinson. Schafer Putz and Mitchell Handegan is Larry Enoch of Western
Business Equipment making a generous donation to the upcoming Jazz in the Park. Join the
Murray Middle School Jazz Band. several other jazz bands from local schools and this year's
headliner group. the Todd Hill Orchestra, at the Central Park Amphitheatre on May 10th
Performances will begin at noon with the Todd Hill Orchestra beginning at 7 pm

YARD OF THE MONTH: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has chosen
the yard of Myra and Tom Gradisher at 114 North 14th St., as the Yard of the Month for April.
The department selects a yard each month dunng the spnng, summer and fall months to give
credit to the resdients for the care of their yards.
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Teresa Butler and Carol
Chapman were honored at Murray Middle School on National Secretanes Day
Students throughout the
building showed their appreciation by singing songs. making cards and giving gifts.
Many hugs were given to the
two ladies who take care of
all the students throughout the
school year.
'The children worked very
hard on the cards they gave
us by remembering why they
think we are special' said Butler.
The FTO delivered bpots of
flowers to the secretaries and
teachers as well provided gift
cards, lunch and various other
gifts throughout the day.
'It is wonderful to wort an
a place where' you feel so
losed by both children and
adults" Chapman said

Photo prowled

PARTNERSHIP: Wal-Mart has renewed with the Town and Gown Partnership of Murray State
University Pictured, from left. are Marteze Hammonds. MSU. Jerry Cooper. Wal Mart manager. Kim Gnffo. MSU Town arid Gown coordinator, and Michael McLaunne and Kyrus
Hamngton. MSU students Through this partnership, business members are able to interact
with the university in various ways that include participating in forums, serving on advisor'
committees or focus groups on Town and Gown projects and issues, and providing guidance
and suggestions to President Randy Dunn and the university's administrative council In addition. Town and Gown members will be able to take advantage of other benefits that include
listings in publications for students and faculty. as well .ss access to memberships to the Susan
E. Bauernfeind Wellness Center Wal Mart also contnbuted $1,000 to the MSU Martin Luther
King Jr Monument Fund For more information. contact Gnffo at 809-4415

Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention(CC-ASAP)
proudly welcomes. . .

BOOK FAIR

GENERAL ARTHUR T. DEAN

--kPRIL 24-26

Chairman and CEO of
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America(CADCA)
on Monday, April 28
from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
at Wrather Museum,
Murray State University
- Refreshments will he set.? ed A retired Major General of the U.S. Army, General Dean
is nationally recognized as a powerful leader in the fight
against drugs in this country. General Dean will discuss
the importance of Community Coalitions across the United
States, as well as in Kentucky and our own community.
Please go to www.ccasap.com for details about General Dean's
career. For more information. call CC-ASAP at 762-7333.
This event is free and open to the public.

9 UOLI Iii- 7:00 p.m.
Thu.rsda
Sul0rday 9:00 a.m. - 3.:110 p.m.
Children's Books • Readers • Novels• Paperbacks• Cookbooks• Self Help • Spirituality

BIG DISCOUNTS!
Some large quantities as ailable • Excellent for gifts • Summer reading
There is something for everyone.'

South Eastern Book Company
3333 US Hwy.641 North • Mum-ray, KY 42071 •(2701753-0732
arw-w.bunchesorbooks.coro
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LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00pm
3rd Sunday
2.00 p m

AnEWnSTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9,00 a.m
Sat 10:16•m
Sabbath School

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Mtn ma% Wuralup
1050 a ni
Evening Worship
6.00 p m

ST. MARX'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield HLathway. Benton. la 4202n
070-527-801/2
Service
1000 a.m
Feast Din Servm contact the Rector 252,3399
APSWILIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10:00 a m
'Tuesday
6.45 p.m
, Thursday
6:45 p.m.
1$11015L112 W 11811
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10,30.m.
Sunday Evening Worehip 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m
UMW
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Evening Worship
000 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a m. & 6 p.m
Worship
' COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 cm.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
630 p.m
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m
Sunday Night
600 pm.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m
Worship
1000 a.m & 600 p.m.
Diacipleidup Training
500 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11,00 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m
Wed Bible Stony & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Woralup
6:00 p.m
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.ni
Worship
1100 a m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
TOO p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9,45 am.
Worship 830th 10 55 n.m & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11;00 a.m
Evening Worship
645 p.m

MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a m
Worship
11-00am
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11-00•in
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000•m
Woralup
II a rn & 6 pm
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 sm.
Worship
11 cm & 7 p m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 a m.
Preaching
1100 a.m.
Prayer Service
530 p.m.
Church
6 00 p.m
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Woralup 945• m & 11 am & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 •.m. & 6 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study
7:00 pm.
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Futing for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m -10 p m.
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 am.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wedneaday
7 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
le a m.
11 • m.,930 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7p
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Wonshm Services
10 a.m.
Diecipleehip Training
6 pin.
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 sin
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 pm
Wednesday
7 p.m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
700 p m
Sunday Evening
6,00 p.m

HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service 1100 am. & 6 p.m.
Wedneaday
7,00 p.m
KIRESEY BAPTIST
Morning WoraMp
11:00•m.
'
5.30-7:30 p.m.
Awana
Training Union
5.46 p.m.
6,30 p.m
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
II am &600p.m
Preaching
Wedr.eaday Night
700 p.m
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worstup
700 p.m
Wedneaday Worahap
LOCUST GROVE
10.00 •.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
7,00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

coat=
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10 a.m
Bible Study Sunday
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m
FIRST catusriAN
Sunday School
9-00 a.m
Worship Service
1015 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9,30 a.m
10.30 a.m
Worship
Evening Service
6,00 p m
MTN IMMICI MEW
Sunday School
1030 •.m
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
2nd Wednesday
730 p Tr
MUNI Sr CESIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900•m
Morning Worship
9,50 •.m
Evening Wondup
6.00 p.m

4#410104iMae
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAl•
7 p to
1\1er/days Bible Study
Saturday. Spiritual'Owning 6 p to
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p to

A Glimmer
of Eternity

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 •.m
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m
Sunday Evening

It is natural for us to fear death; we
love life and hope to enjoy it as long as
possible. Perhaps what we fear most
about death is the uncertainty of it. in
the face of death, we are like children,
not knowing what the experience of
dying will be like and wondering
whether we will "live" on after our
deaths. For a variety of reasons, many
of us are confident that we will live on
after our deaths. We may feel the presence of our loved ones who have gone
before us. There are many who have
had "near death" experiences or who have actually died
and were revived, who tell us that they felt as if they were
being transported toward a warm and radiant light.
Sometimes we are powerfully struck by the feeling that this
physical life can't possibly be all there is; we feel surrounded by God, bathed in an ocean of spirit. We have the idea of
eternity within us and we sense eternity in the stars. What
a cruel cosmic joke it would be if eternity were nothing but
a figment of our imagination. However, these experiences,
along with the fact that religions around the world almost
universally assure us of a future life, give us faith that death
is not the end of life, but a new beginning. Fear not:
although we may not know what lies in store for us after we
die, our faith gives us hope that this life is but a glimmer of
a wondrous eternity.

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3pm
Sunday
7p
Wedne•day
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9.30•m
Bible School
1110am & 7pm
Worship
7 p to.
Study
Wed Bible
7 p to
Friday Worahip
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I 113 miles wmt of Lynn Grove
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:46•to
Worship
7:30 p.m
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
FM.'and Worship 10 30 a vi & 6 p m
7p
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1930 a to
Sundays
700 p.m
Wednevidaye
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1016 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
MOO a.m
Sunday Morning
630 p.m
Wednesday Evening

11111/81/ill
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a m
Public Talk
Watchtower Study
10:30 •tri

Faith is the substance of things hoped for,
the evidence of things not seen.

nu
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m.
10.30 a.m
Worship

R.S.V. Hebrews 11:1

930 •.m
11 a m.

IVESTSICLIE BAPTIST CHURCH
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 sm.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 ern
Wednesday
7 pm.
Worship
10.45 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 cm
Sunday School
9,30 •.m. Sunday School
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m
10-45 am & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wedneaday
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
1.0 cm
Sundsy School
Morning Worahip
11 •m & 6 p.m
I 1 M. & 6 p m
7 p.m. iNnrahnp
Wedne•day
7 p.m
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8-00. 915 & 10.30 cm.
Sun Schools 8,00, 9- 15 & 1030 a.m.
600 p.m
Evening Worship
CATULIC
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
HAZEL BArrier
Saturday Mae.
400 pm
10.30 a.m
9:30 a.m. Sunday Maas
Sunday School
Worship
1030 cm.& 6:30 p.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Church [laming
5:30 p.m. Saturday Maas
6:00 pm
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m. Sunday Masses
8 a.m & 11 a m
•

it

menitmorr
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30•m
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7.00 p.m
DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10,30 •.m & 600 p.m
Wodneeday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Bible Study
10 a.m
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m
10:45 •.m
Morning Service
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
900 a.m.
Bible Study
Miming Worship
9:50 a m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Claw
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:00 a.to
7-00 p.m
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a in
Sunday School
1090 a.rn
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7-00 p to
(Sunday & Wednesdays,
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a to
Morning Worship
1100 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 pm

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045 a to
Evening Worship
6,00 p to
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5arn,9 am &6pm
Worship
Bible Study
10'15 a m
7 p ni
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible
9:00 a.m.
1000 a.m & 5•00 p.m
Worahm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10-50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 •.m
Evening
6-00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m
ORME If MS NNW
0,MITE MIT WKS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATFER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Prielithood
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 - 10 a.m
Sacrament Meeting
12 10 p m

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1030 •.m
Worship
9.00 a.m
Sunday School
Tuesday
12 00 p m
111111WWWIIT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1030•in
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11-00 IBM

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 •.m & 6 p.m
Bible Claimer.
9•to
Wedneaday
7 p to
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9,00•to
Worship
10.00 •.m. &6-00pto
700 p to
Wed Bible Study

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
1000 cm
Worship
11.00 •.m

PLEASANT VALLEY
1045 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Woralup

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
1000•m
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 600 pm

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 am
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
600 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 cm
Morning Worship
11:00•m
6-00 pm
lat & 3rd Sun Night
COLDWATER
Sunday School
1900 •.m
Worehip
11.00 •rn
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
860 a m
Sunday School
9-80 a in
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Contemporary Service
9.00 a to
Bible Study
10 00 a to
Ftegular Worship
11 00•m
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8.45 & 11 a.m
Worship
Sunday School
950•m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday Schou)
1000• m
Womble Service
11 00 a.m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
9:00 cm
Morning Worship
1000. m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00•m
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00•to
Sunday School
1)00 am
Mormmt Wonthip
EIRESEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.00•to.
Morning Worship
1100•m
LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
900•to
Morning Wonihip
9 30•to
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 a ni
Sunday School
1030 a m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p m
PALESTINE UNTIED
10-00•to
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 •.m
Worship
II 00 a m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
945 a to
Sunday School
10 45 a to
Morning Vi'orship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900
'ands.; Sy•hon!
1900
Preaching

m

WOMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10 00 m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Service
111111112113111C
MURRAY CHURCH
9,46 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 an,
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 nmothy 4:7
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PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch

208 S.6th SL• Murray,KY •(270)7594500

And if!go and prepare a place for
you, 1 will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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WORSHIP
imminamit
South Pleasant Grove plans homecoming
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday, May 4, starting at 10 a.m.
All retired ministers of the church are
invited to attend and to speak for the
program. Special music will be planned
by Clarkie Butterworth, song leader.
Rev. Robert Jetton, pastor, and the church
invites the public to attend for worship,
fellowship, potluck dinner on the ground,
cemetery decorations and remembrances.
Donations for the cemetery will be taken.

Good Shepherd and
Martin's Chapel
churches to hear
Rev. Phillips
Jon Wesley, founder of the United
Methodist Church, portray by Rev. Harold

In our

CHURCHES
Phillips will be at the worship services
on Sunday at 9 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church and at II a.m.
at Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Rev. Phillips will be dressed as Wesley would have been dressed and will be
preaching as Wesley would have preached.
Judy Lamb is pianist and Denise Schuttler is choir director at Good Shepherd
and Ricky Cunningham and Glenn Hill
are musicians at Martin's Chapel.
Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor for both
churches, invites the public to attend one
or both of the services on Sunday.

Westside Baptist
Church plans

video conference
Westside Baptist Church will present
a video marriage conference called "Love
and Respect" by Dr. Emerson Eggench,
beginning today (Friday) with registration
at 5:45 p.m.
The conference will go until 9:30
tonight and will continue on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The cost is
$15 per person or $15 pet couple. No
child care willb e provided.
This conference is open to men and
women who are married, single, widowed,
divorded and is open the community.
For more information contact Martha
at 753-8240 during business hours today
(Friday).

CluirchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Goshen Methodist: Rev.
Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak about "Peep-a-Boo" with
scripture from John 14:15-24
at the 9 a.m. worship service
with Tom Villaflor as the pasices assistant. Marlene Beach
and Linda Palmer will be
greeters. Serving as acolytes
will be Elizabeth and Nicholas
Brunn. Children's church will
be directed by Norma Edwards.
April Arnold will direct the
choir with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
accompanists. Sunday School
with Tim Chaney as supenntendent will be at 10:15 a.m.
The Sunday night Bible Study
and the Goshen-Kirksey youth
will be at Kirksey United
Methodist Church at 6 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Bro.
James Simmons. interim pastor, will speak about -The Other
Side of Etsrnity" with scripture from Luke 16:10 at the
l0 a.m, service and from Psalm
23 at the 6 p.m. service. Aaron
Tribou is minister of music
and youth and Bobbie Burkeen is pianist. Sunday School
will begin at 9 a.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Doctrinal and
Practical" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:14-16 at the 9
a.m, worship service and T.J.
Hargrove will speak about "Put
Out Into the Deep Water" with
scripture from Lake 5:1-11 at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Leading the song service will
be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also assisting will be
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Jim Lawson, Chris Satterwhite, Randy Hutchens, Bill
Looney, Ralph Story, Corey
Underhill, Chad Milam, Brooks
Palmer, Billy Joe Hendon,
Justin Hendrick and Phillip
Brown. A short worship servwill be at 5 a.m. and
ice
Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: Rev.
Charles Westfall, minister, will
speak about "Sharing Our Faith"
with scripture from Acts 17.2231 at the II a.m, worship service. Canune Cain will be song
leader with Margaret Nell Boyd
as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will continue his sermon, "Our Journey Through the book of
Romans (Romans 1) at the 8,
9:15 and 10:30 a.m. worship
services. Special Baby Dedication service will be at 6 p.m.
Sunday School is conducted
during each of the morning services.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak at the 10:15 a.m, worship service. The choir will
sing "God Is Our Refuge and
Strength" with Mary Coleman,
Maison Lembine and Allen Pote
playing the trumpet. Assisting
will be Amanda Carter, worship leader; Dave Eldredge and
Don Chamberlain, elders. Larry
Benton, Tory Daughrity, Theda
Farris, Rebecca Landolt, Eric
Roberts and Don Wilson, diaconate
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music

with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Gunner Nance
will sing at the morning hour
and J.R. Cantrell at the evening
hour. Eddie Morris will give
the children's sermon. Micah
Sugg is youth director. Assisting will be Dwain McClard,
deacon of the week, and Walter Bell, Allen Leslie, Roger Fox
and Kevin Phillips!, ushers.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Bro. Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about "Life
Is But A Vapour" with scripture from James 4:13-17 at
the II a.m. worship service.
The choir will sing 'Through
It Ail" with Karen Coles and
Sharon Myatt, accompanists.
Tanner Williams will also give
special music. Frank Coles will
be worship leader and Jimmy
Myatt will be lay leader with
Larry Chrisman and Johnny
Underwood as ushers. Sunday
School will be at !ft a.m. Jeanine Cauthen will conduct a
Beth Moore Bible Study each
Wednesday at 7 p.m. and the
youth service on Wednesday
will begin at 6:30 p.m. with
a meal.
Hazel United Methodist:
Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "Life Is But A
Vapour- with scripture from
James 4:13-17 at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. Johnna Nance
will be in charge of Children's
Church. Tanner Williams will
present special music. Toni
Jones is accompanist and J.W.
Jones is worship leader. Sunday School will be at II a.m.
The United Methodist Women
will meet Monday at the church.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church: Brian Arnold will
speak and sing at the 8:45
and 11 a.m. worship services
and will present a concert at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Dee and Kathy Lipford will
lead the worship service with
Susan
Brandon,
Hazel
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
Carol Kelly as accompanists.
Sunday School for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
Church
of
University
Christ: Josh Dunn and Nathan
Bazzell will be the speakers
for University Students at the
10 a.m, worship service and
the youth with Roy Hawkins
as the director will be in charge
of the 5 p.m. worship service.
Assisting will be Bobby Martin. Bible classes will be at 9
a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Rethinking the
Single Life" with scripture from
1 Corinthians 7:1-2, 7-9. 2535 at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service and about "How Broken Relationships Are Mended" with scripture from Luke
15::11-32 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is
music director. The choir will
sing "When I Think About the
Lord" and signed by Robin
Dawson, and Adam Scott and
Whitney Wicker will present
special music at the morning
hour and the group, For Heaven's Sake, will sing at the
evening hour. Assisting will be
Randall Winchester and John
Yezerski, deacons of the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
Locust Grove Baptist: Rev.
Ryker Wilson, pastor-, will speak
about "I Get On My Knees,
Part 2" a three part series on

prayer with scripture from
Matthew 6:9-13 at the II a.m.
worship service and about "Gazing At God: Feasting on His
Word" with scripture from
Matthew 6:9-13 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Eddie Sheridan will present special must
and Barry Thomas will give
the children's sermon at the
morning hour. Bro. Wilson will
give special music at the
evening hour when SWC youth
meet downstairs and Kid's Bible
Adventure upstairs.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Jeff Prater is minister of
music with Misty Williams and
Kathy Thweatt as accompanists. Danny McGrew will sing
at the morning services. Assisting wilt be Reggie Key, deacon of the week, Jimmy Dodson, deacon yoke fellow, and
Ron James, Sunday school
director. Sunday School will
he at 9:40 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb, pastor, will speak about
"Becoming Like Children" with
scripture from Matthew 18:14 at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m.
worship services. Kent Jackson is music director with
I.ucretia Jackson and Margaret
Wilkins as accompanists, assisted by the Praise team at the
early service. The sanctuary
choir will sing "Then Will the
Very Rocks Cry Out- and Media
Erickson will sing "Breathe"
at the second service. Julie
Parish will give the children's
sermon. Assisting will be Boyd
Smith, pastor of students. Lance
Allison and Bert Siebold, deacons, and Tim Greer, Brian
Rommes and Matthew Parker.
The AWANA awards ceremony and a business meeting will
be at the 6 p.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. and The Net at 8
p.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about -The
Search For God" with scripture from Acts 17:22-31 at the
10:45 a.m, worship service.
Todd E. Hill is choir director
with Lee Kern as pianist. Andi
Denney and Caroline Jones will
sing "Here I Am to Worship.Assisting will be Sally Guy,
liturgist, and Phil and Lois
Wood, Shannon Kipphut and
George Kipphut. ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., Special Called Session
meeting and Coffee at noon
and Korean Worship at 4 p.m

St. John's Episcopal Church
plans Tour of Gardens
On Saturday in celebration
of Earth Week, St. John's Episcopal Church and Memorial
Garden, 1620W. Main St., Murray, invites the community to
a Tour of Gardens.
The tour will begin at 2
p.m. at St. John's Memorial Garden Damn Samborski, Memorial Garden Board member and
Education Environmental Specialist at Land Between the
Lakes, will lead the group on
a walking tour to Mrs. Emily
Wolfson's home at 310 N 14th
St., Murray. People that are
unable to join in on the walk
will be given a map to drive
to the location. Parking is available at the old Racer Area or
on the street.
The group will then have

an opportunity to view the Wolf.
son Garden. The late Dr. Alfred
M. Wolfson, noted botanist and
director of the biology department at Murray State University for 40 years until he retired.
began this garden from at)
empty field with one lone oak
tree. The garden is a mix of
wild flowers and other native
plants including some Mahonia, a variety of Oregon Grape
Bush that starts blooming is
the winter and a Cypress tree
that was a gift from the Brooklyn Botanical Gardens. Persons
may want to bring their cameras.
After visiting the Wolfson
Garden the group will return

•See Page 12A

Decisions of grown children
Question: What should
you do if your grown-up
children are making decisions that
could ruin
their lives?
What
would
Jesus do?
Answer:
Few things
cause
greater
emotional
"pain for
loving parents than
seeing their
By Richard
Youngblood. children
hurt. Even
Minister of
after their
re
University
children
Church of
grown and
Christ
away from
home, loving parents may continue to
feel responsible for the successes, failures, mistakes and
troubles that their children
face no matter the cause.
Parents who lack all sense
of loving concern for their
children are said to be
"heartless" or "callous"
(Romans 1:31: 2 Timothy
3:3).
However. God's word
does not hold parents
responsible for the actions of
their adult children in the
same way that they are told
to train and instruct them
during childhood and youth
(Ephesians 6:4; Proverbs
22:6). Instead, the children
are commanded to honor and
respect their parents (Leviticus /9:3) and to provide
care for aging parents (Mark
7:10-13: 1 Timothy 5:4;
Proverbs 19:26; 20:20).
While parents are told to
nurture and instruct their
children "in the Lord- when

What Wawa'
Jesus Do?

they are young, they should
also give their children
wings of freedom to go into
the world as independent and
.
responsible adults. For
example, a man who marries
is told to "leave his father
and mother and be united to
his wife" (Genesis 2:24), and
Ezekiel taught that parents
are not accountable for the
sins of their children any
more than children are
accountable for the sins of
their parents (Ezekiel 18).
So, parents should not burden themselves with guilt
because their children choose
to walk a different path
from the one set before
them in their early years.
There has never been a better parent than God; but his
children, Adam and Eve,
made a wrong choice and
disobeyed him, too.
With the understanding
that parents must allow their
grown children to be independent, Jesus would also
respect the concern you have
for your adult children. You
may not be in a position to
direct saint grown children.
but you are still in position
to have an influence on
them.
Therefore, I belicve Jesus
would suggest that you begin
by praying for God's Holy
Spirit to control your own
anxiety about your child and
to help you approach your
child with humility, respect
and wisdom. Speak graciously with love (Ephesians
4:15; Colossians 4:6), and
respect the fact that your
son or daughter may have a
better understanding of what
should be done than you. A
respectful conversation in
which you listen as well as
tit& can aid understanding

and bless both of you (cf.
Proverbs 29:20).
Even if your son or
daughter and you continue to
disagree, avoid making
threats or giving ultimatums.
Do not allow anger to cause
you to say something you
will regret later (James 3:36). Keep the door open for
a continued relationship so
far as it depends on you.
Make it as easy as possible
for your child to come back
and to say. "I'm sorry.Don't make your child feel
he or she will hear "I told
you so" for years to come.
Finally, learn from the
example of the father in the
story of the prodigal son
(Luke 15:11-32). The father
knew that his son was making a wrong decision when
he asked for his inheritance,
but he respected the boy's
right to make his own choices in life. The father made
no threats and kept the way
open so that even in his
rebellion the son knew he
could return home. When he
did return, the Father ran to
meet him. The boy did not
have to humiliate himself or
come crawling to his father
in order to be accepted. He
received a warm welcome
from a loving father who
had patiently waited for his
son's return. Jesus told this
story to illustrate the manner
of the grace and love of
God our Father toward each
one of us, but let us also
learn from this parable about
how to deal with our grownup children.
Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881.
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Lynn Grove United 401- q.-44-74
Methodist Church
Weekly Services
Early Fellowship Sunday Morning

8:30 a.m.

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship

9.30 a.m.

Wednesday Night Choir

6:00 p.m.

Wednesday Fellowship Meal

6.45 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study

7.15 p.m.

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
usfor Worship!

Individuals without Group Coverage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA!Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses
Solutions

^!,c,:ce, in

"a church with an early service
in a country setting"

Robert BIllIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
,Ilwr!ir @Oh,

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

I

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
Parsonage: 489-2371

Anthem.+V
•

E-mail: raadgstundOiseaLensut
Website: www.gbgmumc.orgilynngrove
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AMERICA'S BEST-SELLING MINIVAN'

2008 DODGE CARAVAN SE
24 HWY MPG'

1500

1 To SEATING
STOWL.1
A$945 VALUE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

CASH ALLOWANCE

GOVERNMENT '
CRASH TEST RATING

WITH UNLIMITED MILES

CHARGER SE PLUS 24 HWY MPG(101

$'2000

CASH
ALLOWANCE

A el 760 Value at No Extra Charge')
3.51 High Output V6 Engine Upgrade

RAM 1500 QUAD CAB' 19 HWY MPG •

0

APR
%
) F°R
FINANCING'

60

MONTHS

Lolgest-Lastine'r Most Durable Line of Full-Size Pickups
Powerful 345-hp HEMP' Engine Available

ALL-NEW 2009 JOURNEY Rh7 23 HWY MPG(10

$1000 cAttivi.
Best-in-Class Storage System
Available MyGIG' Systems

dodge.com/midwest
Arh
SUCKLE UP

(1) Based on 2007 CY total Caravan sales. (2) No extra charge based on option MSRP on specificaily identified vehicles. (3) Star ratings are part of the U.S. Government's SaferCar.gov
program (www.safercar.gov). (4)See dealer for copy of limited warranty and details. No deductible. Non-Transferable. Not available on SRI, diesel and certain fleet models. (5)0% APR
for 60 months equals $16.67 per month per 51,000 financed for well-qualified buyers with 10% down through Chrysler financial. Not all buyers will qualify. (6) Based on R.L. Polk & Co.
Vehicles in Operation registration statistics 1987-2006. (7) Durability based on longevity. (8) Based on Ward's '08 Large Cross/Utility Vehicle segment. (9) MyGIG in-dasi MID
capability is not available in all states. See dealer for details. (10) Based on EPA estimates. Dodge, HEIM, MyGIG,Quad Cab and Stow 'n Go are registered trademarks of Chrysler 11.C.
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Grand Home shows grand effort for United Way
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The finishing touches have
been added to the attractive
"United Way Grand Home
Give-A-Way" house that will be
awarded to some lucky winner,
and a date of May 31 has been
set for the drawing.
Representatives of the United
Way
of Murray/Calloway
County are now busy preparing
for a series of open houses at the
home that will provide residents
an opportunity to tour the new
2,000 square-foot. three-bedroom, two-bath home that has
been constructed on a large, flat
in
Briarcrest
corner, lot
Subdivision off Robertson
Road.
Open houses have been
scheduled for every Saturday
and Sunday from April 26
through May 31. The times are I
p.m. to 4 p.m.
The drawing for the home
will be at 2 p.m. on May 31.
The new home giveaway is a
major fundraiser for the United
Way and its member agencies.
The traditional, all-brick
house on one level also features
numerous amenities that include
a great room, dining room,
breakfast nook, two-car garage,
patio, concrete dove and sidewalk, and a sprinkler system in
the yard.
Trent Garland Construction,
Inc., has served as the general
contractor, with approximately
50 local businesses and organizations participating in the project.
The home has been valued at
$200,000.
The dwelling features dark,
V4-inch solid hardwood floors,
complimented by carpet and tile
floors. The home has gas heating and air conditioning and a
gas fireplace. Appliances and
the water heater are electric.
The custom kitchen cabinets
have a dark walnut stain finish
and the solid surface countertype island includes the sink. A
refrigerator. stove, microwave
and garbage disposal are included in the kitchen setting.
The master bedroom, which
is located on the northeast side
of the home, is enhanced by a
large bathroom that features a
tub, shower stall and double sink

Grand Nome Bath ken

Grand Nome Gas Fireplace

GREG MAVISILedger Times
Peggy Billington, center, executive director of the United Way of Murray/Calloway County, and
Lance Allison, 2008 United Way campaign chair, met this week with Trent Garland, left, genera contractor on the "United Way Grand Home Give-A-Way" house. A date of May 31 has
been set for the drawing. The home is being constructed in Bnarcrest Subdivision off
Robertson Road.
The fireplace is a key ele- nance.
vanity. The second and third
Bnarcrest Subdivision has
bedrooms are located on the ment in the vaulted ceiling
greatroom which is open to the paved and curbed streets and
west side of the home.
A clean and soft, neutral-col- adjoining kitchen. Ceiling fans underground utilities.
Peggy Billington, executive
ored carpet can be found in each are also strategically placed
director of the United Way of
of the bedrooms. The walls are throughout the home.
It also features lots of closet Murray-Calloway County, said,
also painted a neutral color with
'This house is gorgeous. It is
white ceilings. interior doors, space and electrical outlets.
A door on the north side of absolutely great. I am so thrilled
baseboards and mm.
we will be giving this home to
to
a
congreat
room
opens
the
someone.'
crete patio.
She said tickets are still availThe bathroom countertops
are cultured marble with oil- able. "When you see this house
you will want to buy a ticket."
rubbed bronze fixtures.
A utility room off the kitchen she added.
Billington said the United
will house a washer and dryer.
Vinyl trim and gutters along Way wanted to offer a "big
with the brick exterior will help thank you" to Trent Garland for
to keep the home low mainte- all the hard work he has put into

The Grand Home Foyer

4 N

the project. "This was a new
endeavor for the United Way.
Everyone in the community
pulled together to help the agencies, and the money raised from
the house will go to those agencies to help the community.'
She said residents will have
to see the home to appreciate it.
"Everything is so magnificent."
she noted, complimenting all
facets of the home. "It is breathtaking. It is everything a family
would want. The project was
well worth the effort."
Lance Allison, 20011 United
Way campaign chair, said he,
too, was thrilled with the home.
"It is beautiful and it has lots of
extras. To say that we are
thrilled is an understatement. It
is beyond what I had hoped it
would be, and I had set some
high standards for the home."
He said the detail of the work
added extra beauty to the house.
"It is definitely a top notch
home."The excitement from the
people who have worked on.
and donated to, the project has
been overwhelming. We're glad
we're on the home stretch.-Allison commented that residents who have been waiting to

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger A Times
Trent Garland, Peggy Billington and Lance Allison talk in the kitchen/dining area of the United
Way Grand Home.
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purchase a ticket should do so
now. "It was important to have it
finished so we could give away
a dream home.Garland said the home couldn't have been done without the.
generous help of all the sub-contractors. "They were a big pan.
of this whole project. It took a
lot of work, but it was a great
expenence and it's going to go.
to a great cause."
Garland said he was pleased.
that "everyone came through,
and everything turned out great.
It's even better than 1 expected...
He added that he appreciated
the opportunity to give back to
the community through working
on the home.
"This is not just a lottery or a
raffle-type event. This is the
major support of the United Way
this year. commented Jeanetta
Williams, a four-year board.
member and decorator of the
home. "When residents purchase a ticket they are helping•
the United Way ... with the benefit of maybe winning the house.
The title can be in their name, a'
child's name or even a grandchild's name.She said all of the United
Way agencies are seeing an:
increase in needs. "All the workers have donated something -goods, services, trades, time,
expertise and more. All of the
people have stepped up to the
plate. This is all about the profit
from the tickets going to help
the people of Calloway County.
The number of $100 tickets
for the home has been limited to
4.000, to raise $400,000.
Tickets are still available at
BB&T Bank, Heritage Bank,
The Murray Bank, Regions
Bank, US Bank, United Way of
Murray/Calloway County or
at
online
www.unitedwaymcc.org.
Local United Way agencies
include Calloway County 4-H;
Adult
Calloway
County
Education: Big Brothers Big
Sisters; Boy Scouts of America:
the Gentry House; the Humane
Society of Calloway County;
Main Street Youth Center; the
Merryman House; Need Line;
the Purchase Area Sexual
Assault Center; the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross; and the Senior
Citizens' Center.
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Reception And Drawing Held Sat., May 31 at 1-2 p.m.
United
Way r"r"

Open House Held Every Saturday & Sunday Starting
April 26th thru May 31st from 1:00 p.m. — 4:00 p.m.
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Southern Baptist membership, baptisms decline
Southern Baptist Convention
adheres strictly to conservative
beliefs, including the inerrancy
of the Bible. Ile denomination
is second in size in the United
States only to the Roman
Catholic Church.
In the past 50 years, the number of annual baptisms per
church member — a key indicator of church growth — has
dropped sharply. Southern
Baptists baptized one person for
every 19 church members in
1950, a ratio that dropped to I
baptism for every 47 church
members in 2007, according to
the report.
Baptism is a public act
administered by a church in
which followers are immersed
in water, symbolizing believers'
identification with Jesus.
To counter the decline in baptisms, former SBC president
Bobby Welch led an ambitious
effort to baptize I million people
in the year beginning Oct. 30,
2005. Church records show
there were 371,850 baptisms in
all of 2005.

But for a denomination that
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
The number of people baptized places winning converts at the
in Southern Baptist churches fell heart of its mission, the continfor the third straight year in ued slide is troubling and disap2007 to the denomination's low- pointing, said the Rev. Frank
est level since 1987, and mem- Page, the convention's president.
bership dipped slightly as well.
Part of the blame can be
The presider of the Southern
Baptist Convention blamed the placed on a notion that Baptists
decline in part on a perception have been known too much in
that its followers are "mean- recent years for "what we're
against" than "what we're for,"
spirited, hurtful and angry."
Page said
Baptisms last year dropped
"Our culture is increasingly
nearly 5.5 percent to 345,941,
antagonistic and sometimes
compared with 364,826 in 2006,
adverse to a conversation about
according to an annual report
a faith in Christ," he said.
LifeWay
released Wednesday by
"Sometimes that's our fault
Christian Resources, the con- because we have not always prevention's publishing anti
sented a winsome Christian life
was that would engender trust and a
membership
Total
16,266,920 last year, down near- desire on the part of tnany peoly 40,000 from 2006.
ple to engage in a conversation
The dropping number of fol- on the Gospel.
lowers in the nation's largest
Baptists
Southern
"All
Protestant denomination reflects should recommit to a life of lova trend in other mainline ing people and ministering to
Protestant churches, while non- people without strings attached
denominational churches are so people will be more open to
gaining and the ranks of the hearing the Gospel message."
Nashville-based
The
unaffiliated are growing.

AP
Rev. Jim Cross of First Baptist Church in Donelson, Tenn.,
baptizes Luke Charlton, 7, during the Southern Baptist
Convention annual meeting. The number of people baptized
in Southern Baptist churches fell for the third straight year in
2007 to the denomination's lowest level since 1987, while total
membership dropped by nearly 40,000.
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Murray student at Lipscomb
devotes spring break to
England community service
NASHVILLE. Tenn. —
Murray resident Hillary Lowe
may have gotten a break from
schoolwork March 15, but not a
break from responsibility. Lowe
was one of 325 Lipscomb
University students who traveled to 22 locations throughout
the Western Hemisphere. from
England to El Salvador, to carry
out mission work during spring
break.
More than 4() mission trips to
international and United States
locations are launched each year
at Lipscomb. The trips are largely coordinated and carried out
by students, some of whom
spend up to a year in advance
working out the logistics.
interdisciplinary
Lowe,
teaching major and Calloway
County High School graduate,
•traveled to The Caribbean island
:of Saba, March 15-22, to serve

the community through various
community service projects
including staging a variety show
open to everyone on the island.
This was the sixth year
Lipscomb University has hosted
a teamto the Dutch Island of
Saba, only five square miles in
size. Less than 10 percent of the
residents attend church service
themselves
consider
or
Christians. The team worked to
strengthen families, teach
morality and encourage works
of service amoag the residents.
They also carried out various
service projects such as cleaning
up trash on trails and the shoreline, tutoring children in the elementary and high schools, hosting daily devotions in the public
park, conducting activities for
families and staging a large,
island-wide variety show.

Grant secured to assist foster
and adoptive services in state
for
Department
The
;Community Based Services and
:Murray State University have
:received a grant from the
:National Network of Adoption
:Advocacy programs to launch a
:university-based initiative to
implement the One Church One
Child (000(') model of parent
-recruitment in the western
-region of the state.
Church pastors and interested
leaders of faith-based organizations are invited to attend the
first informational meeting for
this initiative on Monday, April
28 at 6 p.m in room 118 of
Wells Hall on the Murray State
campus.
The One Church One Child
program is a national model for
recruiting foster and adoptive
predominately
families in
African American faith based
organizations. Kentucky's program will however seek to find
homes for children regardless of
their race or ethnicity. The program was started by Father
George Clements, a Catholic
priest in Illinois who believed
that if one family in each church
would adopt one African
American child there would be
no more minority children in
foster care.
The model program being
implemented at Murray State

will utilize the services of staff
from the Training Resource
Center(TRC)as well as experienced foster and adoptive families and upper level social work
students to distribute picture,
and biographies of children in
churches throughout a 17 county area. Pre-service classes will
be offered in the faith-based
organizations at the convenience
of the participating families.
who may also earn college credit from MSU for attending
these classes According to
Caroline Crump, TRC' director,
there are approximately 14
African American and 36
Caucasian children in this area
who are currently in need of
adoptive families.
The meeting will provide an
opportunity to share information
regarding the OCOC along with
proposed goals and plans for the
area.
Kentucky
Western
Information about the OCOC
Ministerial Advisory Council
will also be provided. The advisory council will be comprised
of a region-wide, interdenominational group of pastors dedicated to helping implement the
OCOC program in this area.
For more information or to
confirm interest in attending the
meeting call I -877-994-9970.

"1St. John's ...
From Page 9A
to St. John's and

tour the
Memorial Garden. David Slawson, the garden's nationally
known designer, will then conduct this tour explaining the philosophy and use of wild flowers and native plants within
the garden.

At the end of the tour refreshments will be served. Then there
will be an opportunity for those
that are interested to plant an
adopted plant in the garden.
'The function will end at 5
p.m.
Ginny Thomson, St. John's
Memorial Garden Board Chairman, invites the public to attend.

The denomination's baptisms
peaked in 1972 at 445,725,
based on statistics Lifeway has
collected from Southern Baptist
churches since 1922.
While baptisms and membership were down in 2007, the
number of Southern Baptist
churches grew by 1.1 percent to
44,696 and worship attendance
increased slightly to 6.15 million, according to the report.
David Key, director el
Baptist studies at Emory
University's Candler School of
Theology, attributes the declining numbers on Baptist parer*
having fewer children than in
years past. He also believe,
Baptist leaders haven't ben,
aggressive enough in attracting
nonwhite members.
.„.
"It's not just about weal
not having enough children, beit
we also haven't adjusted our
youth programs to target mut
cultural youth," he said. "I
still a very white Southern expi
;
rience as opposed to incorpor
African-America ,
log
Hispanics and Asians."
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PREP SIGNING

Keeping Her Stripes

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Murray's Sarah Crouch runs out a ground ball as the Marshall
County first baseman stretches for the throw. Crouch was out
on the play and the Lady Tigers suffered a 1-0 loss to the Lady
Marshals Thursday evening.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray High soccer player Caitlin Williams signed to play collegiate soccer at Georgetown College on March 1. Friends and
family joined her in the MHS library for a ceremony Thursday morning. (Back row. from left) sister Sarah Williams, brother
Nathan Williams, MHS principal Terosa Speed and assistant coach Bryan Blevins. (Front row, from left) mother Maureen
Williams, Caitlin Williams and head coach Mickey McCuiston.

MURRAY HIGH'S WILLIAMS SIGNS WITH TIGERS OF GEORGETOWN
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Caitlin Williams has always
been thinking about the future.
As an eighth grader playing
on the Murray High School junior varsity soccer squad, she
decided she wanted to earn a
scholarship to play soccer in
college.
When she tore her ACL as a
freshman on the Lady Tiger varsity squad. Williams resolve
wasn't weakened. In fact, the
setback only pushed her to focus
Fully on the goal
"I was determined to play
college soccer and I refused to

give up on that dream after
that," said Williams, who is now
a senior at Murray.
The summer before her junior year, she made sure colleges
knew about her, creating a highlight tape and sending it off to a
plethora of schools, some she
had never even heard of.
Several took note, including
Georgetown College. which
offered her a partial scholarship
to play
MidSoul

Williams' actual signing took
place at Georgetown along with
the program's nine other
recruits, but family and friends
gathered in the Murray High
School library Thursday morning fm a hometown ceremony.
"I had always talked about it,
always trained for it, always had
it in the back of my head, but
March 1, when 1 actually signed
the papers, it was like a big
block of weight lifting from my
vi1kW1a, who
idaledet and
orward of Murray.' "ft was
really an awesome feeling."
While she plans to embark
upon a new chapter of life at

a Natiodal Letter hf Went on
March 1, it was the fulfillment
of a five-year dream in the making.

Georgetown, she leaves behind
an impressive six-year legacy at
Murray. She began playing junior varsity as a seventh-grader at
Murray Middle and was a mainstay on the varsity squad for all
four years of her high school
career.
Lady Tiger head coach
Mickey McCuiston, who enters
his second year at the helm this
fail. coached Williams for just
one season, but says the work
ethic and desire she brought to
the program will be difficult to
'replace.

III See
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Lead-off single leads
Lady Marshals to victory
BASE KNOCK IN FIRST INNING
GIVES

MCHS 4TH DISTRICT WIN

led off the home hall of the first
Staff Report
A lead-off single would be with a walk, but would be
the deciding factor in the 4th stranded as her teammates
District softball showdown failed to get hits. Marshall
Thursday evening at Murray would threaten in the second.
only to see their two base runHigh.
Marshall County batter Anna ners stranded by an inning-endMizarka was the only player to ing strike out.
After that, Marshall would
cross home plate in a game filled
with excellent pitching and solid manage only two hits in the third
through seventh innings as
defense.
Both teams struggled early Winchester and the Lady Tiger
and often at the plate, with nei- defense showed no mercy and
ther pitcher yielding ground. made no mistakes.
The Lady Tigers would fare
Marshall County's Randi Butler
and
Murray's
Chelcie no better. as Butler kept them oft
Winchester both showed the balance at the plate. The fourth
finer side of their game in the inning saw Murray generate a
pitching Orcle as they allowed short-lived rally. Sarah Crouch
only three and five hits respec- led the inning oft with a base htt
tively. Both pitchers allowed and Amanda Winchester followed suit to place two runners
only one walk each.
After Marshall's first inning on and no outs. Marshall retired
score, Murray's Emily Benson
IS See MS,213

ST. LOUIS 6,
PITTSBURCH 2
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PITTSBURGH IAP1 — St.
Louis had 12 hits, yet needed
only two to put away the
Pittsburgh
Pirates
Tom
Gorzelanny's wildness gave the
Cardinals all the offense they
needed on a night their patience
was as important as their production.
Brian Barton's two-run single in the fifth inning gave St.
Louis the lead on its first hit off
the erratic Gorzelanny. and the
Cardinals beat the Pirates 6-2 on
Thursday night behind Joel
seven
Pineiro's
effective
innings.
The Cardinals avoided their
first three-game losing streak of
the season, putting nine runners
on base — seven on walks from
Gorzelanny — before finally
getting a hit.
Albert Pujols followed
Barton's single with an RBI single that made it 3-1. and
Brendan Ryan and Skip
Schumaker drove in runs against
Phil Dumatrait during a two-run
sixth.
Gorzelanny walked at least
four in each of his last three
starts, so the Cardinals talked
about the importance of not
swinging at had pitches.
"When the guy doesn't have
the control he may normally.
have, it works to your advantage
to get a good pitch. If you don't
get it. you're still on base,"
Barton said. "In my case, I felt if
I didn't get something right
down the plate, let it go."
The ever-patient PUjols went
2-for-2 and reached base in all
five plate appearances, walking
twice and getting hit with a
pitch. He has reached base in all
23 games and has an on -base
•See CARDS,29
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PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP

Calloway County sweeps Heath at home
Staff Report
The Calloway. County tennis teams swept
Heath in home action at CCHS Thursday
afternoon. the girls winning 7-2 and the boys
claiming a 6-3 victory.
The Lady Lakers took four out of six singles matches, losing one when Tricia Taylor
retired with an injury leading 4-0. Calloway
then swept the doubles competition.
The boys won five out of six singles
matches hut then dropped two out of three in
doubles play. One of the losses came in a
t iehreidcer.

On the girls side. Amy Winkler beat
Katelyn Ford 9-8 (7-2), Tricia Taylor lost to
Kristen Brockman after retiring. Clara
Franklin lost to Sarah Beth Stigall 8-5,
Sarah Taylor beat Mary Feather 8-4. Teela
Etheridge beat Kylie Townsend 9-7 and
Hannalore Clause beat Katy Brockman 8-5.
In doubles. Winkler and Tricia Taylor
beat Ford and Townsend 8-2. Sarah Taylor
and Etheridge beat Brockman and Feather 97 and Franklin and Crouse beat Brockman
and Stigall 8-3.
On the boys side, Chantry Can-oil lost to
Matt Townsend 8-0, Chris Conner beat Luke

FIGERS IL COMETS ft

Campbell 8-5, Matt McReynolds beat
Nicholas Baker 8-1, Seth Fortenbery beat
Justin Ro 8-5, Logan Wallace beat Matthew
Hancock 8-4 and Jake Darnell beat Colin
Stahl 8-4.
In doubles, Conner and Darnell beat
Stahl and Campbell 9-7, McReynolds and
Fonenbery lost to Ro and Townsend 9-8 (72) and Wallace and Sam Chrisman lost to
Hancock and Baker 8-4.
The Lakers take to the courts again
Tuesday when they host Graves County at 4
p.m.

AL ROUNDUP

MHS gets back on Crede's hit hands
winning track
Chamberlain first loss
Staff Report
Murray got hack on the winning path Thursday night, and
Just in time for an All "A"
Sectional showdown
with
Cnttenden County tonight.
The Tigers traveled to
Carlisle County and took an II 0 win away from Bardwell in a
five-inning game. plating at
least one runner in all innings
except the fifth.
Murray 114-71 rang up 15 hits
in the game. while pitchers
Brock Downey and Jordan
Garland combined to toss a nohitter. The Comets (7-11) had
just one baserunner all evening,
which came on a walk in the
first inning.
The win snapped a four-game
losing streak and gave the Tigers
some momentum heading into
tonight's inatchup. which will
determine
which
squad
advances to the statewide All
"A" Classic in Lexington.
In addition to pitching three
no-hit innings, Downey also
boosted Murray with his
offense, going 3-for-3 at the
plate and plating one run. Tyler
Holzschuh was 3-for-4 and
scored two runs.
Aron
Sweeney, Shawn
McClure. Adam Heskett and
David Kuykendall all posted

two-hit games for the Tigers.
Sweeney,
Heskett
and
Kuykendall drove in two runs a
piece and Heskett scored three
runs.
Downey plated the first run
with no outs in the first inning,
stealing home after singling and
advancing. Sweeney scored on a
Tanner Richerson single later in
the inning, making the score 20.
The Tigers plated two more
in the second as Sweeney drew a
walk with the bases loaded.
scoring Heskett. Kuykendall
scored on a Bradley Cobb sacrifice fly.
In the third. McClure scored
the first of Murray's three runs
in the inning on a dropped third
strike to Kuykendall. Heskett
then scored on a fielding error.
Four runs crossed the plate
for the Tigers in the fourth,
beginning with an RBI double
from McClure that drove in
Richerson. Two batters later.
Kuykendall singled, scoring
Holzschuh and McClure. A twoout double by Sweeney later
scored Heskett, making the
score 11-0.
Game time for tonight's All
"A- Sectional is slated for 6
p.m. at Crittenden County High
School in Marion.

II Cards
From Page 1B
percentage of .525.
GOrzelanny (1-3) took a nohitter and a 1-0 lead into the fifth
despitti allowing haserunners in
all Nit tine inning, only to walk
the hai;gs full ahead of Barton's
single:'Gorzelanny threw only
49 61:0111 pitches for strikes, w,th
the Wildness forcing him out of
the 'game even though he gave
up only the two singles in five
innings.
"I Couldn't find the zone.... I
don't know what it is." said
Gorzelanny. a 14-game winner
last ,'mason. "The ball's not
doing what I want it to do 1M

not happy with what's going
on.
Gorzelanny has walked 22 in
five starts - compared to 13
strikeouts - and has an 8.46
ERA.
"When he gets his pitches
over the plate, guys have a tough
time hitting it." catcher Ryan
Dosimit said. "Walks just killed
him."
Pineiro(I-2), winning for the
first time since beating the New
York Mets 3-0 on Sept. 27, was
the opposite. He came into the
game with an opponents' batting
average of .391 and an 8.10
ERA.

Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Carr Truck
Van or SW You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
financial institutions that are competing daily
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve

PREMIER NISSAN
1-888-FAST-YES
or Apply Online Al

www.fastyes.com
- 24 HOURS A DAY-

By The Associated Press
Joe Crede's latest clutch hit
gave Joba Chamberlain his first
major league loss.
Crede's RBI single to center
in the bottom of the ninth
Thursday night gave the
Chicago White Sox a 7-6 victory over the New York Yankees
and their young reliever.
Chamberlain had given up
three runs in 32 innings over 7.6
regular-season
appearances
since being called up last season. He gave up one earned run
in 19 outings in 2007.
"I'm not perfect every night,"
said
the
22-year-old
Chamberlain, who was a hot
topic among New York fans this
week when team co-chairman
Hank Steinbrenner said he
should be starting instead of
relieving. "I give up hits and
that's the way it's going to be. I
let my team down."
Carlos Quentin doubled with
one out off Chamberlain 11 -11
and Crede lined the single to
left-center.
"He'll be fine. He'll bounce
back. He's given up a run before

in his life," Yankees manager
Joe Girardi said of Chamberlain.
Crede, who's made a strong
comeback after back surgery last
season, has two grand slams this
season.
"We like our chances with
Joe up. He's done it all year."
White Sox
catcher A.J.
Pierzynsh said. "He's done it
his whole career. He was the
nght guy in the right spot."
In other AL games on
Thursday, it was: Detroit 8,
Texas 2; Los Angeles 7. Boston
5; Oakland II, Minnesota 2;
Cleveland 9-6 and 2-0 in a
sweep of Kansas City; Tampa
Bay 5, Toronto 3; and Baltimore
8, Seattle 7.
Bobby Jenks(I-0) got pinchhitter Jorge Poaada to ground
into an inning-ending double
play with two runners on in the
top of the ninth to get the win in
a game twice delayed by rain.
Trailing 6-3, the Yankees tied
it when Melky Cabrera hit a
two-out, two-run homer off
Gavin Floyd in the sixth, and
Morgan Ensberg delivered a
two-out RBI single off Scott
Linebrink in the seventh.

•MHS
From Page 18
the next three batters to escape
the inning still holding the slim
lead. Murray's only other hit
would come from Winchester in
the sixth inning, as she smacked
a tnple to nght center field. She
was left anxiously awaiting a
chance to tie the game on base
as the third out was made.
Butler picked up the pitching
win for the Lady Marshals, giv-

ing up only three hits, striking
out eight and walking one.
Murray's Chelcie Winchester
nearly matched the performance, allowing only five hits,
striking out six and walking one.
Murray hosts Lone Oak on
Monday and St. Mary on
Tuesday at Lady Tiger Field.
Game time is 5 p.m. for both
contests with JV games to follow.

•Williams
From Page 1B
"Cntlin has been an excellent
attribute to our team," he said.
"She always gives a hundred
percent no matter what the situation. She sets a great example
and is a great role model for the
younger players. Caitlin will be
missed next year. but hair, a great
future ahead of her in soccer."
At Georgetown, Williams
will play under first-year head
coach Leah Crews, whom she
dian't meet until the signing
event. Former boss Anthony
Chandler was responsible for
her recruitment. but Williams
said the changing of the guard
didn't impact her decision.
"She's a Georgetown alumnus and she has a 101 of school
pride, which is something that's
really important to me,"
Williams said. "I really like her
perspective She was a goalie
and I think goalies can make the
best coaches because they see
everything.
"I'm really excited and I
think she's really going to work
us hard. She's young and in
great shape. so I could definitely
see her running along with us."
tinder Chandler. Georgetown
played primarily out of the 4-42 formation, the same set
Williams played in at Murray.
Williams said she was
attracted to Georgetown not
only for its soccer program, hut
also because of its location outside Lexington and its small,
family-type
atmosphere.
Though she had already been in
touch with Chandler, she first
visited campus when the Lady
Tigers traveled there for a camp
last summer
She made several more visits
dunng the school year and ultimately chose Georgetown over
Centre College. St. Xavier
University in Chicago and Ohio
Valley Conference member
Jacksonville State.
Williams will join brother
Nathan as collegiate athletes in

her family. Nathan Williams
recently was granted a sixth year
of eligibility as a senior football
player at Murray State.
"I just want to thank all my
coaches, my family, my
friends," she said. "My family
are my No. 1 supporters. I
learned a lot about hard work
from them and I learned what it
takes to be a college athlete from
my brother. That's what made
the dream possible for me."
Williams' high school career
ended in a disappointing loss in
the Second District semifinals
after a 12-4-4 regular season,
but Williams said she is
nonetheless happy with the
Lady Tigers' accomplishments
during her tenure.
"As a team. 1 feel like we
reached a level of play that was
able to compete with any team
in the state," she said. -Our
appearances in tournaments didn't always show that, but that's
just the luck of the draw, that's
just soccer."
Williams also leaves behind a
rich swimming legacy at
Murray
In February, she
became the first Tiger swimmer
ever to qualify for the State
Championship as an individual
On Thursday, Williams was
named an Academic AllAmencan finalist for swimming.
Though she was awarded an
athletic scholarship, Williams
also qualified for a full acadeinic scholarship at Georgetown,
which she accepted instead.
Among the top three in her graduating class at MHS, she plans
to major in English with an eye
toward a career in either law or
journalism.
Because she won't he on athletic scholarship. Williams will
be officially dubbed a walk-on
player, hut that doesn't bother
her.
"For me, I'm a Georgetown
College soccer player signed to
play," she said. "I just happen to
take my academics pretty seriously while I'm at it.'
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Thursday's Games
Detroit 8, Texas 2
L A Angels 7 Boston 5
Oakland 11, Minnesota 2
Cleveland 9. Kansas City 6 151 game
Cleveland 2, Kansas City 0 2nd game
Tampa Bay 5 Toronto 3
Chicago White Sox 7 N V Yankees 6
Baltimore 8 Seattle 7
FrIday's Games
L A Angels (Santana 30) at Detroit
(Robertson 0-2). 601, p m
NY Yankees (Pettit* 3-1) at Cleveland
(Byrd 0-2) 6 05 p m
Boston (Wakefield 2-0) at Tampa Bay
(Garza 0-01.6 10 p m
Minnesota (Blackburn 1-1) at Texas
(Millwood 1-2), 7 05 p In
Toronto (Burnett 2.1) at Kansas City
(GrsInke 3-0), 7 10 pm
Baltimore (Buries 2-1) at Chicago
White Sox (Bush,* 1-2), 711 pm
Oakland (Eveiand 2.1) at Seattle
(Batosta 2-2). 9 10 p m
Saturday's Games
L A Angels iMoseley 1-2) at Detroit
(Gaiarraga 2-0) 2 55 p rn
N Y Yankees(Kennedy 0-2) at
Cleveland (Sowers 0-0), 2 55 p m
Baltimore (Trachsel 1-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Danks 2 11 805 p m
Boston (Buchholz 1-11 at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 2-2), 6 10 p m
Toronto (Marcum 2-1) at Kansas City
(Hochevar 0-11,8 10 pm
Minnesota (Baker 2-0) at Texas
(Gabbard 1 -0) 7 05 Pm
Oakland (Duchscherer 1-0) at Seame
(Bedard 1-0), 8 10 p
Sunday's Games
N
Yankees at Cleveland 12 05 pm
Boston at Tampa Bay. 12 40 pm
Minnesota at Texas. 1 05 p m
Battartore at Chicago White Sox 1 05
m
Toronto at Kansas City 1 10 p In
Oakland at Seattle 3 10 pm
L A Angels at Detroit 7 05 p

National League Stsndings
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
13 9 591
Florida
11 [0524 1 1/2
New Vork
12 11 522 1 1,
Philadelphia
2
11 11 500
2
Atlanta
7 16 304 81/2
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GS
15
7 682
Chicago
14 9 609 1 12
St Louis
13 959t
2
Milwaukee
11 12 478 41/2
Houston
a 13 409
Prusourgr)
6
9 14 391 81/2
Cincinnati
Weft DiV1111011
W
L Pct GB
16 6 727
Arizona
10 12 455
8
Colorado
10 13 435 61/2
San Francisco
7
9 13 409
Los Angeles
9 14 391 7 1/2
San Diego

Thursday's Games
5, Cincinnati
PhMilwaukee
1
HoLsdTiph Cinc
3, innati3
Colorado 4 Chicago Cubs 2
St Louis 6 Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 7 Florida 4
Washington 10, NY Mets 5
San Francisco 1 San Diego 0
Arizona 6 1 A Dodgers it
Friday's Games
Philadelphia (Eaton 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 0-11 605 pm
Atlanta (Jurnens 2-2) at N Y Mats
(Palfrey 2-01 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 3-0) at
Washington (Perez 0-3). 6 35 p m
Florida (Olsen 3-0) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 0-0) 7 05 p.m
Houston (Chacon 0-0) at St Louis
(LoOper 3-1), 7 15 p m
Anzona (Johnson 0-1) at San Diego
(Wolf 2-0) 9 05 p m
Cincinnati (Hwang 1-2) at San
Francisco (Sanchez 1-1) 9 15 p
Colorado (Jomenez 1-2) at L A Dodgers
(Kuroda 1-2). 640 pm
Saturday's Games
Atlanta (T Hudson 3-1) at NY Mets
(Maine 1-2). 12 10 p
Houston (Oswalt 2-3( at St Louis
(Wainwnght 2-1) 12 10 p m
Anzona (Ovongs 4-0) at San Diego
(Germano 0-2). 2 55 pm
Florida (Hendrickson 4-1) at Milwaukee
(Villanueva 1-21. 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Kendnck 1-2) at
Pittsburgh (Morris 0-3) 6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs(Zambrano 3-1) al
Washington (Chico 0-4) 6 10 p rn
Cincinnati (Belisle 0-1) at San
Francisco (Correia 1-3). 805pm
Colorado(Rodman 2-1) at IA
Dodgers(Penny 3-2). 9 10 p m
Sundey's Germs
Atlanta at N V Mots t2 10 pm
Chicago Cubs at Washington. 12 35
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. 12.35 pm
Florida at Milwaukee, 1 05 pm
Houslon at St Louis. 1 15 pm
Anzona at San Diego. 305 p m
Cincinnati at San Francisco, 3-05 pm
Colorado al L A Dodgers 3 10 p m

OVC ROUNDUP

Bulldogs rack up
awards for Academic
Progress Rate
MOREHEAD STATE & EASTERN •
KENTUCKY HONORED AS WELL
On Thursday. the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) honored Division I
sports teams with public recognition awards for their latest
multi-year Academic Progress
Rate(APR)scores. Three Ohio
Valley Conference schools Eastern Kentucky, Morehead
State and Samford - were
among those honored.
These teams posted multiyear APR scores in the top 10
percent of all squads in their
respective sports. The public
recognition awards are pan of
the broad Division I academic
reform effort.
Eastern Kentucky was honored for its men's golf program.
Morehead State was honored
for its women's basketball program and Samford in five different sports: women's basketball, women's cross country,
women's golf. women's indoor
track and field and women's
outdoor track and field.
The APR provides a realtime look at a team's academic
success each semester by tracking the academic progress of
each student-athlete. The APR
includes eligibility, retention,
and graduation in the calculation and provides a clear picture of the academic culture in
each sport. Hugh-performing
teams receiving awards posted
APR scores ranging from 965
to a perfect 1.000.
Multi-year APR scores for
all 6,110 Division 1 sports
teams, including the teams
receiving public recognition
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
Eget Division
W
L Pct GB
15 9 625
Boston
BaMmore
I
13 9591
12 11 522 21/2
New York
Tampa Bay
11 11 500
3
10 13 435 4 1/2
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pct OS
Chicago
12 9 571
Cleveland
10 12 455 21/2
Minnesota
10 12 455 2 112
10 13 435
Detroit
3
Kansas Ley
9 13405 1r2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
14
Los Angeles
9 809
4 9 809
Oakland
11 12 478
Seattle
3
7 16 304
Texas
7

By DA

awards, will be announced
May 6. The announcement also
will include immediate and histoncal penalties for low-performing teams.
TODAY'S DAMP SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler
.. •
Moot
605 Bete St • 703 .5942

IV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
3 p.m.
SPEED
NASCAR Sprint Cup.
-Happy Hour Series " final reecho, for
Aaron's 499 at Talladega At.
4 pm
SPEED-- NASCAR Nationwide
Series pole qualifying for Aarons 312.
at %Wogs Ala
MONO
8,30 p.m.
ESPN2 - khdellewmghts, Ands
Tsutiten (25 3-0) vs Jesse Folic:moo
1154-3( at New vork.
GOLF
2 pm.
ESPN2
LPGA Stanford
Mtemahonal Pro-Am second round at
Aventura Fla
TGC - PGA Tour Brie, Nelson
Champtonship second round at Irving
Texas
530 p.m.
TGC - Champions TOW Legend, of
Goff hrst mound at Savannah Ge
(same-dm tape t
NBA BASKETBALL
m
ESPN2 -- Playoffs fast round game
3. Detroit at Pilaw:Mint.
7 p.m.
ESPN -- Playoffs first round gamin 3
New Orleans at DaNas
9-30 pet.
ESPN - Playoffs Hsi round 9.9•11.. 1
San Antonin at Phoenix
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m
VERSUS - Playoffs conference
semifinals, N.Y Rcngers ai PIIIshurgh
9 p.m
VERSUS - Playoffs conterence
semifinals Oakes at San Jose
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Super heroics make up summer slate
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (API -Studio executives hope they've
trained their audience well as the
season of summer blockbusters
arrives.
From May through midAugust, Hollywood will bank on
the idea that there is at least one
movie every week — and sometimes two -- that you simply
must see.
Summer features such lioxoffice staples as Will Smith,
Adam Sandler. Ben Stiller and
Jack Black, and brings back
beloved characters such as
Indiana Jones, Batman, Speed
Racer, Carrie and her "Sex and
the City" gal pals, the "Namia"
kids, the Incredible Hulk and
two very different agent couples:
paranormal
troupers
Mulder and Scully and comic
spies Maxwell Smart and Agent
99.
A look at the lineup:
MAY 2: Heavy hitters like
"Spider-Man" and "Superman"
are established big-screen figures, but the comic-book world
has a deep bench.
Robert Downey Jr. takes the
lead in "Iron Man,- playing a
wealthy inventor who lacks
superpowers but does have a
nifty high-tech suit of armor that
really leaves an inipression
when he gives villains a knuckle
sandwich.
Gwyneth Paltrow, Terrence
Howard and Jeff Bridges co-star
in the tale based on the Marvel
Comics hero, a man with a subversive sense of humor who
starts off as "not the most likable
fellow," said director Jon
Favreau.
With "Iron Man" less familiar to audiences than Supe or
Spidey, it took an actor of
Downey's status to ease some
worries Favreau had.
"My biggest concern was that
it would slide into some B-hero
wheeled out by Marvel, that this
movie would be a poor man's
'Spider-Man." Favreau said.
"Hiring Robert. the challenge
shifted from whether it was
going to he good or bad to how
far we were going to push things
and bend the genre."
MAY 9: Andy and Larry
Wachowski turned virtual reality
on its head with "The Matrix."
Now they follow their R-rated

AP/Paramount

This photo released by Paramount Pictures shows actors, from left, Harrison Ford as Indiana
Jones, and Shia LaBeouf in a scene from "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull."
franchise with the family-friend- a new ally — Caspian (Ben with Cate Blanchett as a Soviet
ly adventure "Speed Racer," an Barnes), the rightful heir to operative and Karen Allen
adaptation of the animated show Narnia's throne -- and are reac- returning
as
Marion
AP/VVarner Bros
starring Emile Hirsch as the kid quainted with old buddy Aslan Ravenwood, his love interest
roaring along the roadways, the lion, again voiced by Liam from 1981's "Raiders of the This photo released by Warner Bros. shows actors Heath
Ledger as The Joker and Christian Bale as Batman in a scene
Christina Ricci as his helicopter- Neeson.
Ark."
flying girlfriend and Matthew
The three years since the first
Unlike film franchises that from "The Dark Knight."
Fox as mystery man Racer X.
movie,'The Lion, the Witch and crank up the action and effects You'll have to get that out of on the run who grows into a
A fan of "Speed Racer" the Wardrobe," have resulted in with each sequel. Spielberg. Steven," Lucas said. "If you get green hulk 9 feet tall. That's all
growing up. Hirsch said he huge digital advancements in Lucas and Ford are offering an it out of him, then it must be people need to know. So the
wanted in as soon as he heard how director Andrew Adamson old-school Indy.
adventure is off and running
true.the Wachowski brothers were could depict computer-generat,"We did everything exactly
.
JUNE 13: When we last saw right from the beginning.writing and directing. "Seeing ed creatures such as Asian.
the way we did it before, so if Marvel Comics' big angry green
JULY 18: Batman is back
'The Matrix' for the first time
"It's little things like when you expect F-14s flying into guy, he WAS hopping around in with "The Dark Knight," reunitwhen I was 13 to this day is one Lucy first sees him this time, she freeways, it ain't gonna hap- the desert in Ang Lee's "Hulk,- ing star Christian Bale with
of my most memorable experi- runs up and gives him a hug. ... pen," Lucas said. "If you expect a cntical and commercial disap- director Christopher Nolan and
ences ever in a movie theater," It's a great image to see a little this to suddenly have bells and pointment. The Marvel gang pitting the soul-searching crimeHirsch said. "I already loved the girl hug a lion,- Adamson said. whistles and have 10 times more went back to the drawing board fighter against his greatest
show, and for guys of that kind "And there's a great shot in this whatever than the first ones, it's for "The Incredible Hulk." star- enemy, the Joker, played by the
of caliber to get involved with it film where Asian actually tack- not. It's just like a continuation. ring Edward Norton in a new late Heath Ledger in his next-tocould only be something spe- les someone off a horse and rolls It's like sitting down on a cozy take that the filmmakers say will last role. With great buzz on
cial."
around on the ground with them. old sofa that you've had for 20 channel both the comic books Ledger's frantic performance
MAY 16: Things sure can The level of interactivity makes years and having the same expe- and the 1970s arid '80s TV show and his demonic makeup, the
change in 1,300 years, as Peter, it so much more real."
rience.starring Bill Bixby.
Joker is the corrupted flip-side
Susan, Edmund and Lucy
MAY 22: Cue the Indy fanWhat sort of toil did the
The movie wastes no time of Batman, who lives by a strict
Pevensie learn when they go fare. Henry Jones Jr. is cracking action take on 65-year-old Ford, explaining how Norton's Bruce code despite raging inner turover the rainbow again in 'The his whip again. "Indiana Jones who sustained knee and back Banner was transformed into a moil.
Chronicles of Narnia: Prince and the Kingdom of the Crystal injuries on some of the earlier man who mutates into the Hulk
"It's a fine line, something
Caspian," the second installment Skull- reunites the dream team "Indiana Jones- movies?
when angered, said producer which we kind of toy with in the
in the fantasy franchise based on of Harrison Ford as the archae"I broke a fingernail," Ford Kevin Feige, Marvel Studios' story, of this fine line, essentialC.S. Lewis' books.
ologist-adventurer,
director said.
head of production. lhe story ly both being freaks to most peoOnly a short time has passed Steven Spielberg and creatorAs for the big question fans hints at what happened to him ple, both being idealists.- Rale
for the siblings in England, but producer George Lucas.
have posed — is co-star Shia then jumps into the action, he said. 'The Joker trying to show
centuries have gone by in
It's been 19 years since the LaBeouf the love child of Indy said.
the hypocrisy of society and tryNamia, which now is under the last movie, and the fourth, fihn and Marion? — neither Ford nor
'This is not an origin story,- ing to show Batman that his way
bootheel of the tyrannical hurtles the aging Indy from his Lucas will say.
Feige said. "We are assuming just ultimately can't work.
Telmarines and mean King Nazi-fighting days of the 1930s
"I can't say that. I'm not everyone buying a ticket will These rules that he places on
Miraz. The Pevensies encounter to the Cold War era of the '50s. allowed. Steven would kill me. know Bruce Banner is a scientist himself are just a joke.-
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SAVE
up to
$500

LIBERTY
v'K SAFE
EVENT

April 24th - May 4th, 2008
Remote More than 25 different Liberty safes on site.
Live
WEGE
Save up to $500 on top quality safes. Liberty
26"1
April
oon safe representative available the afternoon of
N
Vram
April 25th & all day on April 26th.

ORSCHEL

FARM&HOME

Answers & Low Prices Down Every Aisle sm

700 A North 12th Street, Murray
270-759-8150
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Notice

The Murray Calloway Senior Cameras will be accept
mg sealed bids on a 2000 Ford Ranger truck The
truck can be aren at 607 Poplar Street All bids need
to be In the Senior Center by 400 May 6. 2008
Questions !Mould be directed to, Eric by calling 753o929 MCcSC reaerve the right to reject any and all
bids
The ,onlents of Ow 1011,5.111g units 2. Ii. 13. 17. 15. 2I. 4i
114 urn 195 .114 on Ma, 17in. 2011K al 10110 ant 10 rLi.
rein laO fee.. prrec,ing lees
a I, Rentals Mini Storage
720 5. 4ills Si. - orner ut 121 S. end Glendale
Murray. K1 42071
12701(16-2524

BINGO
Murray Nigh
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
lit Sat of the month
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sOurces reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
intermation do so at
their owr nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

I

Loot and Found

FOUND Small, brown
female dog Possibly
Shiba iflu or mix 7531164
Lost female, orange.
long haired, fluffy cat
227.9610

Help Waist!
ACCOUNTING
Position
Genera
Responsibilities
Processing accounts
payable and accounts
receivable. preparation
of monthly financial
statements, tracking
fixed assets. Required
education and aspenence
Bachelor's
Degree preferred, a
minimum of five years
experience in a similar
position.
Required
knowledge skills and
abilities: Proficiency in
Peachtree
and
Checkbooks preferred,
computer
literacy.
specifically Microsoft
Office strong organizational skills, strong
verbal communications
skills. E-mail resume to
murrayaccountinglag
mail.com
ARE computers your
passion' Put your talents to work in an entry
level position and
enioy the opportunity
to grow with us We
need someone kill time
who can do web
design, help talk people through software
installs and learn new
quickly
programs
Please call Lorraine at
(270)436-2793 from
9:00-5'00
CDL driver needed.
asphalt construction
759-0501

Diesel
Tech/Mechanic
for High
Paying position

Great Benefits &
Retirement
Looking
for a Career Not
lust a Job

Please call
NATIONAL
877-339-1186
hiring
KFC
now
cashiers & cooks Must
be available for all
shifts Apply in person
205N 12th St

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the

"help wanted.'section
on our classifieds
wcbpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
websitc
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the robnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
rob listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and
part time positrons
available
Appty at
Wee Care
togs 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

needed, Call 7530365 or 293-0364.
FULL time bookkeep
Or
experience
required, computer
knowledge required
Apply in person Welch
Concrete Products, US
HWY 641 North, Almo,

KY
FULL time position,
staff accountant, exp.eence preferred. Apply
to Resume, P.O Box
949 Mayfield, KY
42066
FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives needed CSRs provide
phone support for
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year col
(age required
Health/life/dental
insurance, 18 paid
days off/year, retirement Ernari resumes
to candiceepowerclaim.corn
MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four
weekends,
June
( 2 70 )2 2 3 - 0 7 8 9
deVoiseadams°yahoo
core

applications for all positions
NOW taking

and all shifts Apply

In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone call.,
NURSING Assistant
for doctor's office Take
vrtal signs and prepare
patient for doctor Full
time Send resume to
PO box 1040 N.
Murray, KY 42071
OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Horn
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087

PAINTERS Need a
minimun 3 years painting experience tor work
in Murray For interview
call 921-436-5353

HI )1\t,I,111 1),\ ••11 \
BEHAVIOR SPECIALIST

This position is
responsible for developing, implementing, training, and monitoring behavior inanagement
plans in the DD program The position is
responsible for all administrative and programmatic paperwork associated with the above
duties and will also perform other duties as
assigned Minimum Qualifications. Masters
degree in a behavioral science, one year expenonce in behavioral programming, must have
valid drivers license and be insurable Send
resume to. Anne Thurman, HR Director, Four
Rivers Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled, EOE

CLINICAL APPLICATION ANALYST
I
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Clinical Application Analyst lot our
Information Systems Depanmeni Position is
responsible for support of clinical applications
and assists in the implementation phases ol IS protectInterested candidates must have an understanding
of clinnaLtnedical processes and procedures and I tc
years expenence in an IS envtronment Technical or
Assoennes degree preferred A working knowledge
of printers arid Pc', is required
We provide an excellent benefit and snary
package including health. vision, dental, and
retirement Imeresied candidates should sead
resume or apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Pads, TN 3824
731-644 8472
cuwen@hcror-ln.urg
Loral Offoorfunin finT/0“,
RR - Unit Manager Position
Must be a team player and be able to
work well with others. Good positive
attitude. Supervisory skills a must.
Apply ill person at

Al i1Is

HEALTH
& REHAB

Five Hundred Beck Lane
Mayfield, Kentucky

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP
OPP(PRTUNITN
ilw Joint Apprenticeship and Training Cotonou,
tor the Electrical Industry is accepting application.
for apprenticeship on the first Friday tit each month
between the hours of 10 00 a m and 6 00 pm and
on the Saturday following the first Friday between
the hours of 8 00 a.m and I Its) a ni at the Paducah
Electrical .1 A TC Office, 2110 Shade Tree Drive.
Paducah. KY 42003
All applicants will be received waiving' regard to age.
race, color, religion, national origin or sex Each
applicant must meet all basic roquirements lobe eligible tor an interview Requirements are 17 years of
age I 18 at time cif indenture . high school graduate or
GED or Associates Degree, active drivers license,
birth certificate and proof sit one lull credit in
Algebra I Applicants have 60 days from date oh
appIrcation to supply required tnformai
Applicants will he selected in order of their ranking
resulting from interview rating

00 waned

RESIDENT
ASSISTANT

ftw
WENDY'S is now h.ie
mg for shill leaders and
crew memb9rS We
offer
competitive
wages, tuition reim_
401K,
bursement
opportunity
for
advancement, health
and dental insurance
Apply in person Mon
Fn, 2 00-4 00. ask for
Mike

Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
group home for the
mentally ill
Other
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining facility
Behavioral
Health
Initiatives is now hiring
at our Puryear facility
Applicants must possess the ability to SERVALL Termite &
relate well with resi- Pest Control is seeking
applications for termite
dents and staff
High school diploma or I echnician.
equivalent and valid Qualifications include
Driver's License is valid DL, pass drug
screen, must be able to
required
BHI is an Equal lilt 50Ibs and crawl
under houses Apply in
Opportunity Employer
person Mon-Fn. 800Please send resume
5:00.
to
Behavioral Health
SONIC of Murray Is
Initiatives
looklno for experi36C Sandstone Circle
Restaurant
enced
Jackson, TN 38305

SECRETARY/BOOKK
EEPER, construction
and or trucking industry and plus. Send
resume to- P.0 Box
816, Murray

Manager. Pay rate
and benefits will
depend on experience Please send
resume
to:
Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd.
Murray, KY 42071.

Apertmsete tor Rant

Mk*
For We

1;

L
I Tertmants Ftlf lisat

Wedn
Phor
Eqi
0
TDD #1

\\iI II11.1 k

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

itltLi'tl Ill ittilitrilsi
il•\

1505 Diuguld Drive • Murray. KY 42071

\I I\IIVsnI \\\

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

1 ,
r11 1 11 I 111 - I
111 Ill;
k)
1:1 )1

1.10

51\5 I

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

1.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Systems Department.
Murray State
University. Full-time,
entry level, non-tenure
track position to begin
May/June 2008.

Quillficationt:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field preferred,
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
expenence.
Knowledge of applications programming,
systems analysis, relational databases, and
programming support
functions is a prerequisite. Experience with
SQL is required.
Expenerce with
PL/SQL, Oracle
Stored procedures.
and Oracle
Development tools
preferred Must pos
sass strong interpersonal skills (both writ
ten and verbal).

MOM COMPUTERS
ServiceiSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
40
Want to Buy

education and employment opportundy.
44/F/DD. AA employer.
WORK from home'
Incorporated 500 company No sales. not
mlm (270)804-5648.

7

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
clean
WILL
houses/offices Please
call (270)293-5806

1750 Lowcs Dnve

2 Bedroom $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted Ct
on all apartments.
• here Cable • Washer. Dryer. Range. Dishwasher, &
Rcfngerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet & Ceramic
Ilk • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck

ANTIQUES, Call Larry

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
;•-;,(H)

WE HAVE
MOVED

WARD ELKINS.
605 E
S 17TH 57.

52" RCA big screen t.v.
$795. Off white leather
love
seat
$275.
(270)293-9372
BEAUTIFUL 14K gold
engagement ring and
wedding band wrap.
Total diamond weight
is 60 Asking $400
obo, Call (618)2401446.

IN

Need furniture?
sell new & used
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

We

35 Massey Ferguson
753-6055 after 6 pm.
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
Tobacco
$7.500
sticks,
15
each
(502)550-4080

Norms For Sale
LIQUIDA11ON Sale
All 2006 Homes Mus
Go,

Thousandsll Call now
731-584-9429.

-Owner Finance***
16x80 2 BR, 2 BA
$2 950 down. $435 per
mo 55 Jessica Ln
Bonnie
Byerly,
Principal Broker 7520729
1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR 1 5-BA, LA pull
out Riviera CI 51
Must
be
moved
$6,000-0130
7530250. 703-5804

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
152 BR apts, 1 -year
lease- 1BR $.350.00,
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
2 BR apt, extra nice,
$540
1403A
Valleywood. Available
May 1st, 753-3018
2-BR duplex apartment, C/H/A, W/O. furnished and lawn main)
No pets, 1 yr lease
$450/mo.•$350deposit.
304B S 6th. Call
(615)907-4955.
28R duplex. nice,
Cli/A, appliances furnished Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-559-9080 or
leave message

SPECIAL.

MENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call to
detail at 731-584-9429

Services available

Call 761-7355
Innelcoreeroseereek)ant
DUPLEXS tor rent, all
appliances Included
Call 767-9948
HAZEL ApartmentS
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phope
492.8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Ewa!
Housing Opportunity.

IN Pur
Bedroor
deposit.

LARGE
3/48R,
C/H/A, c
yard, v
$650/mc
301 Noi
753-008

A&F 101
Near lb

Rest of KY/TN
(Ivrea a Ilaelianeal

AR Other Mail
Subscriptions

3 ies---....$711311 3
se.-414.116
1 yr.-3112111A6 I Yr- ----El
Money OrdCr

Vies

Name
I St. Address
City
Lip

Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bow 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 01701 753-1918

STOI
PF

111
(270
Cell (2
9 a m.

aa•

KE
WAR:
1850
Murra
2-0
2&L
MINI
720
IMO 1
(271

MURRA,
Lock pi
units av
. 2905 or 1

PF
MINK'
.Inside c

Home Delivery
Local Mall
slicerstl
3 we.----SR.*
6 as.----SUM 3 we.
6
we.
17K ----$99.06
I yr..._81114.011

I

501 Sot
Mom
washer/
washer.
stove;
foolTis:
screene
wood tic
1317

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Managerrieur

LEDGER &TIMES

I State,,

. 2BR,
, country,
ances.
Colema

3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9698

•

Check

BR,
$425mc
-pets. 5
, Walken
hospital
0312

3848R, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

April
Showers j
I
Iritig May 6
.)d:
Flowers!

c

PRICED TO SEW,
2001 Clayton16x80
31)r 2oa, & land
New 2 car carport &
12x 16 storage building
Landscaped. frl &
rear porch, too much
to list
North of Murray.
After 6PM 270-7599362

Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in the
month of April and
receive
NO
PAY-

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month
No pets
Includes
washer/dryer,
ovenistove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458

I.

1996
Fleetwood
16x80, 3BR, 28A.
Excellent
condition.
(270)489-2525.

SPRING

Whore we're in charge
Openings for 6 wk to 12 mo.

I & 2 WI apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment
clean and nice, al
appliances, including
W/D
No
Pets
(270)436-2524 or 2936906

1989 14x70 furnished.
front & back porch,
C/H/A. $6,500 after
500.(270)436-5701

REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans,
TN Call 731-584-9429
for more details.

Corn. join us of
THE VILLAGE DAY CARE

2BRi& 38R apartments
available. Great loca
tion. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

Rent

Egaipment

BRUNO curt sader lift,
automatic, for scooter
Never been
used
$350 753-1279

Corne by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts,
Beasley Antenna
Satellite 759-0901

Apatirainb For Ihnl

Small 2BR, $225. 7536012

King brass bed wah
contemporary
black
set. (270)753-2135
Moving must sell, nice
oak table with leaf & 4
chairs, curio cabinet
and oak desk. 812384-7030. 270-8732106

Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save

Vintage Ham Radio
Heathke
HP-238
power supply with
manual. Old
Ham
Radio Heathlut HW-12
SSB
transcrever
by/manual (corn IC U82
UHF handheld Two'
Way Radio Ten Tec
model 2425 2 Meter
Amplifer Ham Radio
Kenwood tr 7730 2
meter FM transceiver
with mike, power cord,
mountng bracket, man
cal in factory box

Moak Home For Rol
Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets. 753-9866.

761-7653

BOWFLEX ultimate 2.
$1,000- 293-5662

HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:

Some restrictions apply
Call Joy for details 270-762-1044 or
270-804-0850. "ITN't 800-648-6056

(270)753 1713

2 prom dresses with
Jewelry, one pair o
matching shoes 227
8969

Murray, KY 42071

Immediately Available:

WARD ELKINS

753-3633

BUYING

(731)642-8222
HD TelevIslerre -1liklers

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS

11510 APPLIANCES

(270) 753-1713

Rosponsibilitim
Under direction of
Manager.
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development,
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERP,
and perform all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative applications Appkatkin
Deadline; May ".
2008 TO Apply;
Send cover letter,
resume, and three current professional references to Chair.
Programmer Analyst
Search Committee,
Administrative
Computing.
Information Systems.
Murray Stale
University. 112 1 & T
Building, Murray. KY
42071-3347 or fax to
(270) 809-3465.
VVornen and minonhes
are encouraged to
apply Murray State
Untversdy Is an equal

LARGE.
SELECTION

SMALL
amokini
water p
now, no
$260/m,

[
1111

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.,6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Help Wanted

PROGRAMMER ANALYST. Information

,

Own I
home
includ
Co,

.1

tiSecui
*Sat
We
•We ra

75

& Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Ma

For Rset

FOR RENT

(270)761-7355

FOR RENT
Own your own home' 3 BR. I 5 BA mobile
home with lanunate floonng, all appliances
included. $1.500 down. $450 per month
Cornerstone Realty end Rental IX
(270)761-7355

arnwercial Woe.
For Mkt

wins
12071

, 283

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3beciroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Acts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

OVER 260 acres of
commercial property
which fronts HWY 80
MLS
44481.
Commercial Bonanza!!
Properly on South 12th
street, includes two
buildings
curiently
leased, lots of parking.
priced below market
value! MLS please call:
Barbara Barnett 0
293-9372. For more
into svww.murraykyrealtorcom. 1st Reality
Group.

SMALL 1BR, nontweaking apt upstairs.
Water paid, available
how. flO pets
$260/mo 753-5980

1

This Auction is absolute.
Saturday, April 26th, 2008
9:30 a.m.
OPEN HOUSE
Tues., April 22nd, 2008
5-6 p.m.

6 FAMILY YARD SALE
315 IRVAN ST.
OFF SYCAMORE
SATURDAY
6:30-2:00
Patio furniture, china cabinet old dresser
with mirror tools antiques name brand girl
Clothes 6mo-2T, boys and adult clothes, nice
toys and books, kids and adult DVD's, Bitty
Baby highchair and cnb, power wheels.
)(box with 17 games ($1501, sCrapbooking.
old toys , lots of misc

ENTS
:71

•."-tir•ht Ill \II

YARD SALE
2101 State RT 94W
(Corner of Johnny
Robertson Rd and 94W).
Saturday Only
Rain or shine
April 26th 7AM-Noon
Lots of Clothes, 2 couches
(one is a futon), washer & dryer,
and Many other items

110 Ash Street • Murray, Kentucky

Auction held onsite
Corner of 1st & Ash - Chestnut E.
to 1st, right on Ash
3 Bedroom. I bath, great starter home or rental
investment. Starting Bid S I 5.(XX)LX).
Real Estate o
"41,1,- I earl Haw Nom I toy Itrotre i, hr
stgned day ot salt. lt
,
1 ironer, premium Aill he aJtkAl to the
itlue day ot sale and
non-relundahlet 1114 broom real estate and halatne due in
ill days Cash 14 hank letter a mom All anninmetnents day
ot sale take preroknec tor, any 14ha4

final hid and is pan ot the contract note

JIM TATE JR. AUCTIONEER PP1136

ART & CRAFT SHOW
THE ELLIS CENTER
630 ELLIS DRIVE
APRIL 26,2008
8AM TILL 4PM

Campbell
Auction
Real Estate

(, 1

mown

isher
Ceramic

OF

'6

For Rent

partments
reat loca
lease 1
casit
no
35

n month
Includes
dryer.
JishwashIngerator
ties not
radowlark
uses
8

available
'chances
753-9898

2BR, 1B/7
), house in
country. GIG/A. appli$500
•.,ances.
mo.
-Coleman RE 753-9898

270 753 1492

& Supplies

BENGAL kittens, spotted leopard. TICA reg$350,
istered.
(270)703-5877.
DOG Obedience
436-2858

LARGE
Beautiful
3/48R, 2-story brick,
C/H/A. garage, fenced
yard, welcome pets
$650/mo. $500/deposit
301 North 4th Street
753-0089

_
C rent, all
Included
s.

irtmente
appiica2br units
n income
ipairment
Phoite
Mon

D No
56. Equal
ortunity.

• Fireplace

Sat., April 26th

Youth summer missions
Plants & shrubs, tupperware, home
interior, owl & angels, clothes- baby to
plus men & women, hi-chair, stroller,

YvdS.
VINTAGE YARD

SATURDAY

jewelry

Jail. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
caner at i2i s. & (aerie*.
111X111$25 10115 $O
(270)436-2524
(270) 293-6906

GARAGE SALE
1544
Whippoorwill
Sat., April 26th
7-noon
Quart and pint
mason jars, boys
GTX bicycle, men
8 women's
clothing, luggage
set and household
items

V

'

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insioe climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes.
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Check us out
on the Web!

insueviastadpusa

NON KAM
MINI47011A011

WA

CIRCLE

9:004

SATURDAY

Home decor, furniture, 52" and 27"

7:00-12:00

t.v., clothes. iewelry, ceramic pots,

4 PARTY YARD SALE
BAMBI CT.
OFF JOHNNY ROBERTSON RD.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Baby beO, 3 highchairs, kids clothes
3mo.-14(new and used),
mans clothes M-2X, womens 7-2X,

Mph Mk
762-0505
for pick-up
of your
leftover yard
sale items.

chairs. linens, little tyke slide, ect

MOVING SALE
2111
GATES8oROuGH
CIRCLE
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
Furniture,
household items,
water ski's clothing
and much more
Something for
everyone

YARD SALE
355 ERWIN RD.
(270)293-6572
SATURDAY

Sugar Creek
Baptist Youth
Yard sale/Bake sale
Friday it Saturday
7:00AM-1,00PM
2423 Rowlett Troll
94E to 732. 6.5
mikes on right

7:00-7
Tiller, mowers,
furniture, refng

Furniture, excense
equipment.

stroller. clothes.

children's clothes,

Erich-knacks. recliner
much more

and household
items
Rent or LANNI

2 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
2301 BROOKHAVEN

SOUTH, TURN LEFT
ON BROOKHAVEN
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
Cc 30-t1 -00
Housenold Items
clothes furniture golf
clubs and much more

YARD SALE
610 DUNBAR RD
(444) 1/2 MILE OF
HWY 121, NEW
CONCORD
SATURDAY
8:00-?
Annques many
un.isual demo AnnM
glassware pack -n-play
baby scenes small
chest printer able
cad books

TOBACCO ground
approx 105 acres,
highly productive land,
water available close
by (270)489-2116

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Naire
Ali real estate advertised levee
soNect to the Federal lair

INSIDE YARD
SALE
310S. 15TH ST.
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Furniture, women s
clothes-Irg-plus, children s clothes, tools.
collectables. cook 8
bakeware. new and
used DVD's, toys.
lots of everything

YARD SALE
615 MAIN ST.,
HAZEL, KY
SATURDAY
7:004
Baby items boy
baby clothes.
maternity clothes.
(3) 1 yr Old air
conditioners, knock
knack and much
more.

Need to fax your ad?
Our number is
270-753-1927

L44
Lots Fox Sale
10 acres north o
Murray
near
the
Marshall County line
Great building site
$45,000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sarloga Farms
subdivision 293-7872
3AC.,
REDUCED
SARATOGA FARMS.
back
right
COMOr.
White fence in front
270-519-2290

IMMEDIATE
posseslots. country living at
'Ts best 2 BR 1 BA
lake are home with 5
acres Priced to sell
731-247$65,000
3110. 731-707-2641
NEW 3 BR, 2 BA
home, tile hardwood.
carpet beautiful lot.
$150.000 293-1524.
293-9913
NEW construction, lust
finished 141 Blissful
View, Saratoga II Up
scale home 4-BR, 2
BA (270)804-1655
NEW homes and lots
in Rivedield Estates
located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings 2937872
PRICED below
appraisal! New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249,099
Call 1 949 689 5998
REDUCED 4-6 Br, 3
Ba, log home on I
acre. 20 min. from
Mayfield. 15 min from
Murray. Located in
South
Marshall,
$185,000
Call
(270)703-7230.
REDUCED 4BR, 2
bath, garage, acre lot,
plus rental mobile
home, 5 Miles from
MSU off Hwy 80
$79.900 556-6868.
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedrooni 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
$248.500.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.

CANCEL IF RAIN

Call

Available
+low Have

753-3953

1

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

*Ail Ma Will

Climate Control

813 SHA

OFF 94 WEST.

ROBERTSON RD

3 FAMILY YARC
SALE
1707 RYAN AVE.
OFF NORTH 16TH
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Clothes baby-4X
kitchen items.
household items,
some antiques
fumiture.bedding,
moviesbooks.
jewelry, excense
equipment

Yard Ads

YARD SALE

TAKE

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

400

1022 OAKS COUNTRY CLUB RD.

Clothing. furniture,
decorative

For more details call Tainmy Cothran- Realtor

752-4712 Or Kopperud Realty 753-1222

YARD SALE

shop vac, household items, dinning
7:30-7

It. time to stop renting and own a home

7 PARTY

7:00-12:00
SALE

• Outdoor Cabana

dishes, odds & ends. Too many to list

purses and much more.

1308 POPLAR ST.

1850 St Fit 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

• 1 Car Garage
• Workshop

UKC blue fawn pit bull,
8 weeks, $400.
(270)217-4493

I

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

• Large 2 tiered deck with Pergola
• 3/4 acre fenced yard

7:00-3:00

RIGHT OF WISWELL RD. OR LEFT

400

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Ceii: (270) 293-4183
9 am -4 p.m M-F

• 3 Bedrooms

48 YEAR PACK RAT SALE
4796 Faxon Rd

REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups
3 Black 2
saltdmepcer, 3-males,
2-females
Ready
4/30
Vet checked.
shots wormed. tails
clocked. 293-1482

I

Rental
lefty &
iagemeat
'ailable
.7355 :
creaky col

What can you buy for lets than $80,000.00?
• 2 Bathrooms

Proceeds fund Sugar Creek Baptist
AKC Pomp. 2 female
champage white. 1st
shots, ready to go
(270) 804-3767.

IN Puryear, TN, 1
Bedroom, lease +
deposit. 492-8526

§-A -dUpTex
enhances.
753-9498

baked goods. sandwiches, cold
drinks, sausage, biscuits and coffee.
Sponsored by Ellis center

5 miles off 94E

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom
1
bath;
washer/dryer,
dishwasher; refrigerator;
stove;
living/dining
rooms, bonus room,
'screened porch; hardwood floors. 270-7611317

Ai&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

110 North 12th St., Murray, 1(1 42071
270-753-9090

Homemakers Resident Council
SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobe Realtors

McKinney
Ina.
100 N.5th

is ty i• it
At lit},
or t '..1 stos it on

Huge selection of craft items, plus

OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905, 2931480

NMIServico
MIMS
753-3500 I

{WM Ill \II
1)1111 101 1 11 1

-M
71 rop.
Roil

2 BR, 1 BA house
$425mo+deposit, no
pets. 502 Broad St.
Walking distance to
• hospital.
(270)2930312.

6

Mt

AUCTION AUCTION AUCTION

sashi RIM

2 BR, I BA, CHA, I -Car Garage. Like New
Floors. Rent for $350 or Rent to Own
$2,500 down. $350 per month Tri-City area
Cornerstone Realty aria Rental LLC

riday, April 25, 20104

Moine* Act eladi nuke, I,
illegAl to advent* am melee
en
,limitation or darnmina
rim based on race, aria, ten
port seX handicap, fanlikel sta.
fus ix nava orlon rx intention ih make arms each preferences :imitations or deo-mina-

hum
slate laws hirbid drimminahon
is the sale, rental or Aivernsing
a tea estate heed,,iadoe in
hddtt,on hi those eh/toted
onder teOrral law
We will knowingh accept am
advernsuag for real estate which
s rust in violation of the Low All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available an an [stoat opportunity basis

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Adverbs:rig requirements. contact tsAA Counsel
Rene Milan,(703l MaIMO

139 acres near New
Concord. Trophy dee
and turkey hunting
125 acres of marketable
timber
$275.000 293-7872

Tendable farm land to
19.6
acres
sale.
Contact Herman Carro
(270)753-1219
or
(270)978-1208
Swam For See
Great Location
1607 KIntwood
Extra Nice
Up-dated,
spotless, nice
appliances Ready
for you
$119,000
For detail and
viewing call
753-8029
Buccanee
1995
28x80. perm, fndt
1 17-ac, 46e, 2ba. cha,
gas fireplace
new
appliances, hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07 $77,000
( 2 7 0 )2 9 3 - 7 2 5 7
(270)293-9887
3 BR, 1 BA house. 1
block from Murray
campus
Stare
Recently remodeled.
1.400 sq It. hardwood
floors, double driveways
$82.500
(5021387-6054.
3-BR. 2-BA house on
25 acres with swimming pool and 30)60
detached garage 270978-0505. 270-4362051
FOR sale by owner.
148 Edinborough Dr
West 2200 sq ft 3BR.
2BA, new in 2004.
bonus room
7591461
3-bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq-ft Bnck home
1-1/4 acres, CHA,
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
$82,500 615-8047444
NICE, clean, 3 BR, 2
BA, country house.
outside building. Large
trees. 4mi west of Lynn
Grove. 553,000. 3822197

-BRAND NEW 2007
Honda CRF8OF dirtbike Must go!! $22,750
Less than 1 hour of riding. Call 270-2277547.

QUALITY cars, best
prices
Rendezvous
CXL
Lexus RX300
Sentra 1 8S
Blazer
Grand Prix GT with
sunroof
Taurus
Liberty
Ford Laden
Chevy 171
Grand Am
C8K Motors
(270)705-5973
wwwckmotorsky.com

Used Trucks
Sharpl 2007 Dodge
Ram Quad Cab stet
under
warranty
$18,000 obo 731-2473110
99 Ford Ranger super
cab. 4 DR. 82K miles.
Loaded sharp. $6,800
obo. 978-1548
1494 Ford .1-545--172
Ton p/u, 4.9, 146,xxx
miles truck has new
tires and in good condition 52.000. 293-5067
Chevy
1993
Cheyenne, 6 cycle.
aluminum
tool box,
new parts. 148.000
miles. price negotiable.
753-6842. 293-7252

11 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
tally Wilde
2004 Toyota Rav4. 5
speed manual trans
mission, 30 mpg, ful
power. AC AM-FM CD
player, white with tan
intenor, keyless entry
excellent
condition,
25.000 miles, $14,875.
436-5610
*2002 Jeep Cherokee
special edition 74.000
miles, 4x4. V-8 white
with charcoal interior
new tires. excellent
condition
•1999 Chevrolet
Tahoe, 4x4. V-8,
113,000 miles, blue
with gray leather inter,
or, heated seats, tow
package. excellent
condition. 753-2486 or
227-7822
Wed Cars

227-8575
•
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing. gutter cleaning, bush tnmming and more

Hill Electric
Since 19)“,
24 Nous sweet
Res . Gen , & hid
Lisensed tk Instil ed
All loth big iii small

753-9562

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, glitters.
junk 8 tree work. .
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials :
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867:
ACE Lawn Services'
Average lawn $30
Call Stacy for esti
mates
(270)752-0270

Vows
BOAT FOR SALE 1987
Mach 1 Runabout, new
interior, low hours,
looks and runs great,
$4,800 obo 978-1007
436-5871

APPLIANCE FIEFAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1si'll ‘1.1.
l'a% 111)1

2006 Spring In-Water
Boat Show. May 2, 3 8
4, at Kentucky Dam
Manna on Kentucky
Lake in Gilbertsville,
KY. Over 5,000.000
worth of new, used and
brokered boats will be
Carl
display.
on
(270)362-8343 for info.
www.kentuckianayacht corn

759-05111
753-1537

TR.VVIS
..4..11, 11.1111,2
11:111111111
It/N

1 It ‘s

2711-753-2279

2611. Harris note boat
115hp motor. $4,000.
227-1560
1994 AstroGlass Fish n-Ski. all original,
150HP Mercury, lake
ready $4.000. 2933769
1990 Champion bass
boat 2011 long, 1978
Mercury Mariner 150
HP,
$5,900
obo
(270)293-2430.

BRANDON'S (hod.,
service

Mowing yard cleapup. shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 600 (270)4365277
PARKSIDE
CARVVASH
sodwasti and varum

.4,irberg at $12.50 on
:ars and trucks
detail available
i,270070-7116

85 Bayliner Capn runs.
needs work. $450
753-2961

Li
oft-d
• .

USED TIRES

YdUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

LAM
•
LAWN SERVK

-Messing

Manicuring,

land...aping

it

eat VaCuuming
SaloyfatIron guaranteed

753-1816 2/7-0611
DNJ HANDY/AAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
8 painting
293-5438

Over 40 wry tsp.
Seder & 11066116011
di Ale saw at cask
j
L. 753-771.8
--CATHY'S
Walipapenng,
Painting. Cleaning.
270 227-6606731498-8904
LAWN
mowing,
mulching. landscaping, garden tilling
293-5662

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm. wash rock, dirt, sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd.. then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Yearn Experience

• Tear-Ofts
,

illealif
753-3500
McKinney
iins. Services
100 N.5th

r

06 Honda Shadow
Sprit custom
only
4,000 miles, extra nice.
$5,500 227-3123 or
978-5655

Check
us out
on the

• New

Roofs
• Repairs
• Workmanship
Guaranteed

Maim 753-0355
Co& 2934354

Calhoon Construction, LIX
General Contracting

•

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

CLASSIFIEDS

641 • Friday, April 25, 20011

%turn' IA-dger & Times

Financial Focus
`rt,r1
t it 14
ON 114%1 It\t.

11 ‘l
%\\
\lvs.‘,..i

Teach your children well
about saving and investing

NEED HELP?

II

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No lob too small
Free eshmales
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

• neck!) & pos id pickups
• local's W..fled/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

urray I

Any day is a good day to start between saving and reaching
teaching children about saving goals.
and investing. But the "official"
—Simplify the concept of
Teach Children to Save Day is investing. You might think that
--Taikku.s
so
you
may
want
April
to
29
young
SEMI-RETIRED
children can't grasp the
Construction
Carpenter,
lake this opportunity to launch
meaning of investing, but that's
I Lintillim
•looring 'Decks
R.L.
Woods.
753-9440.
your
efforts
toward
helping
your
not
really
the case. Just use sim•Vinyl siding *All Home
\
Start immediately
children develop solid financial ple terms and concepts, and
Improvements
3301 St. Rt 121N.
habits.
(270)978-2111
they'll get it. You might say:
753-8087
The
American
Bankers "Anyone can buy little parts of a
Association
Education company. These little parts are
Foundation established National called stocks, and the more that
Teach Children to Save Day to people like what the company
highlight the importance of makes, the more stock they will
Wain Damaged Floors
teaching children to save and
buy, and the more the stocks
Braces /I FIC101Jotsts
plan for the future.
have the potential to be worth."
Remodeling di Plumbing
But as a parent, what steps You can then connect the potenGallenare Owner
759-4418• 227-944
can you take? Here are a few
tial growth of stocks with the
WM Do Insurance Work
v.I MasletCard Accepted
suggestions:
achievement of very long-term
-7;3 4344 • 22-•3•644
—Explain the "three pools" goals, such as a new home or the
731-247-5422
concept. Encourage your chil- chance to retire comfortably.
270-293-2643
dren to divide their money into
skit II( 11
—Make investing fun. You
pay Appliance. Id 'tong
three pools: one for saving, one can make investing seem more
I \\S\
14.14i Storm Viltrdovrr I' 500U
Scrap Moral Mowers &Tillers
for spending and one for giving. real to your kids by playing a
fermi. ur mut On Syne. s
Will mow
• Spraying onions et
The "spending" pool should be "stock-picking" game. Each
270-293-5624
Dandelions •Liming
for fairly inexpensive purchases, member of your family could
*Yards
FUTRELL'S Tree
such
as small toys. whereas the choose to follow the stock of a
*Clean gutters
Service
270 37-4407
"saving" pool should be ear- company with which the kids
Pressure Washin
Trimming, removal.
marked for bigger purchases are familiar.. You can create a
stump grinding, fireP\1
they may want to eventually daily chart of the stock's prices,
227-0929
wood Insured 4891 \ \1
RI
make, such as video games or a and at the end of a given period
2834
new bicycle. You may want to of time, such as three months,
53
suggest that your children use award a prize to the person
IM back) From Iraq!
the "giving" pool to put aside
whose stock has gone up the
Ouahty
matters!
'"11-4 kir
money for birthday presents or most. During this time, make
Robinson Paint &
THE Murray Ledger 8
'2IW
Paper.
Danny
contributions to charitable sure to point out to your kids that
Times considers its
Robinson (270)226sources reliable, but
groups.
stock prices will always go up
9295'
inaccuracies do occur
—Exhibit appropriate behav- and down and, in as "childReaders using this
ior. Children may learn best by friendly" a way as possible, try
MOWING and tnminformation do so at
imitating their elders, so it's to e:plain some of the key facming; reliable. schedtheir own nsk Although
important that you set a good tors - demand for products, comuled Steven 767-9178
persons and compaexample in the area of sinan
petition, basic economic forces'
nies mentioned herein
financial behavior. Take the time that cause stock pnces to fluctuare believed to be repIMIRRAY MOWING CO.
to explain to your children that, ate.
leen amity mod
utable. The Murray
&patio.. Lot'
for instance, you'd like to buy a
Teach Children to Save Day
Ledger 8 Times, nor
*Sandaled Amy
any of its employees
new car, but you can't afford one only lasts 24 hours - but the
gem laiimeninan
accept any responsibilnow, so you are saving up for it. financial lessons you can impart
41mend a lamed
ity whatsoever tor their
siae!aura
And look for similar opportuni- it) your children will stick with
activities.
ties to stress the connections them for a lifetime.

David's
Home
Improvement

JOE'S JOBS

David

FREE
ervi4 •

I

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-136-5288

ROOFING Ftee estimate (270)293-4020
t 276)293- 1924

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

Turkey Bay clean-up day set

TROYER'S
Construction,
Pole
bams, shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone 436 2562, 227-0267

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

THREE free kittens, all
female 6 wks old

GOLDEN POND. Ky. -Spring has arrived and so has
another volunteer clean-up day.
Join Turkey Bay Staff. Saturday,
May 10. from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. as
they get down and dirty cleaning-up
OffTurkey
Bay
Highway Vehicle (OHV I Area
trails located in Land Between
The Lakes (LBLI National
Recreation Area.
.111xti Ja.gneat time ro,la-ppg,
the family. your OliVa of
choice. and a picnic lunch, and

HereSCIDNI

help support Ride 4 Keeps:
stated Kyle Varel, Turkey Bay
Assistant Manager. Participants
ride free the day of the clean-up,
and all are welcome to attend.
For more information on how
to participate in this event, contact Kyle Varel at (2.70) 9242031. LBL offers a sanely of
volunteer opportunities throughout the season. If you are interested in becoming a volunteer.,
contact Kristy Jobe, Volunteer
Coordinator at 924-2(107.

kv laciselles MOM

HA1P1
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, April 26, 2008:
Others find you inspinng, as you
seem to always present a different point of view, and in a manner that they can hear. Your ability to learn. empathize and take
on a. spiritual perspective is
highlighted this year. Travel and
education also might he a likely
possibility. For others, a foreigner or someone who is quite different guides you down new
paths. If you arc single, the person you meet and decide to
relate to could be the person you
explore the world with, at least
as armchair travelers! If you are
attached, as long as you detach.
you could get along famously.
Plan on taking that longdreamed-of trip Develop a new
hobby together. CAPRICORN
often inspires you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
**•* You hear a lot that you
might prefer not to Financial
security could be an issue Think
in terms of creating tar more stability ie your Ii4e Bring family
together today or tomorrow
Tonight A force to be dealt with.
wherever you are

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Listen to feedback
carefully before you take off or
make plans Travel or investigating a new area develops as the
most enticing plan especially
with the company you are
choosing Let your mind wander
Pop in a great CD while driving
Tonight Try a new spot.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Use your instincts when
dealing with a very important
member of your ramify You
could feel overwhelmed at times
with this person, but you understand the importance of this
bond A heartfelt discussion
draws results. Tonight Go with a
suggestion
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Someone knocks on
your door You might have more
than your share of invitations
nght now What would make you
happy? Don't forget a friend or
child who loves to share with
you Be open and give up moodiness for a day. Tonight Where
the gang is
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Devote time to simple matters and worry less about being
on center stage Invite a friend or
family member over for dinner
and catch up on news Being
relaxed and simply living life a
day at a time works Tonight
Refuse 10 make anything difficult Work on easy
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Let your imagination

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and Murray City Schools for the week of April
211-May 2 have been released by Pat Lane and Bridget
Jastenko, food service directors respectively.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, based on availability of food, are as follows:
• 'dt.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
,
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - car
rot sticks wide,. juice; Tuesday - animal crackers, milk, Wednesday - cheese, crackers. Thursday - grapes, milk, Friday graham crackers, milk.
Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice avail-,
Preschool
able daily) Monday - Poptart; Tuesday - scrambled eggs and
ham; Wednesday - oatmeal muffin, banana, Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - muffin. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits arid milk served daily) Monday chicken nuggets w/roll, green peas. apple sauce; Tuesday chicken faille, lettuce, tomato, pinto beans, wheal bread;
Wednesday - corn dog. later tots. macaroni an cheese,
banana, Thursday - taco salad, lettuce, tomato, cheese, pinto.
beans, wheat bread; Friday - ham and cheese sandwich, lettuce, tomato, baked beans, macaroni and cheese.
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast yajurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - waffle sticks w/syrup; Wednesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit, Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday -,
yogurt, toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads,
milk served daily) Monday - lasagna wiTexas toast, hot ham
and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich: Tuesday pizza, breaded chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - hot dog. ham and cheese sandwich,.
peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - cheesy crispito,
deli turkey sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, Friday
chicken quesadilla, hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle • Breakfast (fruits, fruit (uice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancake ,
and sausage on stick vi/syrup, Wednesday - muffin, Poptad;
Thursday - French toast sticks w/syrup. Friday - breakfast
pizza. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk
served daily) Monday - chili cheese crispito, grilled chicken'
sandwich. ham and cheese sandwich. Tuesday - lasagna
wfTexas toast. Chuckwagon sandwich, submarine sandwich;
Wednesday - hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich. Thursday
- B BO ribette w/roll, hamburger. turkey and cheese sandwich;
Friday - chicken nuggets w/roll, fish sandwich, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich.
High - Bmakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. Poptarl,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - steak biscuit;
Tuesday - waffle sticks w/syrup; Wednesday - breakfast pizza:
Thursday • biscuit re/sausage gravy. Friday - yogurt, toast.'
Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers and milk served daily) - Monday - cream of potato soup re/pizza sticks, corn dog, Tuesday - chicken faiita,
hot ham and cheese sandwich. Wednesday - pizza_ fish sandwich. Thursday - Mexican bean roll. chicken patty sandwich;
Friday - chicken nuggets w/roll. hamburger
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs. Tuesday - breakfast bagel:
Wednesday - sausage biscuit. Thursday - sausage biscuit;
Friday - egg and cheese on toast Lunch (canned or fresh
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and low fat milk served daily)
Monday - mini corn dogs. turkey wrap. Tuesday - taco
salad. BOO chicken/bun. Wednesday
chicken w/bisciat and
gravy, tuna salad by/crackers. Thursday - burrito, ham and
cheese wrap, Friday - galaxy cheese pizza Sloppy Joe on
bun
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal and milk served daily)
Monday - scrambled eggs, Tuesday - breakfast bagel, Wednesday - sausage biscuit, Thursday - sausage biscuit. Friday egg and cheese on toast Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef
salad. fruits and milk served daily) Monday - mini corn dogs,
turkey wrap Tuesday - taco salad. BOO chickentrun. Wednesday - grilled chicken sandwich, tuna salad re/crackers, Thur.-,
day • ham and cheese wrap, ravioli. Friday - galaxy cheese
pizza, Sloppy Joe/bun
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk served daily)
Monday - breakfast pizza. Tuesday - biscuit and gravy,
Wednesday - scrambled egg breakfast wrap, Thursday sausage biscuit, Friday - scrambled egg wrap Lunch (hamburger cheeseburger. pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned
and fresh fruit and low fat milk served daily) Monday - Chuck'
wagon sandwich, turkey wrap. Tuesday
taco salad. stuffed
crust pizza, chef salad with dressing. crackers. Wednesday stealvgravy,
chicken salad plate. Thursday. chili cheese
Salisbury
sticks. chef salad wiclress:ng, crackers. Friday - ham and
cheese sandwich fish w/cheese sandwich

fine-tune plans. and you'll dis- cial afternoon or day together
cover that extra zap or element Be a duo, doing something you
of fun A romance could be bud- both love Closeness renews
ding if you are single Travel, Tonight Just ask with that big
music and a different type of smile
thinking could earmark the nerd AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take a day oft Where you
few days Tonight Say yes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
go or what you do isn't important
*** Worry less about making Understand that sometimes we
an impression and get down to all need a timeout Use the
haws A key partnership knocks moment to clear your thoughts,
your socks oft Be open to more especially about a domestic matdepth and important talks Your ter. Talk away Tonight Maintain
style of expressing yourself 3 tow profile
might be more important than PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Fnends play a role in
you realize Tonight Stay close
what is going on You might want
to home
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
to try another approach or do
something very differently. Ask
Others seek you out
Make time for those you really questions rather than wonder
care about Finally, someone You need answers Tonight
who might be mysterious and Chat up a storm
holds back opens up to talks
Socialize and make room for a BORN TODAY
spontaneous get-together that American ornithologist John
anywhere
James Audubon (1785), blues
happen
could
musician Ma Harney (1886).
Tonight Share listen and enjoy
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D•c. Chinese-Amencen architect I M
Pei (1917)
21)
**** You might want to
***
spruce up your wardrobe co
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
spend some money on making a Internet at http://wwwfacgueget-together even more fun As Ilnebigarcom.
you express your devil-may-care (c) 2008 by King Features
attitude you feel much better Syndicate Inc.
than you thought possible
Tonight Accept the limelight
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
WE TARGET YOUR
Your smile melts others. especially a certain person
you care about Seize the
moment and take off for a spe-
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BUGS, NOT YOUR

WALLET!"

c BUG MASTERS,LLC

Better Built Garages, Inc.
hi JiJJiJ1JI J.I...
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'‘....-60
/
W1 LOCATED AT 414 N. 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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r
'
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270-761-BUGS (2847)

114012.11
Completely Enfollut WW111111.Chet*Bata Nof Prefeb,
Carman
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Wartimmiltip

2 Car Vinyl Naas garage ~an Coirervar F1.4.6
*ser

$7975

Phu Off Lewd Les - Lover Oise aerie& Awsliable

SUEIF 11.11 MUM

REIM

• Glass 1mm overhead doors voser4rt dares • Fairs was 1109N • Any roof peer you require• Tt1411811 rat. &prep
• Extra Windows• Extra Coors•Corrawe Daesweys and Apices • areezewny • Available seli coverkurs:*IA wood,
megones, erica motel, or roans•Pun mow, mono amp your own custom Itt bulldog.

lbli Wee 1/ASS-6112-3451
Melina% KY • wwwilfigarages.cosi

We Otte You- Irmo Esainsios. awirrearee gad Leateon
of Grapes in your Ales and *Men larleventy
YOUR SATTSFACTION IS OUR GOAL!

freasey erorwee & *peewee
crierwsleure es foreety sae coeseesor sattefersiew

Quality Workmanship • Quality Material
Built By Leperteneed Craftsmen

270-674-5530 er

All *ork 100% Guaranteed!!!
*Free Ionic Inspections
*Temp Vents
*Moisture Barriers
*lInderneath Structural Repair
*$30 Qua rte r1), Service (inside and outside)
*Floor Bracing *Rh Patented Bell Jacks
'iLET
WE'RE 6
,THOU5A
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L limes

COMICS / FEATURF.'S
Sister's cruel taunts draw
tears from adopted daughter

Murray Ledger & limes
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Chris and Lisa Satterwhite scanning the table of items available for a silent auction at the
Murray State University Alumni Association Auction held at
the Curris Center The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Rebecca Wright RD., LL.D.
was named as outstanding
Dietitian of the Year 1997-98
by the Western District Kentucky Dietetic Association. She
is a nutritionist at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Michael Dunnagan is the
new artistic director of the
Murray Playhouse in the Park.
20 Years ago
Dr. John Brock, superintendent of schools for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, is pictured speaking to the 1988
Leadership Murray Class at
Murray High School. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Donna Newcomb.
The Murray Kiwanis Club
hela a banquet in honor of the
10 top graduates at Calloway
County High School and Murray High School for 1988. Each
schtiol selected their most outstanding teachers who were
also honored. They were Lisa
Poll vick, English teacher at Calloway County High School and
Sue Vandegrift, physics teacher
at Murray High School.
30 years ago
Calloway County High
School Varsity Speech Team
and CCHS Junior Varsity
Speech Team both scored victories at the Kentucky High
School Speech Tournament held
at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington. Larry England is
coach of the CCHS teams.
Prof. Richard Jackson, director of Clara Eagle Gallery at
Murray State University, was

DEAR ABBY: I'm 12 and
adopted. I have always known
and have never felt less loved
because of it. My mom always
said that when you're adopted, you know that you are
wanted and loved because
nobody gets
adopted by
accident.
My 14year-old sister, "Melissa: is our
parents' natural child.
We
were
always
close, but
lately
she
By Abigail
has decided
Van Buren
to be mean
to me and
tnes to hurt me by telling me
that I'm not her "real" sister
and our parents aren't my "real"
parents. This hurts very much.
If I cry, she thinks it's funny.
She never says it in front of
our parents -- she wouldn't
dare.
Melissa used to tease me
when we were alone in our
room, but now she does it in
front of her fnends, who also
laugh at me when I get upset
and cry. Melissa would be in
big trouble if I told Mom, but
I'm afraid it will make her
even meaner. I don't want to
get her in trouble because, in
spite of this, I still love her.
I just want her to stop being
mean and start treating me like
her real sister again. Abby.
what should I do? -- REAL
SISTER IN TACOMA
DEAR REAL SISTER:
Clip this and show it to "Miss
Melissa." I have news for her.
Parents who raise a child ARE

Dear Abby

TodavInNIsterv
By The Associated Press
Today is Fnday. April 25. the
116th day of 2008. There are 250
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 25. 1945, during World
War II. U.S and Soviet forces
linked up on the Elbe River, a
meeting that dramatized the collapse of Nazi Germany's deknses,
On this date
In 1507, German cartographer
Martin Waldseemueller used the
term "America" on a world map
to refer to the huge land mass in
the Western Hetmsphere. in honor
of Italian navigator Amelia()
Vespucci.
In 1792, highwayman Nicolas
segues Pelletier became the first
non under French law to be
ecuted by the guillotine
In 1859, ground was broken
or the Suez Canal

In 1898, the United States formally declared war on Spain.
In 1901. New York Gov, Benjamin Barker Odell Jr. signed an
automobile registration bill which
imposed a 15 mph speed limit on
highways.
In 1915, dunng World War I.
Allied soldier,, invaded the Gal,
lipoli Peninsula in an unsuccessful attempt to take the Ottoman
Empire out of the war.
In 1945, delegates from some
50 countries met in San Francisco to organize the Ututed Nations
In 1959. the Si. Lawrence Seaway opened to shipping.
In 1983. Soviet leader Yuri V.
Andropov invited Samantha Smith
to visit his country after receiving a letter in which the Manchester.
Maine.
schoolgirl
expressed fears about nuclear war
Ten years ago: Whitewater prosecutors questioned First Lady

Hillary Rodham Clinton on videotape about her work as a private
lawyer for the failed savings and
loan at the center of the investigation.
Five years ago The Pentagon
announced that Army Secretary
Thomas White, whose tenure as
civilian chief of the military's
largest service was marked by tensions with his boss, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, was leaving office Georgia lawmakers
voted to scrap the Dixie cross
from the state's flag
()ne year ago Brushing off a
presidential veto, threat, the House
passed, 218-208. a $1242 billion
supplemental spending bill ordering U.S troops to begin coming
home from Iraq in the fall of
2007. Seven people were killed
by a tornado in Maverick County on the Texas-Mexico border
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the speaker at a meeting of
the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Murray High School Tigers
won 10-2 over Calloway County High School Lakers in a baseball game. Pitchers were
Thomas Kendall for the Tigers
and Craig Rogers for the [-Akers.
40 years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Airport has been granted
$35,240 under the Federal Airport Program for the fiscal year
1969, according to Dr. James
D. Outland, board chairman.
Mrs. Wayne Hardie presented a lesson on "Convenient
Foods" at a meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Max
Hurt.
50 years ago
Henna Maddox, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Maddox
and a student at Murray Training School, and Annette Palmer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Palmer and a student at
Kirksey High School, have
received their State Homemaker degrees, highest award of
the Kentucky Future Homemakers of Amenca.
Army Pvt. William C. Taylor has completed the Automotive Maintenance Course at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
60 years ago
C.A. Hines, Greensboro,
N.C., national director of Woodmen of the World, was the
speaker at the district meeting
of the WOW at the Hazel
WOW hall.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club sponsored a benefit card party with
about 200 persons present at
the club house on April 16.
Mrs. Cecil Farris was in charge
of the event.
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DEAR ABBY: I'm in my
20s and work as a cashier in
a convenience store. One of
my regulars recently won the
lottery.
I am newly married and
have a 7-month-old. We live
with my in-laws, and we're
dying to get our own place.
The lottery winner is somewhat good-looking, but about
20 years older than I am. Abby,
he propositioned me -- if you
know what I mean. He offered
a large sum of money, which
would help my family get our
own place.
I'm confused. What do I
do? -- DESPERATELY SEEKING MY OWN PLACE IN
TEXAS
DESPERATELY
DEAR
SEEKING: You're not confused; your customer is. He may
have won the lottery, but he's
a loser. You are a cashier, not
a prostitute. Tell him there are
some things money can't buy
-- and one of them is YOU.

Dr. Gott

lungs.

Disease."

This

causes me to
cough suddenly
and
take several
deep breaths to relieve the feeling. I have never smoked, and,
over the years. I have had several normal chest X-rays. A stress
test also showed no abnormalities.
My doctor has prescribed Ativan and busprone daily. These
seem to help somewhat but are
not a cure. The problem intensifies when I have a cold and
at other times for no apparent
reason. This has been occurring
for many years.
DEAR READER: Air hunger
is a respiratory-distress condition. It is marked by labored
breathing, difficulty breathing

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband and I have read many times
about people suffering from dry
mouth. We, too, have this problem, which we think is caused
by some of the medication we

By
Dr. Peter Gott

and/or the feeling of not getting
enough air into the lungs. It can
be very disturbing when it occurs.
It is not related to mitre! valve
PcolaPsc.
Your physician appears to have
taken appropriate first steps in
testing. I believe the next step

DEAR ABBY: I participate
in a depression forum. One
question comes up repeatedly,
and I have yet to find a decent
answer.
What is the best way to
answer someone who inquires
about a self-inflicted scar? And
are there ways to hide scars
besides wearing long sleeves
or pants all the time? Should
we even feel that we have to
hide them? -- GETTING
BEYOND MY PAST IN HONOLULU
DEAR
GETTING
BEYOND: Because over the
years I have heard from (and
about) young people who have
tried to cope with severe depression by cutting themselves
instead of seeking the counseling they need. I am sure
that question comes np with
some frequency. The problem
with 'cover-ups" is sooner or
later -- like scars -- the truth

should be a CT scan or MRI,

take.
Somewhere, I read that TicTacs are good for this problem.
When I go to bed at night,
simply place the mint between
my lower gum arid cheek. I don't
suck it; I just let it dissolve during the night. It seems to keep
my saliva glands working and
prevents my mouth from drying
out at night. I hope this may
help others the way it helps me.

DEAR READER: The Ticlac solution is fairly new to me.
I wrote about it once, some time
ago. If it works, great. My only
concern is the sugar content in
the mint and the possibility of
cavities developing in the area
where the Tic-Tac is placed
repeatedly.
Readers, let me know whethei
you have any expenence relieving dry mouth with Tic-lacy or
other candies.

Test Your Play
I. Yost are declarer with the West
hand at Three Nowurrip. North leads
the seven of hearts, on which South
plays the ten. [low would you play
the hand?
hat
West
•Q 8 2
*A K 3
111K 8
IP62
•A 9 5
•Q.110
•A 10 6 3
•K 9 7 4
2. This is dooble-daarny pro&
lem. South is declarer, clubs are
trumps, and West leads the king of
hearts. Dow can declarer win six of
the seven remaining tricks, assuming
the best possible defense by EastWest"
North
•—
III 93
•K 10 64

the location of the missing queen til
clubs, but it is easy to assure the contract by exercising reasonable care
All you have to do is io win the first
trick with the heart jack and lead a
loss club to dummy's king, planning
to take a club finesse through South
next. If the finesse wins, you are certain of 10 tricks. If it loses, you are
still sure of nine tricks, whatever
North returns
South is the defender you cant
afford to base on lead, since hc might
he able to do you in with a heart
return through your K-8 You therefore play the clubs so that if you do
lose a tnck to the quern. North will
be the player who winds up on lead.
2. Declarer ruffs the bear, lead
and returns the queen of diamonds
West cannot afford to take the ace,
which would greatly simplify
West
declarer's task. so he plays low.
South overtakes the queen with the
IIK Q 7
king, ruffs the nine of hearts in his
•A 5 32
hand and leads the nine of diamonds
Again West must follow low,
•South
whereupon South overtakes the nine
4.3
with the ten anti mils dummy's last
heart. Now South leads the eight of
•Q 9 8
diamonds. West has the A-5 of dia4.1 10 5
monds at this potni, while dummy
•••
has the 6-4 Whatever West does,
declarer wins one more diamond
I. nere so way to he certain of trick to fulfill his mission.
Triaterrew: A bridge player's nightmare

is exposed.
The honest answer to some-

one you trust is simply to tell
the truth. For others, make
light of the question ("Oh.
those darn rose bushes ...")
and steer the conversation to

I
4
8
12
13
14

obtain
Enjoy a hot tub
Lauder rival
Christina's pop
BMW rival
SuribiOCk
additive

15
17
18
19
21
23

Complete

Uris of "Topaz'
Nourishes
Malevolent
Alfalfa
Like some
chests
27 Nullity
30 Famous last
wocd
33 Natural
resouroe
34 With.
to Als.ince

35 Careless
36 Juniors
caou'RE NEW HERE,
AREN'T YOU'

-49

Occasionally, I have
the sensation
of a shortage
of an in my

which show more detail and may
pick up an abnormality the other
tests missed. Lung masses, cancer and other conditions need to
be ruled out before you can be
definitively diagnosed with a
benign condition.
Since you appear to be
responding favorably to Ativan
(an antianxiety drug) and busprone (a tranquilizer), your air
hunger may simply be a manifestation of a panic disorder. Perhaps a psychiatnsi or therapist
would be the appropriate next
step to take.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Pulmonary

hunger."

040
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
79-year-old male in reasonably
good health for my age.
Many years ago, I was diagnosed with nutral valve prolapse.
It does not give me any trouble, unless it is somehow connected with
other
my
problem. I
have
been
diagnosed
with
"air

"real" mothers and fathers. And
you are as "real" a sister as
Melissa is likely to get.
Her behavior is cruel, insensitive and immature. She's
doing it because you have
allowed her to get away with
it. Give your sister one warning. Tell her that if she repeats
that nonsense again, you will
tell your "real" mother, who
also happens to be HER mother. And if she's foolish enough
to try it -- follow through.
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37 Open meadow
38 Skywalker
finally
39 Pub orders

40 Follow upon
42 Ryan or

Conway
44 Heat units
47 Mars Rover
51 Engineering toy
54 Practice
56 Creole veggie
57 Majestic swimmow
58 More than most
59 Friend of Ernie
60 Actress
— Archer
61 Musical note
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Iron hook
Huron neighbor
Pitchfork pert
Chili-popper dila

Garcon's yes
6 Woodworking
tool
7 Ukraine capital
8 Lovely My
9 Flamenco
shout
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10 Likewise
11 Longing
16 Committee
We(2 wds )
20 Charged particle

=NM didd
MOO MI=
INIMMEME
MOM dad•
d did
didd• OWE MI
MI= MEN MIME
Min di= MOM
MEM
Add
Mdd MUM
• MOSOMMEM
M II MEM MO
11 MEM ME

22 Sturdy lock.
24 — & The
Gang
25 Sea eagle
26 Monster's loch
27 Forum
farewell
28 Steady
29 Crumpet
companions
31 Infuriated
32 Gate
36 Fin neighbor
38 747 or DC-10
41 Kaprtan s
command
ihyph
43 Castle or
Dunne
45 Bear constellation
46 In stitches
48 Lingerie items
49 Peace Prize
city
50 Make known
51 Badminton
stroke
52 Just scrape by
53 Dog sound
55 Role for
Harrison
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Next to OW.1111 Taylor-GMC Chevrolet
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15q-9918• E.-mail: chad(cedwaintaylor.com
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2008 Misses Spring
Laken Peal &'
Allison Thompson
Continuing a 34-year tradition,
Laken Peal and Allie Thompson
were selected as our Misses
Spring for 2008.
Laken represents Murray High
School and Allie, Calloway Coun
ty High. They were chosen based
on a process of application, essay
and interview.
In selecting Miss Spring many
factors are taken into consideration. Academics, activities, person
ality, leadership, and community
involvement are but a few of the
criteria used in narrowing down
field of qualified candidates.
We believe that Allie and
Laken embody the character and
spirit that define Miss Spring.
A special thanks to our participating businesses, Murray High
School, Calloway County High
School, Allie, Laken and their
families.
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What Three Qualities Make Me A Person of Character, and Why?
By Laken Peal
Murray High School Senior 86 Miss Spring
I have always been
apprehensive to discuss the
topic of character. This is
because I know that at seventeen, one's character is
not fully developed. I still
have much more to
encounter that will have a
lasting effect on my character. However, while seventeen
is a young age, it is an age
at which one's character
begins to show through
his/her lifestyle.
Because my parents
divorced and re-married
when I was very young, I
have been raised in two
blended households. Many
would think this to be an
awful experience for a young
child; however, I consider it
a blessing. I was lucky
enough to have two sets of

parents to raise me with
Christian values, personal
morals, and high expecta-

tions. This enabled me to
build a life of three essential qualities that make me
a person of character.
The first quality I possess is integrity. My siblings
and I have all been raised
in church. These churches
have been my extended family and have also served as
moral compasses to help me
live a life of which my farmly and I can be proud. In
addition, I have been
blessed with the role model
of an older sister - Lauren
Peal - who encouraged me
to be a person of integrity.
Lauren was well-known and
respected in her school and
community, even receiving
the honor of Miss Spring in
2004. As a young girl, my
admiration for my older sis.

ter really inspired me to
develop my own sense of
integrity - truthfulness,
honor, and reliability.
Another asset that I
have learned is respect. It is
important in every person's
life to give respect to those
around you, and to learn
how to gain the respect of
others. With four parents,
seven grandparents, and five
siblings, I have developed a
true understanding of this
importance. Though at times
it seems hardest to give
respect to those closest to
you, at home is where I
have especially learned
• respect. I have been able to
apply what I know to leadership positions in school, in
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In Laken's Words...
From previous page

Ledger & 'Times

Murray High Miss Spring Laken Peal with MHS Principal Teresa Speed (left) and Laken's
mother, Jill Hemdon.

at encs, an in t
community.
The third quality
I possess is responsibility. Responsibility
is much more than
finishing my home work and unloading
the dishwasher. It
encompasses everything from school
activities, athletics,
and financial obligations, to family and
community commitments. At school, I
am not only responsible for the workload of my five
Advanced Placement
classes, but also the
leadership positions I
hold. In addition,
practices, games, and
competitions, also
require my responsibility to commitment.

As a teen, I
also understand the
responsibilities of
financial burdens. In
order to pay for my
car, gas, insurance,
and entertainment, I
must balance my
activities with the
responsibility of a
part-time job. I also
am completely
responsible for the
financial aspect of
my future education.
Although many
teens may cringe at
the mention of extra
responsibilities, I am
fortunate enough to
understand that
responsibility, as well
as respect and
integrity, are the
keys to my current
success and the cornerstone of my
future.

•
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What Three Qualities Make Me A Person of Character, and Why?
By Allison N. Thompson
Calloway County High School Senior 86 Miss Spring
Character is defined as
moral or ethical quality,
qualities of honesty, courage,
integrity and reputation to
behavior or personality.
Character of a person often
defines that person, how
they relate to life and to
others. It is often influenced
by parents, family, and
peers.
The three most important
qualities that were instilled
in me as a child were
responsibility, to be a caring
person, and to have a good
personality. I feel that these
three characteristics are my
strongest qualities
Responsibility is a quality
that is learned over time
through many successes and

failures. I was taught as a
child the meaning of responsibility. I was given the

care of children. By embracopportunity to learn responing my responsibilities and
sibility by being assigned
doing them to the best of
various chores. Although it
my ability it has enabled
was hard for me to underindividuals to feel they can
stand what I was being
trust me.
taught I soon realized that
Caring is another character
this character trait would
trait that is very important
play an important role
throughout my life. If I want to me. Having a caring attitude can change a person's
to be successful in life, it
day. I enjoy the reaction
depends on how well I
from others when I express
accept my responsibilities. I
a caring attitude, whethei it
am involved in several
be a word of encouragement,
school organizations such as
Future Educators of America, an act of kindness, or just
FBLA, BETA Club and many a simple smile. In today's
others while still maintaining society, putting the feelings
of others above yourself can
my honor roll status. I am
be difficult. I am often
also employed by Cheri Thereminded of the golden rule,
ater, Flowers by Whitney,
Lynn Grove Country Store,
Please See Next Page
and often find time to take
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Stop by and see Tony Ryan, our new Mortgage Loan Specialist.
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In Allie's Words...
apparent to me that I
accomplished this goal
"Treat ot ers t e way
by recently being honyou would want to be
ored by my classmates
treated". This saying
and teachers for the
has made me more
Senior Superlative
aware that everyone
Award of "Best Persondeserves and appreciality" and "Miss
ates to be treated with CCHS".
a respectful, caring
All three of these
attitude.
traits are dependent on
In order for the
each other and is
above character traits
needed to maintain
to exist, a positive per- friendships and to
sucsonality is a necessity. ceed in any
chosen
Personality is being
career. I have been
respectful, thoughtful,
blessed to have family
and nice to others.
and friends that have
People generally contaken the time to help
clude what kind of
me reach my full
person you are based
potential. As I embark
upon your personality,
on the future, I will
either by your words
take these values I
or actions. It has been have learned
and apply
my goal throughout life them to every
aspect
to maintain a good
of my life.
personality. It became
From previous page

•

•

Ledger & Times

Calloway County High School Miss Spring Allie Thompson with CCHS Principal Yvette
Pyle (left) and Allies mother, Tammy McCallon.

Congratulations Allie 6 Laken!
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High school educator is Laken's goal for life
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
For Murray High School Miss
Spring, Laken Peal, becoming a
teacher is something she's wanted
to do for a long time. And after
her May graduation, she will be on
her way to completing that goal.
Peal said she wants to return to
high school when she graduates from
college but the next time will be
on the other side of the desk as a
high school English teacher.
Teaching runs in the family but
despite her mother's job as an English teacher at Murray High, Peal
said it didn't completely influence
her decision to follow in her mother's footsteps.
"I wouldn't say I'm teaching
because of her. I really like social
interaction," she said.
And, she's thinking ahead to the
future.
"Wherever I settle down,
be
able to get a job and have the same
schedule as my kids."
Peal was able to expenence that
first-hand growing up and said sharing her mom's schedule helped her
growing up.
Peal's mother, Jill Herndon, taught
an accelerated English class and Peal

was her mother's student during her versity of Kentucky on a presidensophomore year.
tial scholarship to the Governor's
"It wasn't that weird; it was an Scholarship Program.
accelerated class so it was really
"GSP helped me a lot."
laid back,- said Peal. "She was
Peal said going to Murray State
harder on me; she definitely didn't was not an option she seriously congive me special pnvileges in the sidered hut would have "if it wasclass."
n't in my backyard. I wanted to
In August, Peal will be leaving experience college without my parMurray to attend the University of ents and siblings. I would be too
Kentucky and pursue her dream of tempted to rely on my mom for
becoming a teacher.
things I'd have to do on my own."
Peal was the recipient of a presPeal said some of her friends
idential scholarship and will he from Murray will be attending UK
enrolled in the honors program at as well. Her roommate will be
UK.
Rachel Adams from Calloway Coun"I love the campus," she said. ty High School, something Peal said
"Since I'm in the honors program she is excited about.
most of my classes are near each
Sororities and intramural sports
other.are two things Peal said she's conLast summer, Peal attended the fident she will get involved in.
Governor's Scholarship Program at
And she'll be on the sidelines to
the University of Kentucky.
cheer on UK football and basket"I didn't want to go,- she said. ball.
-That was the last place I wanted
"I used to cheer for (Tim Masto be the summer before my senior thay) in my freshman year. Now
year."
I get to watch him play," she said.
But now?
But Murray hasn't seen the last
"I'm so glad I went. I met so of Peal as she said she will be
many people that I'm still really spending a lot of her summers here
Laken Peel pada
close to."
during her college years.
Soccer isn't the only goal in Laken's life. Her
Peal attributes part of her success in being accepted at the UniPlease See Ned Pap dream is to become a high school teacher
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Goal
'

From previous page
I rea ly like Murray
really like Lexington too. 1,e7.,
ington is like a big Murray; it's
comfortable."
One of the things Peal said
she likes the most about Murray
is the autonomy it gives people.
"I like Murray because of the
opportunities - at allows one person to do so many things." And,
Peal admits, in Lexington, that
might be harder to do.
Her college experience does not
seem to frighten Peal as she prepares to graduate from high school
and enter the next phase of her
life.
"College will be a whole new
world; I'm so excited about it.
Photo provided

Laken hanging with friends
Genie, DeAnna, Haley and
Caitlin in class at Murray High
School. Returning to the halls of
high school is Laken's goal following her graduation from the
University of Kentucky.
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Educating is family tradition with Thompson
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger 8, Times
Inspiration.
In just one word, advertising jingles
and mottos to live life by come to
mind.
But for Calloway County High
School Miss Spring Allie Thompson,
inspiration can be summed up in two
words: Bill Miller.
Miller, Thompson's great-grandfather.
served Calloway County and Calloway
County High School as a superintendent, principal, history teacher, bus dri%
Cr, basketball and baseball coach but
more notably, he has had a significant
influence on Thompson's life.
"I want to be a teacher so I'm
going on with the legacy," she said.
While other kids were changing
their life careers on a weekly basis,
Thompson said she has always known
that teaching is for her.
"I remember when I was little I
always used to play-teach," she said,
adding that she plans to incorporate
her interest in interior design by decorating her classroom.
Thompson said she feels a special
connection with kids, which has also
helped her make her decision.
"I like thinking of developing

Alb* Thompson photo
Allie credits the inspiration for her life to her great-grandfather, Bill Miller
(right) Miller served Calloway County in education through a variety of
roles and Allie hopes to follow in his footsteps as an educator, too

them," she said. "Teaching them good
morals and good positive attitude
before they get older."
With wisdom beyond her years, she
added, "it starts at the base and
you've got to build upon that."
Murray State University will be
Thompson's destination after her May
graduation from high school.
"I got a letter the other day for an
education scholarship - it's in my area
and it's money that I need for college,- she said. "I thought it was
awesome: I was very excited."
For Thompson, college will hold
adventures she hasn't experienced yet.
"Fm really excited about college
because I'm going to get to do things
that I didn't get the chance to do in
high school," she said. Being a softball and volleyball player kept her
busy and prohibited her from doing
some things like youth mission trips.
Joining a sorority is still something
Thompson said she is thinking about.
"A lot of people have told me that
you'll meet so many new people and
have so many opportunities but I
haven't really decided on that yet,"

Please See Next Page
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Tradition...
From previous page
she said. "I think I m
going to rush and see
how it goes."
During her senior year
of high school she has
developed into a more
confident person, she said.
"I really haven't had
confidence in myself," she
said, speaking of years
past. "People could tell
me, 'Oh, you're so nice'
or 'Oh, you're so pretty'
but it was like I didn't
believe them.
"I've never pictured
myself as being this good
person. I know I'm nice
to people and stuff but
I've never pictured myself
as being above average."
While Thompson admits
that having confidence in
herself is something she's
"struggled with" she says
that "my senior year has
really opened my eyes
and made me realize that
I am a good person and I

have good morals and I'm
going to go places.
"You need that confidence. I think."
Thompson displayed
that confidence by
unashamedly commenting
on two of what she considers sources of personal
pride.
"There's so many personalities in high school
and there's so many different people and I've
found no matter who it
is. I can have a conversation with them. That's
one thing I've really
learned and I'm proud of
myself for."
And the other thing?
Her ability to overcome
a bumpy start to high
school and make grades
that were acceptable to
her.
"I'm making all A's
and I'm happy about that.
That's one of the things
I'm very proud of myself
for."

Ledger &limes
Allie says she has grown into a more confident person during her time at Calloway County High
School.

Finest in
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'Being there' is
important for Allie
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
Family and friends play a vital
role in everyone's life and for Calloway County High School Miss
Spring Allie Thompson it is one
of the many things she's walking
away with as she graduates in
May.
In a family where Thompson
draws inspiration from her greatgrandfather, she said she sometimes feels the need to be independent.
"My family has always been
there for me and sometimes you
can get to that point where you
want to push them away but I
think your family and friends can
always give you the best advice."
For Thompson, asking for advice
comes easily.
"I'm the person who's always
asking for advice and opinions,"
she said. "I'm always afraid I'm
going to make the wrong decision. But I make sure to ask the
right people their opinion."

One of the things Thompson
said is most important in a relationship is to "be open to people
helping you."
According to Thompson, her
relationship with her mother,
Tammy McCallon is hei most
important relationship but that doesn't mean it has been perfect.
"We've had our go- arounds,"
she said. "Even though we've
had arguments like every daughter and mother have, she's still
there for me. Even if she's in a
bad mood, she's gonna be there."
Having her mother's ability to
"always be there" regardless of
how she feels is a trait that Thonipson said is personally important
to her.
"I really hope that I can develop like that and be there for my
kids. I think that's really important even if I want to be a teacher,"
she said. "Even if it's a bad day
to keep a smile on my face and
be there for the kids."

Albs Thompson photo

Allie (standing) is shown with her little sister, Courtney, and mom, Tammy McCallon.

4 Congratulations Laken & Allie.
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Miss Spring Laken enjoys
traditions of her family
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
For Murray High School Miss Spring Laken Peal, family and friends have always
been important to her.
"Fm close to my family and extended family," she said. "I love my friends to
death: some are like my sisters and they have been for a long time."
Every Christmas and Easter, Peal said her family gets together at her dad's parent's
house, Mamaw and Grand-dad's who live just down the road from Peal's dad's house.
"Our tradition is eating my Mamaw and Grand-dad's corn," she said. "We pick it,
shuck it and freeze it and everyone has a part in it. We always have it at every family function."
Family gatherings are not limited to Christmas and Easter. Peal said a lot of times
they will gather for birthday celebrations.
Only one of Peal's friends will be attending the University of Kentucky with her in
the fall so they all came up with a plan to stay in touch with each other.
"We were just joking around about "Sisters of the Traveling Pants", about how they
passed something around and we decided we could do that," she said.
Instead of a pair of pants, a travel-drive will make its way from friend to friend
containing pictures arid a monthly letter from each person.
"It'll be like a picture diary," she said. "The letter will be about what's been going
on and be sent to the next person who gets it. But it will be saved to the travel drive
so everyone can see what's going on."
A tradition among her friends is to have an annual Chnstmas party and despite the
fact that college and life is taking them miles apart, Peal said they want to continue
that tradition.

COUNT

Laken Peal photo

Family traditions for Laken includes getting together with her father's family
and eating -- their home-grown corn.
and having a hand in preparing
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'Golden Rule' is Allie's main philosophy
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
High school is often seen as a place
to explore and discover one's self and
during her four-year tenure at Calloway
County High School, Miss Spring Allie
Thompson did just that.
Having served as a member of the
Future Educators of America, the Future
Business Leaders of America, the Beta
Club, Pep Club and Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Thompson said she finds
it easy to have a conversation with anyone.
Thompson is also active in her church.
Kirksey Baptist Church, and in her youth
group.
"God has always been a big part of
my life." she said. "Since my grandpa's
a preacher, I've always been raised around
it
The grandfathet she speaks of is her
great-grandfather Bill Miller who Thompson says is her inspiration for wanting
to become a teacher.
"He told me you have to be a speAlli• Thompson pnoto
cial person to be a teacher. I don't Allie has been active during her
want to say I'm that special person but time as a student at Calloway
I feel like God has made me this per- County High School.
son to help me do this," she said.
Her great-grandfather fulfilled an impor- she said, adding with a smile, "I love
that part too."
tant wish for Thompson.
For Thompson, being a 'good person'
"He was the man that baptized me,"

For all of your decorating & gift
needs shop at Peniques!
We have:
•Jewelr9 •Purses
'Lotion •Canclles
.5a59 Items
•Home Decor
.Garden Items
Briefed Registry Available
Need It Delivered..
We Deliver To Hospital,
Funeral Homes,etc
FREE DELIVERY &
GIFT WRAPPING

rentVet
400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007

has always been a part of her life.
"Sometimes I think 'where have I developed my morals?' but I just have this
sense of what's wrong and right," she
said. "I don't know how to explain it
- it's like this sense I have."
While the Golden Rule suffices most
people, for Thompson it's just a step in
the right direction.
"I've always been told I was softhearted," she said. "I've always thought,
'if I were in that situation, how would
I want to be treated?' and I've always
wanted to go above that."
Thompson will have an opportunity
to do just that this summer when she
joins Kentucky Changers 2008, a summer camp designed to give youth the
chance to impact a community.
"I've always liked to make things better, to improve on things so I think I'm
going to enjoy helping out this community."
In addition to the many hats she wears,
Thompson also manages to work at three
different jobs.
"I like being independent and knowing that I'll have money if I need to do
something instead of asking my mom,"
she said.
Being a cashiei and waitress at the
Lynn Grove Store and an employee at
Cheri Theater and Flowers by Whitney,

Thompson said that all of her jobs have
helped give her valuable life experiences.
"They've really developed me as a
person and in the community." she said.
"At the movies, it's a business setting,
at the store, it's a farm setting and at
Flowers by Whitney, it's creative. I'm
using my imagination to decorate."
And, probably more important for
Thompson. "every single one has to do
with kids; there's always kids that come
in.
One of Thompson's hobbies is visiting historical sites where famous people
have been.
"When I went to New York and
Princess Diana had stood in front of the
Trinity Church and it was like 'Oh my
goodness, she's stood here.' I've always
liked the fact of it being real and being
in that setting."
In Thompson's mind, what better place
to visit then the Holy Land where Jesus
Himself walked and preached?
"My mom is going and I'm trying to
talk her into letting me go," she said.
The July trip is planned with members
from Poplar Springs Baptist Church.
"I think it would help me grow in
my faith and grow closer to God,- she
said. "I think it would be a good experience; I'd probably be really emotional
but still a good experience."
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Laken enjoys having an active lifestyle
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
being active is something Miss Spring
Laken Peal is not afraid to be.
Her resume of high school activities
is lengthy and includes playing soccer.
being a cheerleader, running track her
freshman and sophomore year and serving in various academic roles.
Peal has been the vice president of
her class all four years. she serves as
the vice president of Tri-Alpha, the vice
president of Beta Club, the treasurer of
Beta Club, she is in the student council, the Pep Club, Spanish Club and
serves as the sports editor of the student
paper. Black and Gold and also serves
as the yearbook editor.
Peal said she attends Westside Baptist Church with her mom and is involved
with the youth group as much as possible.
"It's hard to be involved with just
one since I go to two different churches." said Peal. "But I try to be involved
in each of them."
A hobby that Peal said she enjoys is
singing.
"I really like the music program at Westside and I really like to sing," she said.
"My mom, sisters and I sing a special
right before Christmas.'
•OW • WO •OO •OUP•••••MO•Oa•OW

Laken Pail photo
Cheerleading and soccer have been two activities In Laken's high school
life.
Though her mind is made up about time on the lake during the summer and
her Engl:sh education major in college. especially wake-boarding. Instead of
Peal said she also enjoys photography using skis, wake-boarders are pulled behind
and may take a photography class at the a boat on one board.
In addition to fulfilling her Miss Spring
University of Kentucky during her tenure
duties, finishing up her senior year of
there.
"I'm really into photography," she high school, working and preparing to
said. "I do that a lot; I'm always tak- move to Lexington, Peal holds another
title - maid-of-honor for her sister, Lauing pictures."
One of Peal's hobbies is spending ren's May wedding.

Lauren is no stranger to the process
her sister is going through, having served
as Miss Spring in 2004. She is getting
ready to graduate from the University of
Kentucky with a Spanish major.
Peal said that, although the wedding
will be in Calvert City, she is busy making tnps to Lexington to help with wedding plans.
Peal is also dedicated to her work, which
right now is working at Flowers by Whitney. She has worked there since October and her responsibilities are varied
from working the floor, decorating and
running the cash register.
"I've had three different jobs and
they've all been extremely different," she
said.
She has been a lifeguard where she
learned "the safety of kids." She has
also taught gymnastics at McBrides Gymnastic Academy for youth ages 2-18.
"All my jobs have been with people.
I really like people."
A job is already waiting for her in
Lexington and it's one she says she's
excited about.
"I'm going to be a nanny for a family in Lexington," she said, a family who
is friends with her sister.
"I'm pretty familiar with baby-sitting;
I'm excited about that."
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Laken's. mother Jill Herndon.
reflects on her daughter in a questionand-answer session conducted by Murray Ledger and Times staff writer
Holly Wise..
MLT: What is one of your
favorite memories of Laken?
1H: Watching her compete as a
member of the MHS soccer team and
cheerleading team. She has always
given I lOck on the field or on the
competition floor. Watching her give
her all night after night and game
after game has made me a winner too.
MLT: What would you consider to
be one of her greatest accomplishments?
1H: Being the only 2008 Murray
High School senior to complete the
Governor's Scholars Program. It is
such an honor to be chosen for that
program and it is quite a sacrifice to
give up your entire summer for the
program. But she did just that, and it
helped her earn a Presidential Scholarship to UK. 1 am very proud of her
for that.
MLT: What is one or Laken's
most embarrassing moments'?
1H: One time when MHS played a
football game at Roy Stewart Stadium,

she was tumbling down the track and
over rotated on a layout. Her feet
barely touched the ground and she
ended up flat on her bottom and back
on the track. Once we realized she
was ok--just a little embarrassed-- we
all started laughing. The funniest part
of all was, when she got up she had
a red streak from the track down the
back of her white cheer uniform and
then had to explain to everyone all
night long that she had wiped out!
MLT: What is one of your bluest
dreams for Laken?
.11+ That she fulfills her potential
to make a difference in this crazy
world. She has such passion for the
things she truly believes in, and I
know that if she channels that in the
right way, she can be a positive.
Christian influence on everyone who
comes into her life.
MLT: What is one of your life
lessons that you have tried to teach
Laken?
1H: To treat others the way she
wants to be treated. No better life
lesson than the Golden Rule.
MLT: What three words would
you use to describe Laken?
JH: Beautiful, athletic, intelligent.

Laken Peal photo
Pictured are (seated) Laken and Adrian Herndon, and (standing) Aaron
Herndon, Randy Herndon, Jill Herndon. and Lauren Peal.

Congratulations Attie Er Laken!
Come and check out our new clothing line!

Terrapin Station
1-1/2 miles north of MSU on North 16th St. - 753-1152

920 South 12th St. • Murray • 753-8926
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Allie's mother, Tammy McC'allon, reflects on her daughter in a question-andanswer session conducted by Murray Ledger and Times staff writer Holly Wise.
MLT: What is one of your favorite memories of Allie?
TM: My favorite memory of Attie is when she accepted Christ as her personal Savior.
MLT: What would you consider to be one of her greatest accomplishments?
TM: Allie has had several accomplishments throughout her life. The most
recent ones would be when she was voted "Best Personality", "Miss CCHS",
and "Miss Spring".
MLT: What is one of Allie's 'most embarrassing moments'?
TM: One of the most recent embarrassing moment was during Spnng Break.
We had rented a pontoon to go swim with the dolphins in the Gulf. When the
dolphins swam close to the boat she ran to get a life jacket. As she was run-

Anis Thompson photo

•Cabinetry

Il

ning to jump in the water, she slipped and fell. Of course this was in front of
several other tourists' boats. But as usual, Attie turned an embarrassing moment
into laughter.
MLT: What is one of your biggest dreams for Atilt?
TM: My biggest dream for Allie is for her to succeed in Life. To become
a role model for children and the best teacher she can be. To also be an asset
in whatever community she decides to live.
MLT: What is one of your life lessons that you have tried to teach Allie?
TM: One of life's lessons that I have tried to teach Ante is treat everyone
the way she would want to be treated. That everyone deserves kindness and
respect regardless of social or financial status.
MLT: What three words would you use to describe Mlle?
TM: It is very difficult to describe Attie in three words. I would choose:
caring, responsible, full of life.
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Allie's ,lather. Jay Thompson. reflects on his daughter in a question-and-answer session conducted by Murray Ledger and Times stuff writer Holly Wise.
MLT: What is one of your favorite memories of Alit?
JT: When she was three or four riding in horse shows and following me everywhere I
went.
MLT: What would you consider to be one of
her greatest accomplishments?
iT Her senior year - "Miss CCHS", "Best
Personality". "Miss Spring." and being nominated to
homecoming court twice and her all-out goodness.
Its very rare today.
MLT: What is one of Allies 'most embarrassing
moments'?
IT: She is so kind and good-hearted and laughs
all the time. It's very easy to embarrass her.
MLT: What is one of your biggest dreams for
Attic?
IT: To achieve her goal of teaching elementary
education at Calloway. It's her dream and it makes
it mine.
MLT: What is one of your life lessons that you
have tried to teach Attie?
TT: Treat everyone as you want to be treated.
don't judge a book by the cover.
MLT: What three words would you use to
describe AlIle?
IT: Very good work ethic - she has three jobs;
very kind-hearted-always thinking of others. strong
Chnstian faith.
Alhe Thompson photos
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(Yakwith
Laken's Dad
Laken's father. Greg Peal, reflects on his daughter
in a question-and-answer session conducted by Murray Ledger and Times staff writer Holly Wise.
MLT: What is one of your favorite memories
of Laken?
GP: I have always enjoyed hearing her sing but
when she was very small, she loved to sing "You
Are My Sunshine".
MLT: What would you consider to be one of
her greatest accomplishments?
GP: Excelling in academics and athletics simultaneously.
MIX: What is one of Laken's mast embarrassing moments?
GP: Tough question- Laken handles all situations
very well and is not easily embarrassed.
MLT: What is one of your biggest dreams for
Laken?
GP: That she will continue to set and achieve
goals in all areas of her life regardless of the obstacles.
MLT: What is one of your life lessons that you
have tried to teach Laken?
GP: That with God's help. anything is possible.
MLT: What three words would you use to
describe Laken?
GP- Confident, gregarious, and a leader

•
•
Laken Peat Onto
Pictured are (from left to right) Laken Peal, Emma Peal, Amy Peal, Greg Peal, Savana Peal and
Lauren Peal
,•
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A touch offlowers adds to the prom experience
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
Spring is just around the corner and,
among other things, it's bringing prom
with it.
With prom comes dresses and hairstyles and limos and jewelry and...corsages.
Historically designed to ward off evil
spirits during the time of the ancient
Greeks, the corsage was transformed in
the Victorian era to deliver a message
of love and intent from an escort.
Today the corsage is tradition, it's
something that's done because, well, it's
always been done. After all, what would
a prom dress be without the corsage?
But in an age where new is better
and the trends change every year, girls
are always looking for ways to reinvent
the corsage and this year has great possibilities.
Whitney Cooper, owner of Flowers
by Whitney on Sycamore Street said the
corsage is taking on a different shape
this year with most girls opting for the
snowball shaped bouquet that they hold.
The trend is confirmed by Dec-dee
Diefenbach, owner of Wilson's Florist
on South 5th Street, who said she has
Legar
tt & limas photo
not received any orders for corsages this
year. All her orders are for hand-held Spring just wouldn't be spring and prom just wouldn't be prom without flowers.
even last year." she said,
flowers are what she's finding to be popbouquets.
According to Cooper, hand-painted silk ular this year.
"That's about all we've ever done.

"Every girl who comes in wants something different and unique," she said.
For her clients, the answer is in a variety of colors, stripes, polka dots and
solid hand-painted flowers.
-They're whimsical and fun." she said.
The flowers are made from handpainted canvas and are so popular that
Cooper's supplier out of Santa Fe, N.M.
is out of them thanks to the popular
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition television show who purchased his entire
stock. Cooper said.
For those nostalgic prom-goers, silk corsages can be kept as a keepsake for
many years, one of the reasons. Cooper
said she finds silk corsages more popular
But for Diefenbach, who only uses
real flowers, roses and lilies are the most
popular this year. The "nicer and more
expensive flowers" like Cali-lilies and
stargazer-lilies are what's keeping her busy.
Once the dress is purchased and attention turns to the corsage, the mountainof-a-question "will my corsage match my
dress- can be answered very simply.
Bring your dress with you when you
pick out your corsage.
"Girls have been bringing in their
dresses and we've literally been matching the flowers to their dresses," said Cooper. -That's the easiest way to do it."
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Congratulations Laken di Aline!!
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Don't pull your hair out over picking right hairstyle
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
Short hair, long hair, big hair, small
hair, curly hair, straight hair, blonde hair,
black hair...
And sometimes, when it comes to deciding on what hairstyle to choose for prom,
pull-out hair.
According to Chaney Boatright, a stylist at The Mane Event, choosing a hairstyle often parallels the styles viewers
see on the red carpet during the Grammy awards and other such events
This year, the rave was loose updos
and wavy, textured styles that represented a romantic look of times gone by.

"This year, it's all about bounce and
texture," Boatright said. "It probably
started last year but people were still
flat-ironing."
According to latesthairstyles.com,
"short hairstyles that are popular for 2008
include the crop and the bob which can
bring out more feminine features.
"Medium hairstyles that are great for
prom include the sleek look and the
addition of curls.
"Longer hair can be placed in fancy
updos or !eft flowing like the trendy
Farrah Fawcett hairstyle."
Updos for 2008 are being called "sassy,
messy updos'", according to the Hair Bou-

->

Serendipity
on the Square
Sunglasses

Handbags

Jewelr9 • Watckes
f_Satlting Suits
Home Decor and more!
109 S. 4th Street
Court Square • Murray
761-BAGS (2247)
M-F 9-5• Sat. 9-2

tique.
"The side sections of hair are swept
up and loosely pinned into a cascade of
soft messy loops that trickle seductively
fr
nape
om n
thfeu
theipno
efckthe crown down to the
In addition to loose updos and romantic, flowing curls, side hairstyles were
also popular on the red carpet and are
rumored to be popular for prom 2008 as
well.
The advantages of sideswept hair are
detailed by the Hair Boutique:
--- Works well with a wide range of
parts ranging from center, deep side,
messy or a combo.
— Can complement any style of fringe
or bangs from matching side-swept to
"barely there" bangs pulled to the side.
-- When combined with the proper
partings, crown height and forehead
onlYuPdos.com
fringes, can flatter any face shape.
--- Can easily be created at home by Updo hairstyles are on the up-tick
yourself or with the help of a friend or for prom and other big events.
either newly washed or day old strands. Even better, this style works great with
— Shows off beautiful earrings and many different types of hair accessories.
necks as well as flatters most gowns.
In order to make the styling process
-- Can be combined with lots of vol- easier, Boatright suggested that clients
ume along the crown for a combined choose a picture that resembles what
formal hairstyle.
they want before they go to the salon.
Depending on texture desired (wavy,
"Bring pictures into your stylist so
curly, straight or combined), this hair- communication is open." she said. Picstyle can morph into a range of moods tures help eliminate room for mistakes
(romantic, sexy, sassy, sophisticated).
and re-styling.
— This style can even be created on
"You really want to help the girl feel
shorter strands with the help of a range great," she said. "It's her night."
of clip-in hair extensions or hair pieces.
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Warmer weather
suits cooler clothes
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By HOLLY WISE
According to fashion-era.com, some
Murray Ledger & Times
of the biggest fashion trends for the
With spring begging to make an appear- spring and summer are:
ance and summer knocking on the door,
Short, full, swishing skirts - Beltwarm weather fashions are alive and well ed volume, fluid dhoti pants cropped or
and awaiting discovery.
long
According to Debbie Kelley, owner
— Tiered ruffles , frills and roses on
of DK Kelley Ladies Fine Apparel, color skirts, dresses, tops, blouses, necklines
is on the menu and plenty of it espe-- Retro florals, 40, 50s, 70s flower
cially when it comes to
jewelry.
Jewelry for the spring
and summer is big,
noticeable and earth
friendly, said Kelley. It
incorporates
shells,
stones, hemp and other
natural products.
According to fashiontrendsettercom, the style
for summer will be sporty
chic.
"The
functional
wardrobe, technical fabrics and details with an
active sport connotation
come into play for very
cool fashion. Pale neutrals, dirty or refreshed
pastels, to mix together,
to disrupt with bnght
and unexpected accents,"
the wcbsite denotes.
Kelley said long walking shorts are in style
as well as capris and
long tunic tops.
Reminiscent of the
60's and 70's are sun
dresses and "a lot of
trends in clothing." said
Ledger R Times photo
Kelley, including the
OK Kelley ownor Debbie Kelley shows some of the
babydoll look, which will
not go into the fall, she seasonal colors, prints and materials that usher in
added. Dresses include a "spnngtime" state of mind
"goddess dresses" with a smock look pnnt blouses
and rouching on the front which is "fig— Asymmetric draped dresses, tea
ure flattering and hides a lot of thing." dresses, maxi dresses
The popular length for dresses during
— Orange, tangerine, mandarin, peach,
the warn weather is knee-length.
yellinv, gold, lemon, yellow, citrus green
Jeans and all pants for the spnng and
-- Earthy Asian textures, animal and
summer arc including a tummy tuck feather fabncs
— Violet to lilac - sugar almonds
insert, said Kelley. Trouser pants are
going with a high waist and leg
soft tints - neon shocks
High-heels are trendy this year. said
— Colored skinny jeans, cropped nai
Kelley, but added that flats are sharing row jodhpurs, wide trousers
the stage. According to fashion-era.com,
— Frayed and faded denim with white
wedges and cone wooden heels are in shirts or whitework Victonan praine blot],
as well as color and pnnt shoes.
CS
"It's a variation," said Kelley. "There's
— Clutch/small handbags, cuffs, bana little bit of everything for everyone." gles, big sunglasses, scarves. skinny belts
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Get ready for summer with spray tan
By HOLLY WISE
Murray Ledger & Times
Special occasions require special treatment and part of that could involve getting a spray-tan for a healthy, warm glow
to skin.
According to Belinda Perry, manager
at Neon Beach Tanning Salon, spray tanning is a great alternative for people
who don't want the exposure of UV
rays.
Instead of using UV rays, spray tanning uses an FDA approved formula
called DMA (dihydroxyacetone) that gives
a "customized sunless bronze glow-,
according to a brochure provided by
Perry.
According to the MayoClinic.com. sunInternet photr
less tanning products such as gels, lotions Spray tanning is an alternative
and sprays are a safe alternative to sun- approach to people getting a glowbathing.
ing tan without the glowing expoWhile the FDA has approved DHA sure of UV rays.
for over 30 years, they recommend it ingested by using disposable eye covers,
for a topical use only.
sealing lips with balm and wearing disWhen an individual enters the tanning posable undergarments.
booth, they are encouraged to take measSome users may express concerns
ures to prevent the formula from being about the formula staining their clothes

but according to information provi ed, product, which tends to look more natthe formula is water soluble and will ural.
not stain.
— Before using the product, wash
If a residue is left on the inside of
and exfoliate your skin with a wash cloth
garments, it is reported to wash off.
Those who get a sunless tan will be or sponge to remove excess dead skin
able to swim, shower and workout as cells. Women should shave their legs for
normal. The only restriction is to remain an even application.
shower-free for six hours after the tan
— Apply the sunless tanning product
to allow it to develop. After that, the
tan is reported to last up to seven days. evenly and lightly. Use less product on
The DHA reacts with dead cells on dry skin or thickened skin, such as over
the outermost part of the skin and tem- your ankles, knees and elbows. These
porarily darkens the skin's appearance. areas tend to absorb more product.
the Mayoclinic.com reported and when
— After you apply the product to
the dead cells begin sloughing off, the
your face and body, wash your hands
tan fades with it.
Perry said a lot of people will go the with soap and water to avoid coloring
sunless tanning route for prom, wed- youi palms. Be sure to remove any proddings, vacations and any special occa- uct from under your fingernails. Then
use a cotton ball to apply the sunless
sions.
If applying sunless tanning lotion on tanner to the top of each hand.
at home without the help of a profes-- To prevent staining your clothes,
sional, MayoClinic.com recommends these
tips be followed to ensure a safe and wait to dress until the sunless tanner
dries completely, about 15 to 20 minhealthy tan:
— Choose a light- or medidm-toned utes

Congratulations Laken & Allie!
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